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Abstract

This doctoral thesis is a theoretical and methodological exploration in the study of the
developmentof pragmatic abilities in Brazilian Portugueseas a secondlanguage. It sets
out to make a new contribution to this still developing field in second language
acquisition studies. It reviews the relevant literature in the fields of second language
acquisition studies and interlanguage pragmatics and proposes a three-dimensional
theoretical framework inspired by Schmidt's 'Noticing Hypothesis', Bialystok's
conceptsof 'control' and 'attention', and, most significantly, some of the key premises
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Theory.
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of
complementary methodological approachesin data elicitation such as the CCSARP
coding manual (Blum-Kulka) but also discourse and speech-act-basedaccounts
(Trosborg, Koike, Held).

Three interactive requestive situations are analysed and

contrastedagainst a control group of native speakers,allowing for the examination of
the way in which these requests are negotiated. This data analysis is enriched by
retrospective verbal reports.

Findings suggest that even advanced learners have

difficulty in producing conventionalisedpragmatic material in the target language.This
pragmatic phenomenon is analysed by means of an integrated theoretical and
methodological account which considers questions of perception of input and
dynamics
is
to
the
of ongoing
particular
where
attention
paid
processingmechanisms
interactionsacrosscontexts.
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Chapter I

Introduction
1.0 Generaloutline
This doctoral thesis focuses on the development of the acquisition of requests in
Brazilian Portugueseas a second language. This doctoral thesis is a theoretical and
methodological exploration in the study of the development of pragmatic abilities in
Brazilian Portugueseas a secondlanguage. It setsout to make a contribution to this still
developing field in second language acqisition

studies. It reviews the relevant

literature in the fields of second language acquisition studies and interlanguage
pragmatics and proposes a three-dimensional theoretical framework inspired by
Schmidt's 'Noticing Hypothesis, Bialystok's conceptsof 'control' and 'attention', and,
integrated
This
key
Theory.
Relevance
the
of
premises
of
most significantly, some
theoretical account in turn informs a synthesis of complementary methodological
but
in
data
CCSARP
(Blum-Kulka)
the
such
as
coding
manual
elicitation
approaches
accounts(Trosborg,Koike, Held).
also discourseand speech-act-based
It sets out to make a contribution to the field of SecondLanguage Acquisition
(SLA) pragmatics by proposing a new theoretical and methodological framework,
bringing together cognitive, cultural and communicative accounts rarely - if ever discussedin the samecontext. This forms the core focus of the current study.
1.1 Pmgmadcs in SLA research: the main Issues
Studies in SLA in the 1970swere mainly concernedwith the exploration of syntactic
and morphological knowledge and its relations with linguistic competence. Here,
Chomsky's works (1965,1975) exerted a major influence, especially his well-known
distinction between competenceand performance,where, in simple terms, competence
is understood as the knowledge of language,while performanceis concernedwith its
use. It is only in the 1980s that interlanguage studies' (influenced by Hymes, 1972)
started to incorporate a learner's pragmatic and discourse knowledge as part of

I Studiesof learner's languageas a structured system.
I

communicative competence (cL Canale & Swain, 1980), in what was called
interlanguagepragmatics(cL Blum-Kulka et.al., 1989:9).
1.2 Situating the problem: the learning of pragmatic abilities in SLA
Research on pragmatics in SLA has been essentially modelled on cross-cultural
pragmatics. Most studies have therefore focused on comparative rather than on
acquisitional aspects,for instance,how specific speechacts are performed in different
languages,taking into account sociopragmaticand pragmalinguistic aspects. Research
on the acquisition and developmentof pragmatics in SLA has tended to lag behind,
maybe due to the great impact of sociolinguistics, with its emphasison social-cultural
aspects,with the consequencethat psychological or cognitive theorieshave been largely
ignored in the field. In that sense,this thesis echoesFoster-Cohen's(2000a) contention
about the need for a strong theoretical foundation in the study of developmental
pragmatics.
Prior to the 'pragmatic breakthrough of the 1980s, the historical tendency to
concentrate on performance or use, could be seen as stemming from an increasing
awarenessof the importance of the social and situational context in which learners are
embeddedin the processof learning a secondlanguage. In other words, the context of
learning is increasingly foregrounded. This also representsan attempt to shift the
orientation away from an "internal" perspectiveon SLA (e.g. the focus on form, syntax
or grammar) to a more interactionistperspective(e.g. negotiationof meaning, pragmatic
interaction), where internal factors would interact with externalones.
Social interaction, according to the interactionist view, plays a crucial role in
acquisition (cf. Gass, S., Madden, C., Preston, D. and Selinker, L. (eds.), 1989). In
addition, and more specifically, variation arisesas a central issuewithin an interactionist
perspective. By virtue of the dominanceof the Chomskian paradigm in SLA research,
variation tended to be seen initially as a counter-argument to the claim that the
interlanguage(IL) is a natural languagewith its systematicityand homogeneity.

Although systematicvariability has since been recognizedas an important
featureof natural languages,it is still consideredto be problematicfor areassuchas
grammar and phonology. For example, Gass et aL differentiated between external and
2

internal variation, where researchon external variation examinesexternal variables such
as "status, purpose of interaction, native language background of one's interlocutor,
proficiency level of one's interlocutor, and topic of conversation" (Gass, S., Madden,
C., Preston,D. and Selinker, L. (eds.), 1989:4).
Studiesinvestigating ELPwould tend to follow the samelines, concentrating on
the investigation of the external variables. The question remains as to what extent the
interactionist perspective, while showing the importance of sociolinguistics and its
emphasis on social contexts to SIA, has been able to bring the contextualised
perspectivetogether with psychological internal factors such as attention or cognitive
in
if
both
being
relation to their
as
exclusive
or
are
seen
control or processing,
application. Indeed, this is the very question this study sets out to address. In other
be
internal
be
it
that
would
perspective
research
an
psychological
argued
words, could
adopted by studies on the acquisition of, for instance, morphosyntactic aspects of a
by
be
language,
would
adopted
oriented
perspective
an
external
socially
whereas
second
be
language
to
the
more
considered
arguably
acquisition of aspects of
studies on
for
be
Such
the
to
reason
a polarization could
sensitive situational and social contexts.
the existence of very few studies attempting to explain the acquisition of pragmatics
taking into consideration cognitive aspectsas well as sociolinguistic ones. This thesis
undertakesto occupy this gap.
As noted above, only recently has the study of the acquisition of pragmatic
have
been
language
in
traditionally
questions
which
considered
abilities
a second
ELP
is
That
interlanguage
that
to
to
say
grammar
and
vocabulary.
confined studies of
studies have mainly adopted a comparative and cross-cultural as opposed to
Rose,
1999:
Kasper
Schmidt,
1996:
149
Kasper
(cf.
and
and
and
acquisitional.approach
81). Thus, they have been concerned with, for instance, how contextual variation
differs cross-culturally and whether speech act strategies are universally available.
Although there has been a shift in the ILP researchagenda(cf. Bardovi-Harlig, 1999),
interlanguage
be
it
focusing
development,
that
argued
can still
with more studies
on
issues have been addressed rather descriptively, lacking an adequate theoretical
framework in terms of cognitive aspectswhich could offer an explanatory level for
changesin development.
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While the relationship between different types of input (e.g. recasts,modified
input) and the acquisition of grammar and vocabulary has been a much investigated
interlanguageissue, there are very few studieson the relationship betweeninput and the
acquisition of pragmatic abilities (cf. Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford, 1993).
Given this background, it seemsthat researchin interlanguagepragmatics not
only needsto addressacquisitional issues(e.g. role of input), in order to align itself with
research in the acquisition of other interlanguage areas, but it needs additionally to
considercognitive aspectsas part of a theory of acquisition.

1.3Aims and Objectives
In generaltenns, this study pursuesfive aims. Theseare:
1. To identify the semantic formulae of the communicative act of requestsin Brazilian
Portuguese as a native and as a second language with regard to: realisation
strategies, use of

internal modifications and supportive moves and the

appropriateness of strategies to sociopragmatic aspects of dominance, social
distance and degree of imposition or expectations of the interaction (cf. also
Trosborg, 1995: 134-135for Danish and English).
2. To identify interactional patterns in the requestive communicative act in native
speakers'and learners' contributions, in terms of regularities in the structureof their
participation.
3. To identify and characterise the nature of the input available to learners in
encounterswith NSs in relation to requests. Here the focus will rest on attempting
to show if there is availability of negative feedback (implicit or explicit) in respect
of realisationstrategiesfor requests.
4. To investigate the above across different levels of proficiency and suggest
developmentalpatterns.
5. To attempt to go beyond a descriptive level by offering an integrated explanatory
account of the patterns identified in the data in terms of linguistic, social and
cognitive aspects.

4

1.4 Theoretical Framework

This chapter proposes a new theoretical framework for the examination of the
pragmatics of interactions in a specific communication context, namely second
language interactions. The focus is therefore placed on conversational interactions
between native speakers (NSs) and learners of a second language (or non-native
speakers- NNSs). The intention is to proposean integrated interdisciplinary account
of such communications, that is to say, one which comprises both cognition- and
communication-theoreticalapproaches.
Although more studies in ELPhave focusedon developmentalissues(cf. Kasper
and Rose, 1999 for a review), it could be argued that there is still a tendencyto offer
descriptive accounts,lacking an explanatory level (cf Foster-Cohen,2002). This can
only be achieved by a critical discussion of theoretical perspectives for the
understandingof the developmentof pragmatic abilities in a secondlanguage.
Adopting such an integratedcognition-communication-theoreticaIapproach,this
chapter seeksfirstly to define the specific characterof pragmatics in the interlanguage
domain. This first part will focus on speechact theory in interlanguagepragmaticsand
the impact of input on the acquisition of pragmatic abilities. For the purposesof this
study, input can be defined broadly as the linguistic environment available to learners.
Secondly, it will consider developmental accountsof pragmatic acquisition in learners
of second languages. Here, two significant approacheswill be considered:the twodimensional model of Ellen Bialystok and the 'Noticing Hypothesis' of Richard
Schmidt. Both approachesshare a view on the development of pragmatics which is
concerned with information processing hypothesis rather than communicative
interaction. In this sense,both attempt to explain developmentalprocessesin cognitive
terms. This chapterwill examine to what extent the theoretical proposalsof Bialystok
and Schmidt are compatible with a view on pragmatic development in terms of the
integration of cognition and communication. Thirdly, this chapter will evaluate the
extent to which concepts in Relevance Theory such as cognitive context and
manifestness(Sperberand Wilson, 2001) offer a plausible account for characteristicsof
pragmatic interactionsin atypical (that is, secondlanguageacquisition) communication
contexts.

5

In order to provide an explanatory framework for the developmentof requestsin
Brazilian Portuguese this thesis proposes an innovative approach to the theory and
methodology of the development of pragmatic abilities in SLA by integrating three
different researchareas:
1. input in SLA, where input is construed as cognitive representationsas opposed
to somethingexternal to the learner;
2. pragmatics in SLA, where pragmatics is defined as part of a communicative
competence,that is, dynamic, interactional knowledge. Pragmaticsis also seen
here as acting by means of language,i. e. doing things with words (cf. Kasper,
1989: 39), where the notion of speechactsis central;
3. RelevanceTheory in SLA. Here, the concept of relevance, a relative notion in
proportion to contextual effect and processingeffort (cf. Sperber and Wilson,
2001), can offer an explanatory framework for the relationship between input
and its perception,in the sensethat detectionof forms and functions is guided by
the searchof relevance(cf. Carroll, 2001).
1.5 Methodology

Since the main goal of this researchproject lies in the exploration of an explanatory
theoretical framework, data will tend to serve the purposeof illustrating theoretical and
methodological reflections. In this sense, an exploratory experiment was conducted,
with data being collected from learnersof three different levels (beginners,intermediate
and advanced)in a courseof Portuguesefor foreigners in a major university in Rio de
Janeiro. This pilot study adopts an exploratory cross-sectional approach to the
developmentof requestsin Brazilian Portugueseas a secondlanguage. An exploratory
experiment was conducted,with data collected from learners of three different levels
(beginners, intermediate and advanced) in a course of Portuguesefor foreigners in a
major Brazilian university (Pontificia UniversidadeCat6lica) in Rio de Janeiro,Brazil.

A cross-sectional
design,comprisingthecollectionandcomparisonof datafrom
learnersat differentproficiencylevels,can offer an insight into developmental
aspects
which would not be acquiredby the comparisonof NSs and learnersonly. Such a
6

design, however, does not yield a full developmental picture, which would only be
revealed by longitudinal studies which are, due to the amount of resourcesinvolved,
still limited in number in ELP (cf. also Warga, 2002: 239 and for longitudinal studiescf.
Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford, 1993 and 1996). It is neverthelessto be hoped that such
studieswill increasein the future (cf. for an example Achiba, 2003).
This exploratory study adopts a combined approach (qualitative and
quantitative) to data analysis,examining data for trends accordingto a coding method to
capture those trends. Given that this study is not concerned with a large corpus, a
qualitative analysis will be the main instrument of evaluation, however with some
frequency analyses. Learnerswill be given a task (three different requestive situations),
which will involve interaction with three native speakersin different social relationships
with the learners.

1.6 Data Analysis

The Data Analysis chaptercomprisesa combined quantitative and qualitative treatment
of various tasks performed by NNSs and NSs.

In keeping with the theoretical

framework, the core focus will tend to be placed on qualitative analysis.
In general, the data analysis will consist of both quantitative and qualitative
analyses.The quantitative analysiswill play a less central role in the overall analysisof
the data than the qualitative analysis (seejustification in the methodological discussion
chapter, Introductory Remarks section).

Nevertheless, frequencies will provide

important supporting evidence in the identification of patterns in second language
learners' performanceof the requests.
The first part of this chapterwill provide an analysisof the interactional patterns
in the three requestivesituations. This analysis will be concernedwith discoursemoves
and acts, following Trosborg's model of data analysis. In order to set a context in which
data will be analysed, Trosborg's model of analysis will be introduced by a
considerationof working expectationsof learners' performanceof discoursemoves and
acts(5.2.1).
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Unlike Trosborg's data analysis (Trosborg, 1995: 178-185),the data analysis in
this study will offer not only a comparisonbetween learnersand native speakersbut will
also look at interactional patterns within and across proficiency levels. This should
enable the investigation of developmental patterns in the acquisition of pragmatic
abilities in a secondlanguage.
The analysis will first offer a profile of each proficiency level, taking into
accountthe interaction as a whole, that is, the participation of both native speakerand
learnersof a particular level. Further analysis will provide a comparisonof the profiles
across different levels of proficiency.

Finally, learners' performance in terms of

frequencies of discourse moves and acts will be compared to the native speakers'
be
interactions.
This
the
will
carried out
requestive
acts
and
comparison
performanceof
in two different ways: first, learners' performancewill be comparedto native speakers'
in
learners
itself,
interaction
the
the
the
the
enabling a profile of
participation of
within
interaction with native speakers. Second,the learners' profile will be compared to the
native speakers' profile in the control group. In the latter case, learners and native
in
be
the
the role play, namely that of requester.
same
role
playing
speakerswill
The second part of the data analysis chapter will provide an analysis of the
requestivesituations in terms of requeststrategies (cf. Blum-Kulka et al., 1989 and the
methodologicaldiscussionchapter). Here, requestswill be analysedin terms of types of
requeststrategies,internal and external modifications of requestiveacts.

1.7Discussion
The concluding Discussion chapter revisits the theoretical framework proposed in
Chapter 3 in the light of the varied data findings of Chapter 5. This chapter is
concernedwith a critical analysis of the patterns which emerged in the data analysis
informed by the modified taxonomies of Trosborg and Blum-Kulka. However, while
this analysis provided a description of frequencies of features in the data, the current
for
follows
it
hand,
the
to
two
the
aims:
offer
an
explanation
chapter
on
one
sets out
patternsin the data by discussingthem on the light of conceptsproposedby the theories
critically examined in the theoretical framework chapter of this thesis (Schmidt's
noticing hypothesis, Bialystok's control of processing and Sperber and Wilson's
conceptof relevance). Too often in the past in ELPstudies,such integrative theoretical
8

accountshave eluded data analyses. This chapter establishessome conclusions as a
contribution to a theory of pragmatic developmentin SLA and issuessome pointers for
future researchprojects.
This concluding chapter investigatessome patterns in the data which have only
partially been captured by the data analysis by means of a thoroughgoing discussion
based on a complex and yet fundamentally coherent theoretical framework. For
example,while the data analysisprovides the number of frequenciesof discoursemoves
and acts, it doesnot focus on the sequenceor distribution of thesemoves and acts in the
interaction. The instruments of data analysis are indeed well designed to capture
discrete manifestations of pragmatic interaction but less well designedto capture the
less discrete,overlapping and contextually rich texture of interactions over time and in
time and place. Tlius, the second aim of this concluding chapter is to discuss
frequencies of moves and acts in terms of their function in the negotiation of the
requestivegoal. This is a necessarycontextual account of pragmatic development. For
this purpose,referencewill be madeto the "negotiation of meaning" accountpresented
in the methodological discussion. Without this secondaim, the analysis of data might
appear plausible as an account of discrete forms but insensitive to pragmatics as
interactionaltransaction.

9

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.0 The Field and Subirields of Pragmatics
In his classic account of pragmatics,StephenLevinson defines the field broadly as the
ability of speakersto derive inferences about the assumptions made by participants
(Levinson, 2000: 53). Levinson defines pragmatics as the study of those relations
betweenlanguageand context that are grammaticaHzed, or encodedin the structure of
a language(2000: 9; emphasisin original). Leech further notes that one can speak of a
general pragmatics subdivided into pragmalinguistics that deals with the choice of
grammatical forms, and socio-pragmatics that deals with sociology, or the local
conditions of languageusage(1983: 10-11). Pragmalinguisticsis defined, according to
Leech (1983: 11) as "the particular resources that a given language provides for
conveying particular illocutions" and sociopragmaticsinvestigates"the ways in which
pragmaticperformanceis subjectedto specific social conditions".
Pragmatic knowledge is conceived for the purposes of this project as a
component of communicative competencein the senseof Hyrnes,(1972), as a kind of
communicative competence combined with sociocultural knowledge.

Pragmatic

knowledge, following Wittgenstein's notion of language games, Austin's (1956) and
Searle's (1971) speech act theory and Habermas' universal pragmatics (1981) is
construedhere as the study of acting by meansof language,of doing things with words.
Given this demarcation, it follows that the notion of speechacts is central to pragmatic
theory.
Suffice it to say that the recurring referencesfor pragmatic analysisappearto be
context, use and intentionality. These notions will be fed forward into a more precise
and detailed discussionof pragmaticsin SecondLanguageAcquisition Studies.
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2.1 Pragmatics in SLA studies
2.LI Introduction

Research on pragmatics in SLA has been essentially modelled on cross-cultural
pragmatics. Most studies have therefore focused on comparative rather than on
acquisitional aspects,for instance, how specific speechacts are performed in different
languages,taking into account sociopragmaticand pragmalinguistic aspects. Research
on the acquisition and development of pragmatics in SLA has tended to lag behind,
maybe due to the great impact of sociolinguistics, with its emphasison social-cultural
aspects,with the consequencethat psychological or cognitive theorieshave beenlargely
ignored in the field. In that sense,this thesisechoesFoster-Cohen's(2000b) contention
about the need for a strong theoretical foundation in the study of developmental
pragmatics.
Pragmatics in SLA has been largely dominated by studies focusing on
performance or use, rather than on acquisition/development(cf. Kasper and Schmidt,
1996: 149 and also Kasper and Rose, 1999: 81). The particular influence of crosscultural pragmatics has lead to studies contrasting native speakers' (NSs) and nonnative speakers'(NNSs) performanceof pragmatic aspects(cf. Blum-Kulka, S., House,
J., and Kasper, J. (eds.), 1989). In this sense, the issues that arise from studies in
pragmatics in SLA are concerned, for instance, with realization strategiesof speech
acts, their universality, constraining contextual factors and cross-cultural contextual
variation. As Kasper and Schmidt argue, they are broadly the same issues as those
which have been investigated in cross-cultural pragmatics (cf. Kasper and Schmidt,
1996: 150).

The perspective on communicative competence as sociocultural, with little
consideration of cognitive aspects involved in the development of a communicative
competence in a second language, seems to be paradigmatic of most studies in
pragmatics in SLA.

Kasper and Schmidt observe that processing perspectives should

be focused in parallel to focus on changes in learners' sociocultural perceptions, since
"[i]t would be a mistake to view developmental issues in ELP in purely cognitive terms
[

I" (Kasper and Schmidt, 1996: 165).
...

While there seems to be no doubt that

contextual and cultural elements are central to studies of pragmatics, the apparent
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reluctanceto offer an account of how cognitive issuesplay a role in the developmentof
communicative knowledge in a broader sense, and in particular in the learning of
pragmatics, seemsnot to be justifiable, in view of the types of studies that have been
carried out so far.
Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper argue that studies on cross-cultural pragmatics
seek to show the cultural specificity of speechact behaviour. These studies aim to
provide an understandingof speech act realizations across cultures and languagesby
showing how different speechacts are performed by NNSs with a variety of language
backgroundsand target languages. Furthermore,they discussorientations or traditions
which underpin cross-cultural pragmatics: some studies (e.g. Wolfson, 1981 and
Tannen, 1981), influenced by Gumperz (e.g. 1977,1978), are based fundamentally on
Hymes and his ethnographicresearch(e.g. 1972,1974) where the emphasisis placed on
interactional styles in intercultural and interethnic communication.
Another line of researchin pragmaticsin SLA researchis contrastivepragmatics
(e.g. Faerch and Kasper, 1983), and is "based on attempts to extend the scope of
traditional contrastivelinguistic proceduresbeyond the levels of phonology, syntax, and
semanticsto embracediscourselevels of languageuse" (Blum-Kulka, S., House,J., and
Kasper, J., 1989:6). Here, two particular issuesarise, namely politeness in speechact
(SA) realization and the universality of politeness phenomena across language and
issue
influence.
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The third kind of research area in cross-cultural pragmatic studies is
interlanguagepragmatics (ELP) defined as "the study of non-native speakers'use and
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learner attains at a particular time (e.g. Blum-Kulka, 1982). Some of the studieswithin
this third research orientation attempt to give an explanation of the phenomena
investigated in psycholinguistic terms: pragmatic failure can be explained as a result of
transfer, overgeneralization, simplification

or reduction of

sociopragmatic or
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Studies
interlanguage
Kasper,
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knowledge
(e.
stemming
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pragnialinguistic:
this tradition attempt to extend interlanguageresearchin order to include pragmatic and
discourse knowledge. Although there has been an increasing number of studies in
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developmental terms (e.g. House, 1996, Warga, 2002, Achiba, 2003), still they are
outnumberedby studies with a focus on performanceonly (cfi Blum-Kulka, S., House,
J., and Kasper, G., 1989).
Specific traditions inforn-dngcross-cultural studies(outlined above) convergein
an investigation of variation in cross-cultural pragmatics. Beebe and Takahashi(1989)
compare American and JapaneseESL performanceof two face-threateningspeechacts
in English with unequal status; the theoretical framework is based on Brown and
Levinson (1978). Beebeand Takahashi conclude that Americans are not always more
direct and explicit than Japanese,that Japanesedo not always avoid disagreementand
finally, that Americans use more positive remarks more frequently than Japanese.They
try to explain the unexpectedresults arguing that directnessmight be due to one or more
following factors: low proficiency level, transfer (sociolinguistic or transfer of
training'), psychological convergence (an attempt to converge to the stereotype), or
overgeneralizationin the target languageand culture.
Olshtain and Blum-Kulka (1985), also working within the framework of Brown
and Levinson (1978), explore cross-cultural differences in interactional styles taking
into account the receptive(rather than the productive) aspectof communication. NNSs'
reaction to NSs' speechact behaviour might indicate their degreeof acculturation to the
target speech community, where "there seems to be an increasing approximation of
native responsepatterns, as a function of the nonnatives' length of stay in the target
speechcommunity" (Olshtain and Blum-Kulka, 1985:303).
While the results of this study contradict previous ones (e.g. House and Kasper,
1981 and Blum-Kulka, 1982), which indicate that even advanced learners (at a high
linguistic level) still show deviation from NS speech act realization patterns, two
particular aspectshave to be consideredin order to offer a possible explanation for their
results. First, the study focuseson reception; and second,it is relatedto length of stay in
the country where the target languageis spoken,so that acceptability patternsof native
speech act behaviour might be attained irrespective of the linguistic level, but as a
function of the length of stay in the target community. They argue that it might be that

1 Transfer of training is discussedin the literature as originating in misapplication of
information provided in teachingcontexts (cf. Kasperand Schmidt, 1996).
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there is a significant difference between productive and receptive speechact behaviour
and that the linguistic level and the social-cultural level of competence do not
necessarilyrelate.
2.1.2 Definitions of Pragmaticsand its role in ILP research
As observedabove, Hymes (1972) is one of the major influences within pragmatics in
SLA when it comes to defining pragmatic knowledge. Here, pragmatic knowledge is
construed as being a component of what he termed 'communicative competence'2,
interacting with sociocultural knowledge and other types of knowledge, so that the task
of a language user in her performance of verbal action "is to select and combine
elementsfrom theseareasin accordancewith her illocutionary, propositional and modal
(or 'social', 'politeness') goals" (cf. Kasper, 1989: 39). Fraser, Lintell and Walters
(1980) also adopt Hymes' approach,placing pragmatic competencewithin the broader
kind of knowledge called communicative competencewhich also comprises,in terms of
methodology,

conversational

analysis,

conversational

interaction

and

ethnomethodologicalstudies.
In order to distinguish pragmatic competence from the more comprehensive
notion of communicative competence (which extends to conversational analysis,
conversational interaction and ethnomethodological studies), Fraser, et aL, mirmring
Chomsky's distinction between competence and performance, claim that pragmatic
competenceis "the knowledge required to determine what [ ...] sentencesmean when
spokenin a certain way in a particular context" (Fraser,Lintell and Walters, 1980: 77).
By contrast, pragmatic performance is concerned with the use of language in social
contexts, that is, with the performance of speech acts. While pragmatic competence
"consists of a system of rules that in some explicit and well-defined way assigns an
interpretation to utterances" (Fraser, Lintell and Walters, 1980: 76), pragmatic
performance is subject to language processing constraints and to perception and
understandingof social contexts. Furthermore,pragmaticabilities are construedin their
approachas a sociolinguistic ability or competence.

2 Here,Hymesdistanceshimselffrom a Choms1dan
notionof competence.It is worth
noting that Chomskydoesnot deny the existenceof pragmaticcompetence(cf. Rules
1980andthe introductionof this thesis).
andRepresentations,
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It seems that, despite adopting Hymes' notion of communicative competence,
Kasper and Fraser et aL present significantly different views of pragmatic knowledge.
While Fraseret A reproducewhat could be termed a more conventional view, placing
pragmatic knowledge within the realm of sociolinguistics (although they do not specify
the character of the rules that make up pragmatic competence and how they are
acquired), Kasper challenges that conventional view, arguing that to account for the
acquisition or development of pragmatic abilities "pragmatics needsto relate (product)
description not only to social processesbut also to the psychological processesof
speechproduction/reception, as well as to language learning and acquisition" (Faerch
and Kasper, 1985: 214). This view is sharedin this thesis.
It is in this context that Kasper adopts a perspectiveon pragmaticswhich stems
from Wittgenstein's notion of language games, the speechact theory of Austin and
Searleand Habermas' universal pragmatics. According to this perspective,pragmatics
is concernedwith construing languageas action; therefore pragmatics is redefined as
"the study of acting by meansof language" (Kasper, 1989: 39). It seemsthat Kasper
beyond
in
the conventional
to
the
to
of
pragmatics,
go
extend
understanding
order
seeks
views relating pragmatics to use and context and to include the development of the
user's pragmatic knowledge on the one hand, and on the other hand to relate the study
of pragmaticsto disciplines such as philosophy of language,linguistics, developmental
psychology and second language research (cf. Kasper, 1989: 39).

The above is

foundational for the study of pragmatics in general and in particular for the study of
speechacts.
Faerch and Kasper (1985) consider three different views of pragmatic
knowledge. According to the first view pragmatic knowledge consists of rules (e.g.
Labov and Fanshell; also Schegloff and Sacks in their ethnomethodologicalstudies in
Faerch and Kasper, 1985); the second perspective presentspragmatic knowledge as
proceduresor 'strategies', in the senseof problem-solving in order to achieve a goal
(Brown and Levinson, 1978). The third approach assumes that both rules and
proceduresare part of pragmatic knowledge (e.g. Widdowson, Edmondson,in Faerch
and Kasper 1985). Faerch and Kaspercontendthat the latter more inclusive perspective
offers the "most differentiated description of pragmatic knowledge" (Faerch and
Kasper, 1985: 214). Following the distinction between declarative and procedural
knowledge, Faerch and Kasper redefine, for their purposes,declarative knowledge as
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"taxonomic", "static" and procedural knowledge as "process-oriented"and "dynamic"
(cf. Faerchand Kasper, 1985: 215), insteadof adopting the usual distinction in terms of
automatization and consciousness. ney

further propose a distinction between

declarative pragmatic knowledge and procedural pragmatic knowledge: the former
would be representedby pragmaticrules, the latter by pragmatic procedures.
For Faerchand Kasper,pragmatically relevant declarativeknowledgeconsistsof
linguistic knowledge, speech act knowledge, discourse knowledge, socio-cultural
knowledge, context knowledge and knowledge of the world. Pragmatic procedures
within proceduralknowledge (speechprocessingaccording to Clark and Clark's model,
in Faerchand Kasper 1985)would involve goal formulation and context analysis;verbal
planning and monitoring execution (cf. Faerch and Kasper, 1985: 215-217). The
for
"cognitive-pragmatic
the learning
that
would
mean
authorsclaim
such a
approach"
and teaching of a second language the fact that procedural aspects of pragmatic
knowledge would have to be incorporated as well as its interaction with declarative
knowledgein interlanguagestudies.
Kasper and Rose (1999) identify two roles played by pragmatic knowledge in
second language acquisition: pragmatics acts as a constraint on the acquisition of
linguistic forms and as a kind of communicativeknowledge on a par with other kinds of
knowledgesuch as morphosyntax,lexis and so forth. As will be discussedbelow, there
has traditionally been very little research which investigates the first role, that is
pragmaticsas a constraint on the acquisition of linguistic forms; the bulk of the IILP
studiesfocuseson the role of pragmaticsas a kind of knowledge in its own right.
Thomas(1995) setsout to redefinepragmaticsin order to accountfor the notion
of the construction of meaning. In this context, she highlights the importance of the
conceptof ambivalenceas describedby Leech (1980) and Levinson (1983), where the
illocutionary force is unclear, although the illocutionary goal is not. This leads to
Thomas' (1995: 196) secondclaim about the collaborative nature of speechacts: "it is
almost always the case that the hearer has a contribution to make in determining the
successfulness(or otherwise) of a speech act."
speaker'sutterancehas only the poten"

In Thomas' (1995: 198) view, a

to be carrying a specific illocutionary force

(e.g. a question or a request: 'Do you serve coffee here? ), where the bearerplays, to
some extent, a role in assi ig illocutionary force to the speaker's utterances.
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Rejecting the idea that meaning is given and determinedsolely by the speaker,Thomas
contendsthat meaningis negotiated,in the sensethat it is dependenton the participants.
She draws on the above discussednotions of pragmatic ambivalence,the collaborative
nature of speechacts, the negotiability of force and the role of successiveutterancesin
situateddiscourseto show how meaningis constructedby participants and how context,
by the sametoken, cannot be construedas somethinggiven, "imposed from outside".
Speakers' and hearers' utterancescontribute to make and change the context
(Thomas, 1995: 194; on context cf. also Sperberand Wilson, 1995and below). It could
be arguedthat the role of ambivalenceand the necessaryconstructionof meaning,rather
than the idea of meaning as given, is of even more relevance in the case of
be
by
both
NNSs,
between
NSs
can
parts
made
and
where assumptions
communication
Thomas'
less
In
having
this
notion of
way,
of
a
guarantee
of
matching.
seen as
even
negotiation of meaning will be central for the analysisof the requestiveact performed
by learnersand NSs in interactions as part of the empirical discussionof this thesis.
2.1.3 SpeechActs in ILP research
2.1.3.1 SpeechActs

Speech acts can be seen as the minimal functional or interactional units of human
communication,the performanceof acts (requesting,stating, apologizing, etc.) and can
be defined as direct or indirect. The deffifition of indirectnessis extremely controversial
and theoriststend to underdefineit.
In their study of the contribution of speechact theory to the understandingof
1980:
129)
Richards,
language
learning,
Schmidt
Richards
(Schmidt
and
and
second
include
learning
language
in
that
must
second
argue
an account of speech acts
"knowledge of the rules of use and communicatively appropriateperformance",that is
the development of a communicative compctencc. Speech act theory should thus
contribute to a better understandingof environmental (or 'input') factors, in terms of
speech settings and events and discourse structures, and leaming factors, such as
inference, wAnsferand genendization. Ilieir study constitutesone of the first steps in
broadeningthe scopeof secondlanguageacquisitionresearchfrom the sentencelevel to
the discourselevel (cf. also Hatch, 1978).
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A major theoretical issue discussed by Schmidt and Richards concerns the
putative universality of speech acts. Speech act strategies as well as conversational
postulates (Gordon and Lakoff, in Schmidt and Richards 1980) are claimed to be
universal (Brown and Levinson, 1978).

For instance, according to Brown and

Levinson's model which has been acknowledged as a theoretical framework in
empirical SLA studies,"interactional systematics[e.g. face-threateningacts], the basis
for linguistic realizations are based largely on universal principles" (in Schmidt and
Richardsý 1980: 139). By contrast, Goffman (1976) differentiates between 'system
constraints' and 'ritual constraints': while the former holds cross-culturally, the latter is
expectedto vary acrosscultures. In Goffman's terms, "[ ...] although systemconstraints
might be conceivedof as pancultural, ritual concernsare patently dependenton cultural
definition and can be expected to vary quite markedly from society to society."
(Goffman, 1981: 17). Also, deviation from Grice's conversationalpostulates(quality,
1976).
Thus,
have
been
found
(Ochs-Keenan,
the
also
quantity, relation, manner)
universality of strMgies for speech acts can perhapsonly be claimed if describedin
generalterms.
In the context of the studies investigating speech acts in cross-cultural
pragmatics,Blum-KuU

Houseand Kasper (eds., 1989)prefer to adopt Leech's (1983)

culturally more sensitive notion of pragmatic regularities as opposed to pragmatic
universals. Kasperand Schmidt (1996), in the context of ILP, assumeas universalsthe
existence of speechacts as well as speechact strategies,pointing out, however, that
particular strategies are tied more closely to culture-specific pragmalinguistic
conventions. So, on the one hand, they accept the existence of universal pragmatic
strategies,such as conveying pragmatic intentions and the use of routine formulae, and
also contextual variables (Brown and Levinson's concepts of social power, social
distance and degreeof imposition) as universal constraintson linguistic action, but on
the other hand they relativize it. arguing that the specificity of universal contextual
variablesis subjectto contextualand cultural aspects.
Kasper and Rose(1999: 98) distinguish between"socio-cognitively constrained
strategiesof communicativeaction" which they construeas universal and "performance
issuee". such as linguistic realization, conditions that constrain the speaker's use of
strategiesand the perforrnance,of the act itself, contextual appropiatenessand cultural
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values attachedto the act and to the strategiesby a specific community. Performance
issuesare consideredto be ethnolinguistic issues,and thereforenot universal.
Whether and to what extent speechact strategiesare consideredto be universal
has several implications for the learning of speechacts in a secondlanguage. Searle
(1975), for instance, argues that strategies for speechacts are general, but "certain
standard forms tend to become conventionally establishedas the standard idiomatic
forms" (in: Schmidt and Richards, 1980: 140). This meansthat learners of a second
languagewould have to learn the conventionalized forms in the new language,as well
as particularities of interactional styles and appropriatenessof secondlanguagespeech
acts in contexts. Misunderstanding in communication can be seen as the result of
interethnic and intercultural variation at the level of performance, but also of
intercultural, social or individual differences in communicative competencerules (cf.
Schmidt and Richards, 1980). To date, little researchhasbeendone in the development
of realization strategiesof speechacts in a secondlanguagetaking into consideration
not only intercultural and social differences but also cognitive aspects, such as
perceptionof input and inference. If pragmatic knowledge is interactional knowledge,
then an accountof the developmentof such knowledgemust integrateall theseaspects.
Studies of non-native speakersperformance of speechacts constitute a major
researcharea within ELP. According to Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (1989) speech
acts have been studied from different perspectives,namely philosophical (e.g. Searle,
Austin, Habermasin Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989), linguistic (e.g. Sadock,in
Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper 1989) and cultural-anthropological (e.g. Hymes,
Gumperz,in Blum-Kulka, Houseand Kasper 1989)amongstothers.
Searle(1975) claims that conventionality is the key link betweencertain kinds of
indirectnessand certain forms of language. Indirectnessis also discussedby Sperber
and Widson (1995), who see general pragmatic principles (e.g. Relevance)accounting
for the processby which indirectnessis contextually encodedand decoded. Searle's
theory of speechacts (and his taxonomy) is broadly acknowledgedand applied within
ELPresearch.
Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper's (1989) cross-culturalinvestigation of speech
acts is mainly empirically oriented, in the sense that it aims at complementing
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theoreticalresearchwith empirical studiesof speechactsproducedby native speakersin
context. Their approach focuses on language use (or performance), rather than on
leaming or development. Both pragmalinguistics and sociopragmaticsunderlie their
empirical contextual investigations. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper draw on different
sociopragmaticapproacheswhich in tum try to determinethe aspectsof social relations
that play a role in the variation of speechacts - e.g. ethnographicapproaches,Brown
and Levinson's power and familiarity approach. Here, emphasisis placed, in keeping
with Labov's approach,upon "interrelating the ways languageis usedto perform certain
speechacts with the social and situational variables that potentially affect their use"
(Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper, 1989:5).
There is much controversy about the adequacyof speechacts as a category in
theoretical terms. It has been arguedthat there is always going to be ambiguity in the
identification of speakermeaning(cf. Levinson, Thomas,and Candlin in Kasper, 1989).
However, Kasper (1989) contends that speech acts should be maintained as an
analytical category, while bearing in mind the co-existence of illocutionary
multifunctionality (speechacts with multiple functions) and monofunctionality (speech
actswith predominantly one ftinction) in the occurrenceof speechacts.
As far as theoretical questions in ILP are concerned, Schmidt and Richards
discussfour different issues:1. units and categoriesof speechacts,2. their performance,
3. the relationship between illocutionary force, meaning and form, and finally 4. the
issueof the universality of speechacts. For the discussionof (1) units and categoriesof
speechacts, it is acknowledged,following Searle (cf. in Schmidt and Richards, 1980),
that speechacts are neither sentencesnor utterances,they are acts. Searle's taxonomy
of categoriesof speechacts,basedon a speaker'sillocutionary point, groups speechacts
into representatives,directives,commissives,expressivesand declarations.
Other categorieshavebeenproposedby Austin (in Schmidt and Richards, 1980)
and Fraser (in Schmidt and Richards, 1980), for instance, according to different
emphasison the understandingof speechacts. In relation to the analysis of (2) the
conditions for the performanceof illocutionary acts, both Searle'sinferential strategies
and Grice's 'general principles of co-opemtive behaviour' (in Schmidt and Richards,
1980) are brought in as framework for the understanding of the assignment of
appropriateillocutionary force to a speechact by speakersand hearers.
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Another major theoretical issue discussedby Schmidt and Richards is (3) the
relationship betweenillocutionary point, meaning and sentence,in the sensethat it is a
matter of controversy "whether illocutionary point is part of the 'meaning' of a sentence
and whether that aspect of meaning ought to be representedin the grammar of a
language,in the deep structure" (Schn-ddtand Richards, 1980: 136). In this regard, they
offer three different perspectives: the performative analysis (Ross, in Schmidt and
Richards, 1980) attempts to recover the relationship between sentence type and
illocutionary point. Declarative sentences, for instance, would derive from a
performative (I say, state to you X) representedin the deep structure. Schmidt and
Richardspoint out that this kind of analysisdoes not go very far and has been severely
criticised.
Another view of this relationship between sentencetype and illocutionary point
is representedby Gordon and Lakoff s (in Schmidt and Richards, 1980)conversational
postulates(following Grice), accordingto which sentencesmay convey more than their
literal meaning. Speakers and hearers interpret indirect speech acts by reference to
conversationalpostulates. The third attempt to explain whether and how illocutionary
point relates to meaning and form of a sentencesuggeststhat surface structures and
contextsare the sourcesfor explanation. In this context, Ervin-Tripp claims that in the
case of directives, social factors (e.g. age, status, familiarity, territorial location) are
determinantin the choice of directive type. She also contendsthat "directives do not
require inference from literal interpretations; [w1here knowledge of obligations and
prohibitions is shared, simple interpretation rules allow prompt understanding" (in
Schmidt and Richards, 1980: 138).
For the purposeof learning a secondlanguageeach of the above views would
have different implications. From Gordon and Lakoff s deep model it follows that
grammatical and communicative competence are acquired in the same way, where
Ervin-Tripp's "shallow" model would imply that the acquisition of pragmatic abilities,
in the senseof learning how to match linguistic forms to appropriatesocial contexts,
would be distinct from grammar acquisition (cf. Schmidt and Richards, 1980: 138). It
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3,
be
knowledge
that
the notion of shared
could also argued
especially when related to
contextualknowledge,would be of specialconsiderationwith regardto SLA contexts.
2.2 Developmental Studies in ILP - general l1ndings
Studiesof the developmentof pragmatic abilities tend to offer a classification of levels
of directnessand modifications without providing explanations. However, somestudies
do attempt to explain choices of directnessin ternis of low proficiency level, transfer,
psychologicalconvergenceand overgeneralizationin the target languageand culture. In
general, studies show a mismatch betweenlinguistic level and social-cultural level of
competence.In other words, linguistic forms seemto appearbefore the learning of their
appropriateuse.
Developmental studies have focused in the main on either cross-sectionalor
longitudinal types. Kasper and Rose (1999) offer a review of both cross-sectionaland
longitudinal studieswith a focus on developmentas well as of studies which examine
the relationshipbetweenproficiency and pragmaticperformance.
Most of the cross-sectional studies focus on the production of speech act
realization strategiesby learnersat different proficiency levels and make use of elicited
data. Results show that learners make use of the same speech act strategies(or the
convention of means, according to Clark, 1979) as native speakers,irrespective of
proficiency level. However, both learners' ways of using strategieslinguistically, that is
choosing the conventions of form (Clark, 1979), as well as the appropriatenessof the
conventions of meansand forms to social and discoursal contexts, differ from native
speakers. While there seemsto be no variation in relation to the convention of means,
conventions of forms vary qualitatively and quantitatively, according to proficiency
level. Scarcella(1979) claims that in her study of beginnersand advancedESL learners'
politeness strategiesforms appearedbefore the learning of their appropriateuse (cf.
Scarcefla,1979in Kasper and Rose, 1999).

3 This notion will be discussedin the
next chapter(cE Sperberand Wilson (2001) idea
of sharedcognitive contextsinsteadof mutual knowledge).
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Also investigating the relationship between pragmatic ability and proficiency
level, Trosborg (1987 in Kasperand Rose, 1999)found that the use of modality markers
increased with proficiency, indicating a developmental pattern rather than transfer.
Although both Scarcella and Trosborg claim that linguistic means for speech act
realisation.increasewith proficiency, it is not clear whether the expansionof linguistic
it
resources
or
whether
reflects
and
syntactic
meansreflects an expansionof vocabulary
function
the
knowledge
(increase
increase
in
knowledge
terms
of
of
of
of pragmatic
an
forms, cf. Kasperand Rose, 1999).
Longitudinal studies are typically (although not necessarily) broader in scope
having as their object of study not only speech acts but also discourse markers,
Unlike
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development
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context of child languageacquisition), although more studieswould be necessaryfor the
building of hypothesesin this researcharea. Somelongitudinal studies relate learners'
difficulty with pragmalinguisticknowledge to the paucity or lack of input (cf. BardoviHarlig and Hartford, 1993and Ohta, 1994in Kasperand Rose, 1999).
2.2.1 Transfer in ILP developmentalstudies
in studies of pragmaticdevelopment languagetransfer arises as a major issue and has
been therefore often investigated in ELP (cf. Takahashi, 1996). Takahashiand Beebe
(1987) suggestdud L2 proficiency is positively correlatedwith pragmatictransfer. That
is to say, learners' limited 12 knowledge preventsthem from transferring complex LI
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1989). However,evidenceis not sufficient. Maeshiba,et al. (in Kasperand Rose, 1999)
found that intermediateJapaneseESL learnerstransferredmore apology strategiesdm
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4
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pragmalinguistic transfer the senseof interference) advanced
which was
not found by lower proficiency learners in request strategies. Kasper and Rose argue
that the different findings might reflect differences in grammatical complexity between
apologies and requestsin English and Japanese.Insteadof relating transfer to language
proficiency per se, length of residence has been suggested as an explanation for
decreasein transfer (cf. Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986). Again, conflicting results
have been found by, for instance, Kondo, (in Kasper and Rose, 1999), whose findings
show an increase of negative transfer by Japaneselearners of English after a year of
residence in the US. Takahashi's interlanguage pragmatic study of transferability
(1996), where Japaneselearnersof English perceivedseveralindirect requeststrategies
not equally transferable, found that transferability interacts with the degree of
imposition implied by the requestive goal. This study represents one of the few
attempts to document not only pragmatic transfer, but also its conditions and its
interaction with other factors (cf. Takahashi in Kasperand Rose, 1999:95).
Positive and negative pragmatic transfer has been found at the levels of the
learners' assessment of the social-contextual variables, of their assessment of
appropriatenessof speech acts and realization strategies (convention of means), of
linguistic forms to implement speech acts, as well as whether social and contextual
aspectsmatch with strategychoice. It is, however, not yet clear under what conditions
transferoccurs (cf. Kasperand Schmidt, 1996).
2.2.2 Interlanguage studiesof requests
In ILP researchrequestsare defined as directives. Directives with different degreesof
imposition and different rights and obligations for the interlocutors are subsumedunder
the term "request" (& Houseand Kasper, 1987: 1252). However, the term hasnot been
used consistently in the literature, with directives and requests being used
interchangeably(cL Achiba, 2003: 5-6).

Kasper's study (Kasper, 1989) into interlanguagespeechact realization aims to
explain variability in interlanguage speech act realization by analysing information

It should be noted that this concept relates to transfer of LI knowledge as a higher
cognitive process.
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about NNSs' systematic variation of requestive speechacts provided by cross-cultural
and IIL pragmatic data. In a sense,her study can be consideredparadigmatic in the field
of DLP, as far as data collection procedures and parametersfor data analysis are
concerned.Kasper's study sets out to test hypothesesabout the principles underlying
observed contextual variation in terms of directness levels. For the purpose of the
analysis,"it is assumedthe requestiveforce can be modified on three major dimensions:
(1) by choosing a particular directnesslevel; (2) by modifying the request internally,
through the addition of mitigating or aggravating modality markers [ ... ] (3) by
modifying the request externally by means of supportive moves [ ... ]" (Kasper, 1989:
45). Syntactic or lexical mitigating or aggravating modality markers can be used to
modify the requestive act internally, that is part of the Head Act, or the request proper
(cf. Kasper, 1989: 45). Aggravating moves are part of supportive (external) moves
addedto the context of the requestwhich upgrade its force. Mitigating moves are also
supportive moves which downgrade the force of the request such as grounders,
imposition minimizers, precommitment,promise or reward (cf. Kasper, 1989: 52).
Kasper also adoptsBlum-Kulka and House's (1989) classification of degreesof
directness (direct, conventionally indirect, and indirect requests), depending on the
degreeof transparencybetween the locution and the illocution. The method for data
collection is written discoursecompletion tests (DCr)5. For the data assessment,two
types of metapragmaticjudgments were employed: contextual data (politeness value
and weight of contextual external and internal factors) and textual data (modification
procedures), since variation can only be investigated if both sociopragmatic and
pragmalinguistic knowledge are considered.
Kasper argues that it might be that learners have a different perception of the
impositional force of requests,which would be seenas being more face-threateningby
NNSs than by NSs. Consequently,NNSs would opt for propositional explicitness,
violating (according to Gricean maxims) the quantity maximum. However, she
highlights two important aspectsfor the interpretation of the results: that her study was
conducted with advanced learners, and that the assessmentof NNSs' and NSs'
communicative,behaviour with the sameconversationalprinciples might be inadequate.
The first aspectrelatesto the fact that most of the studiesin ILY, in contrastto studiesin

'5Cf, Discussionof data collection elicitation techniquesin chapter4.
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the area of syntax and morphology for instance, have been conducted with advanced
learners. The second point relates to the notions of deficiency and difference, when
comparing learners' and NSs' performance of speech acts. The notion of difference
6.
be
for
NNSs'
would a more appropriatemeasure assessing
pragmaticabilities
Hassal(2001), examining modifications in requestsby secondlanguagelearners
of Indonesian, claims that learners underuse internal modifiers (e.g. mitigating or
aggravating pragmatic markers), but frequently use supportive moves where such
moves take the form of ancillary requestiveacts. The lack of internal modifiers (also
confirmed by Trosborg, 1995) in learners' requests might be due to the fact that their
use representsan "increase in the complexity of the pragmalinguisticstructure" (Hassal,
2001: 271). Both Hassal and Ffill (in Kasper and Rose, 1999) alert us to the danger of
conflating learners' micro-strategieswith target-like macro-strategies,that is, the use of
requestingstrategiesby more advancedlearners (e.g. conventionally indirect requests).
Although thesein principle appearto show approximation to native speakers'use, they
are in fact achieved by the overuse of micro-strategies in the implementation of the
requestingstrategies(e.g. want and willingness), hardly usedby native speakers.Hassal
offers as an example the fact that while NSs frequently used the imperative in their
direct requests,only the more advancedlearners did so, despite the availability of the
imperative form for the beginners. Furthermore, Hill suggests that beginners'
preferencefor directness in the form of 'want' statementsand statementhints (nonconventional indirectness) might be due to the lack of conventional requesting
strategies,so they would not be reflecting a genuinechoice of strategy.
Rose's study of requests,apologies and compliment responses(2000) amongst
secondlanguagelearners confmned an increase of conventional indirectnessbut little
change of situational variation, that is there was an increase of pragmalinguistic
knowledge rather than of sociopragmaticaspects. Although he points out that there
might be a precedenceof pragmalinguistic over sociopragmatic abilities in the early
stagesof the acquisition of a secondlanguage,such results might also be explained by

6 CE Chapter4 on methodology for

a further discussionof this issue.
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differences between EFL and ESL contexts7, where EFL contexts would arguably
provide limited opportunities for the learning of socio-cultural conventions.
Ellis (in Kasper and Rose, 1999)examinedthe developmentof requestingability
in a classroom setting in children (10 and 11 years old).

He identified three

development stages: 1. highly

context-dependent; minimalist realizations; no
conventional or social goals; 2. unanalysed routines; lexical cues indicating
illocutionary force 3. slight increaseof politenessmarkers (relational goal). His study
suggestsan important role for formulaic speechin beginners' interlanguageand limited
input opportunities in classroom settings (cf. Ellis, 1997 in Kasper and Rose, 1999).
Takahashiand Dufon (1989 in Kasper and Rose, 1999) found that requestsof Japanese
learners of ESL moved with increasing proficiency from indirectness to directness,
indirectness
is
despite
that
to
target-like
claims
showing an approximation
conventions,
1999)
Rose,
for
in
Kasper
late
both
in
LI
(Ervin-Tripp,
English
LI
the
and
and
acquired
L2 (Preston,in Kasperand Rose, 1999).
In general,it could be arguedthat learners' main difficulties in the performance
of requestingspeechacts lies in the choice of linguistic meansto implement requesting
strategiesrather than in the choice of the strategiesthemselveswhich seemto become
more target-like with increasingproficiency.
Difficulty with internal modality markers,rather that with the implementation of
requeststrategieswas also reported in Warga's (2002) study of requestsin French as a
secondlanguageby native speakersof German. Warga set out to critically examine the
stateof the art in InterlanguagePragmaticswith a special focus on methodsby carrying
out an empirical study to identify developmental stages in interlanguagepragmatics.
For this purpose, she considered the production of requests in different social and
situational contexts by learners of French as a secondlanguageat different proficiency
levels. Warga's study is a cross-sectionaldevelopmentalstudy of the requestivespeech
act in a secondlanguage. She used the DiscourseCompletion task (cL methodological
7 EFL (English as a foreign language)could be described,in simple terms, aslearnersof
English in a non-English spoken environment, whereas ESL (English as a Second
Language) is English learned in environments where English is the main spoken
language(e.g learnerslearning English in Britain or America).
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discussion) and closed role plays as data collection tools and employed the CCSARP
coding taxonomy (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989) in combination with Trosborg's categories
(1995) to classify her data. In addition, Warga also used Held's (1995) external
contextual variablesfor the coding of the speechacts.
VVhile Warga's study bears some similarities with the present study, it is also
different in a range of significant aspects. First, both studies share the choice of the
requestive speechact as the object of study. Requestsare regardedas inherently facethreateningactswith their performancebeing linguistically very complex. Also, studies
have shown different realizations of requestsacross cultures (cf. Warga, 2002: 6-7).
Second,Warga's empirical study overlaps in part with the present study. Both studies
analyse speechact behaviour in a second languageby means of the CCSARP coding
taxonomy in conjunction with Trosborg's categories. In addition, Warga and the
present study classify the requestive situation, in terms of its level of imposition (see
methodologicaldiscussion)with the employmentof Held's categories.
And yet, as far as data collection tools are concerned, this study places a
particular emphasis on oral interactive data (open role plays), whereas Warga.uses
written data (the DCT) in combination with closedrole plays. As a consequenceof the
data employed, Warga's study (2002: 72) is not concernedwith discourse,but only with
pragmatic behaviour in the context of the (discrete)speechact. By contrast,the present
study looks at pragmatic linguistic behaviour in the context of speechacts, but goes
beyond this, by using both speech act analytical categories (e.g. Blum-Kulka et al.,
1989), and also a discourseanalytical approach(see the methodological discussionof
this thesis). This approach is better suited to capture the complexity of pragmatic
behaviour, which is essentiallyinteractional behaviour.
However, it could be argued that the most significant difference between the
present study and Warga's lies in how results are accounted for (see the theoretical
framework chapterand the concluding discussionof this thesis). One of the objectives
of the present study, and possibly one of its major contributions to the field of
interlanguagepragmatics, is to engage in a theoretical discussion of secondlanguage
and pragmatics accounts which can shed light on results of the data analysis in
cognitive, communicativeand cultural terms.
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Results reportedin Warga's study are concernedwith alerters, choice of request
strategies, internal and extemal modifications of the request (see methodological
discussion,data analysis and the concluding discussionof this thesis). In the context of
alerters,addressforms and attention getters are underrepresentedat beginnerslevel, but
over-representedby more advanced learners. However, the most advanced learners
increase
intemal
230).
While
(2002:
target-like
modifications
reach a
use of alerters,
with proficiency, external modifications (supportive moves) are over-representedeven
by beginners. In this context, Warga (2002: 233) arguesthat the overuse of supportive
moves affects the "efficiency" of the request, rather than politeness. One of the
objectives of the present study is to ask what it actually means when we say that the
overproduction of supportive moves adversely affects the efficiency of the request.
This question can only be answered with the consideration of issues of cognitive
processingand with regardto cognitive and communicativetheories.
Warga's study also reports that learnerstend to follow their LI pragmatic norms
rather than pragmatic norms in the target language. Sheexplains this transfer as a result
of learners' lack of awarenessof differences betweenthe LI and L2 pragmatic norms,
which in turn, reflects their lack of familiarity with the L2 culture. These are very
important claims which would need to be addressedwithin a robust theoretical
framework. This will be explored below.
Another important reference study for the present study is Achiba's
developmentalstudy of requestsby children. Achiba's (2003: xi) study of "learning to
interlanguage
language"
in
investigation
consists
of
child
of
an
request
a second
by
in
English
It
the
a
pragmatics. consistsof an examination of
acquisition of requests
Japanesechild in a longitudinal study. Data was collected during the child's natural
interactions with different kinds of interlocutors, namely a peer, a teenagerand an adult.
Achiba (2003: xi) describesthe aims of her study asfollows:
The principal purpose of the study has been to determine what
strategies and linguistic devices a child second-languagelearner
uses in order to make requestsin English and what developmental
path the learning processfollows.
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In order to achieve these aims, Achiba employs Blum-Kulka et al. 's (1989)
classification of requests,with some modifications, comparing the classification of her
data acrossperiods. Achiba's study (2003: 172-173) shows that there were significant
changesin the child's requestsover time. Whereasin the beginning the child's requests
relied on formulaic and routinised forms, in the final phase a significant number of
indirect strategies and mitigation forms could be identified.

The child's use of

modifiers also showed developmental patterns: in the initial phase she could only
modify her requests with reiterations (repetitions). At the end of the experiment,
however, these reiterations decreased,whereaslexical/phrasalmodifiers doubled as the
number of supportive moves also increased. More importantly, Achiba's findings point
to developmentalpatternsvarying according to the requestivegoal. In this context, she
found that in the case of requests for goods and for action there were significant
changes. When requestinggoods, the child initially employed mostly direct strategies,
with conventionally indirect strategiesprogressively becoming dominant. In the caseof
requests for action, there was a proportional decreaseof direct and conventionally
indirect strategies, with no significant difference between the two at the final phase.
Given this variation of developmentalpatterns according to requestive goals, Achiba
(2003: 189 my italics) arguesfor requestsbeing construedas a "differentiated system",
which makesits acquisition a complex task for learners.
Although Achiba's study constitutes an important contribution to ELPresearch,
as one of the few studies of child's L2 developmental interlanguagepragmatics (e.g.
Walters, Rose, and Ellis, in Achiba, 2003) and even fewer adopting a longitudinal
approach,it presentssome problems which are worth addressing:firstly, it is a rather
descriptive study, lacking a theoretical discussion which could illuminate the
developmentalfindings. In the context of an approachto development,the study makes
referenceto a particular acquisitional framework (Schmidt, 1993in Achiba, 2003: 42),
without clarifying concepts such as 'noticing'.

Instead, it provides as evidence for

noticing the fact that some features, which had not previously been used, are
incorporated in the child's production of requests. In this context, Achiba (2003: 42)
further refers to the "notion of contextualisedemergence"as in Pienemann(in Achiba,
2003) and Nicholas (in Achiba, 2003). Again, no deffilition of the concepts is
presented.In fact, Achiba (2003: 42) argues that her study attempts to "discover and'
charactertse the developmental patterns and sequences of one child's request
realisation". In view of this, it seems that the focus of Achiba's study is indeed a
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desc?
iption of the patterns in the data. The allusion, then, to a theoretical acquisitional.
framework seemsto remain detachedand unexplored when it comesto the discussionof
the findings.

At the same time, Achiba (2003: 42-43) justifies her approachby the need to
avoid the imposition of "pre-determinedcategories" to the analysisof the data. It could
be argued that it is here where the second problem arises: Achiba does employ predetermined categories in her analysis of the requests, since she makes use of a predetermined taxonomy (cf. Blum-Kulka et al., 1989) with categories which will be
imposedto the data. The use of pre-determined(a priori) categoriesof speechacts has
methodological implications and have been disputed in the literature along with the
whole issue of what constitutes a 'scientific study' and the role of data (cf. the
discussionof methodology of this study for a discussionof this issue).
2.2.3 Grammar and Pragmatics: perspectivesand salientfindings
In tenrnsof salient bodies of research,two quite different perspectivesarise in the
context of the developmentof a secondlanguage:
*

elementsof grammar appearbefore the ability to use them to convey pragmatic
intentions, or, in contrastto this,

9 pragmaticknowledge precedesgrammatical competence.
In the context of the first perspective,where knowledge of grammar appearsbefore
pragmatic knowledge, dime different views arise: the first view assumesthat elements
of grammatical structure appearbefore the pragmalinguistic knowledge about them. In
other words, learnershave the forms but do not use them to modify illocutionary force.
The secondview claims that learnersuse the forms in a nonconventionalizedway, and
the third contends that learners have the forms, they know their pragmalinguistic
functions, but still they use them in a non target-like manner, since they lack of
contextual sociopragmatic knowledge.

According to the views outlined above,

grammar acquisition precedesthe acquisition of L2 pragmatic abilities (cf. Kasper,
2001).

The opposite perspective,that pragmatic knowledgeprecedesgrammatical
competence,has been advancedin studies(cf Schmidt,Koike, and Eisensteinand
Bodman in Kasper, 2001) which show that even low-proficiency learners are not
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preventedfrom expressingtheir pragmaticintents. Since in someof the casesdescribed
by such studies,learners' developmentof their pragmatic abilities was not followed by
similar progress in their acquisition of grammar, it is argued that "restricted
interlanguage grammar does not necessarily impose constraints on pragmatic and
interactional competence [ ]" (Kasper, 2001: 7). In other words, grammatical
...
competenceis construed here as dissociated from pragmatic abilities. Unfortunately,
there are not many studies, and even fewer in theoretical terms, exploring the interface
between pragmatic and grammatical competence. This led Bardovi-Harlig (in Kasper,
2001) to recommendas a researchpath the investigation of particular pragmalinguistic
featuresin relation to their particular grammaticalknowledge implicated in their use. It
could also be argued that this kind of researchcannot be carried out without adopting a
theoretical perspectivein terms of the developmentof both grammatical and pragmatic
knowledge.

Some studies claim that pragmatic knowledge increases with linguistic
proficiency. On the other hand, there is also researchclaiming that learnerscan convey
pragmaticintentions with very little linguistic knowledge, and maybe more importantly,
that learnerswith highly advancedlinguistic knowledge do not use this knowledge to,
for instance, mitigate speech acts. In order to shed light on this discussion, it is
important to look at possible constraints which could be affecting the relationship
betweenpragmaticand grammatical knowledge,such as processingissues.
23 Input in SLA studies
2.3.1 Introduction to Input in SLA studies
Although it has been considered a central construct of SIA theory and research,and
despite attempts to define its nature and role in acquisition, the concept of input has
remainedsubjectto much controversy. Broadly, input has beendefined as the linguistic
environment available to learners.It can be assumedthat its nature and role can only be
assessedin the context of a languagelearning theory. In this sense,for instance,if one
(UG) plays a role in the acquisition of at least syntax
assumesthat Universal Ch-mmmar
and morphology, then input as an external factor will be confined to supplying positive
evidence with sufficient context to allow the learner to infer meaningwhile processing
of that input is an internal operation. If, on the other hand, one assumes that
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conversationalinteraction between learners and NSs is necessaryand maybe sufficient
for acquisition, then input will play a much greater role in the processof acquiring a
secondlanguage.
In generalterms, input in SLA has beenconstruedas positive and negativedata,
or positive and negative evidence. There is a debateabout whether primary linguistic
data alone, in terms of positive evidence, could possibly be responsible for the
achievementof the grammar in a finite amount of time unless negative evidencewere
made available to the learner. In her definition of the notion of negative evidence,
Schachter,using the term "corrective feedback" and/or "negative feedback", seesit as
negative data provided by an expert to someonewith less expertise. She also claims
that a large number of studies have pointed to an expansion of the notion of negative
data: confirmation checks,clarification requests,expandedand correctedrepetitionsand
indications of communication breakdown (silence, laughter or 'HuhT

'WhatT

questions)could be countedas negativedata (cf. Schachter,1991: 90).
The role of negativedata in languagelearning is extremely controversial.Hatch
(1978) argued that a shift in the view of the nature of the linguistic environment, from
small units to larger units (discourse), could also effect a shift in the linguistic
environment's function. That is, the linguistic environment seen as discourse,and not
as discrete sentencesor parts of sentences,would assume an important role in the
explanation of the order of the acquisition of not only form but also its relationshipwith
function. Moreover, it is not enough to show that negative evidence is available, but
also to show how it affects the learning process,i.e. showing also if learnersattend to,
correctly identify and utilize this kind of information. That is to say, mediation factors
which are supposedto fink negative data to acquisition, as well as cognitive processes
as part of a learning theory, have to be taken into account. Sharwood-Smith(1991: 118)
discussedthe processesthrough which input can be perceivedby learners:
The process by which language input becomes salient to the learner is
termed 'input enhancement'. This processcan come about as a result of
deliberate manipulation, or it can be the natural outcome of some internal
learning strategy. [

] Externally induced salience may not necessarilybe
...

registeredby the leamer and even when it is registered,it may not affect the
learning mechanismsper se.
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In order to investigatethe processesdescribedby Sharwood-Smithfurther, input and its
perception have to be placed in the context of a theory of mental representationand a
theory of language learning. It is in this context that Carroll argues that saliency, or
perception of the input is therefore not to be sought (or found) externally, but "results
from the contentsof our cognitive representations"(Carroll, 1999: 361). According to
this perspective,input is redefined as mental representations. An account of learning
and cognitive representationremains attentive to environmentalinfluence and cognitive
processing.
As noted above, studies of the relationship betweeninput and acquisition have
concentratedon the acquisition of grammar, and some have focused on one particular
type of input, for instance,recastsas part of negativedata.
2.3.2 Input and the learning of grammar in a SecondLanguage
This section provides an outline of two basic views on input (as negative evidence)and
its role in the learning of grammar in SLA: the first view assignsa very restrictedrole to
negative evidence and the secondclaims a much more important role for negativedata
as provided, for instance,in encountersbetweenNSs and NNSs.
Schwartz (1993: 147) discusses the role of negative data in the context of
Universal Grammar and grammar building. In this context, she assumes,from a
Chomskian perspective, that there is a faculty of language, where knowledge of
languageis represented.Although for Chomsky competenceis the knowledge not only
of syntax, but also of phonetics, phonology, semantics,morphology and partly of the
lexicon, Schwartz focuses her discussion of negative data "effecting and affecting
competenceand linguistic behaviour" on the knowledge of syntax. Consequently,two
kinds of modularity (that is to say modules in the brain, as specialized organs) are
hypothesised:the modularity of the brain, with one module being domain-specific for
the knowledge of language and the modularity of the language module itself, for the
knowledge of syntax (cf. Schwartz, 1993: 150). The distinction adopted between
linguistic knowledge (competence)and linguistic behaviour (performance) is of crucial
importaiice here. It is important to note in passing that the question of the role of
negative evidence is treated here in relation to a part of L2 acquisition. To date, no
study has claimed as part of a pragmatic account that negativeevidenceplays a role.
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Another distinction is made in her discussion,namely that there is another kind
of knowledge, "learned linguistic knowledge" which would relate to another kind of
linguistic behaviour: "learned linguistic behaviour. This refers to Krashen's (in Long,
1996) distinction between learned and acquired knowledge, whereby acquired
knowledge is the result of exposureto meaningful input, whereaslearned knowledge is
the result of instruction. One knowledge does not contribute to the developmentof the
other. In other words, LLK doesnot affect LK.
It is in the context of thesehypothesisedkinds of knowledge that the question is
posedas to whether negative data could force UG" to reorganizethe grammar (syntax)
in the interlanguage. Using the principles and parametersapproach (cf. Chomsky,
1981) to syntactic theory, Schwartz concludes that negative data cannot activate UG in
grammar buflding, only positive data or primary linguistic data can act as a trigger (see
White, 1992 for a contrary argument). What negative data can changeis what she calls
learned linguistic knowledge (which would explain White's findings), which does not
interact with the languagemodule.
The lack of interaction betweenlearned linguistic knowledge and the content of
the languagemodule happensas a result of independentfactors: according to Fodor's
Modularity of Mind and his conceptof "information encapsulation". negative data, and
the kind of information it comprises, cannot feed the language module, but only the
"central processing systems". In opposition to the 'domain-specific modules', which
are encapsulated,mandatory, fast, and autonomous, 'central cognitive processing' is
unencapsulated,non-mandatory,controlled and often conscious (in Karmiloff-Smith,
1992:2-4)

In order for negativedata to be able to trigger UG, a translation device would be
data
Fodor
does
Instead,
Fodor
that
negative
argues
necessary-a notion
not accept9.
feeding central processingsystemsare subject to memory capacity and other constraints
Schwartzs research on negative data is very well
delimited, thus she is able to point to specific language aspects,which might not be
(cf Schwartz, 1993: 153ff.).

affected,or less affected than othersby negative data. On the other hand, it is not only a
description, but rather an explanatory study. The level of explanation is achieved
8 Schwartzproceedsfrom the assumptionthat UG is available to L2 learners.
9 SeeKarmiloff-Smith (1992) and Jackendoff (1997) for an alternativeposition.
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insofar as linguistic experience,in this case specifically of negative data, is discussed
with an explicit considerationof models of cognition. However, it could be arguedthat
Schwartz deals with a very limited view of negative data (knowledge about language),
neglectingresearchwhich showsthat negative data can be construedin a more inclusive
way (cf. Schachterabove).
The secondperspective on input and its role in the learning of grammar is the
so-called 'interactionist perspective' (cf. Long, 1996). Here, input hasbeenclassified as
modified. Modified input can arguably provide both positive and negative data, that is,
offering evidence of what is allowed and of what is not allowed in the L2. Modified
input is the result of negotiatedinteraction as discourseby NSs addressedto NNSs and
well formed, though a modified version of the target language. This kind of interaction
between NSs and NNSs, where input is modified is called Negotiation of meaning.
Negotiation of meaning provides learnerswith "opportunities to attend to L2 form and
to relationships of form and meaning" (Pica, 1994: 520), in that it makes forms and
functions salient to learners. Responding to criticisms that this perspective on input
focuseson factors exterior to the learner, Long offers a reformulation of his 'Interaction
Hypothesis', modifying his claims about the nature and function of the linguistic
environment in terms of the acquisition of language in order to consider not only its
availability, but also its perception and usability (cf. Long, 1996: 441). The
identification of saliency in cognition and communication terms is the process of
everyday linguistic socialisation in broadly monocontextual (that is, first language)
environments.In a secondlanguagecase,the linguistic environment is always at least
bicontextual. In this context, saliency becomesmore difficult to detect.
Long shows that small studies have found the availability and usability of
negative feedback, specifically in the form of recasts. However, he also points to the
difficulties of finding much evidence of use, which could explain why researchers
10
facilitating
for
prefer to advocatea
effect
negative data (Long, 1996). The Input and
Interaction perspectivehas beencriticised for its tendencyto isolate linguistic forms. In
addition, although seeking to go beyond formal approacheswhich remain attached to

10VVhitehas claimed, however, that logical learnability
groundsjustify the necessityof
negativeevidence(cf. in Long, 1996:445).
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the sentencelevel, negotiation of meaning fails to achieve a well defined discourseoriented analysisof interactions.
Braidi (1995), criticising the 'Interaction Hypothesis' emphasis on functional
aspectsof the interactional conversationsand the lack of a more focused approach in
terms of aspectsof grammar, examinesthe grammatical nature of interaction from the
universal grammar triggers.

She uses the criteria of relevance, availability,

accessibility, and effect to investigatehow interaction affects grammaticaldevelopment.
She concludes that Long's hypothesis provides a great body of information on the
nature of the interaction, but does not specify the effects of those interactions on the
development of grammar, nor it takes into account the relation between grammatical
and interactional structures(cf. Braidi, 1995: 164). In other words, if it is argued, as it
seemsto be by Hatch and Long, that negotiation of meaning, as a kind of interaction,
can be construedas "a basis for examining the linguistic and cognitive features of the
L2 learning process,not just the social ones" (Pica, 1994: 495), then there must be a
more detailed accountof the linguistic and cognitive featuresbeing affected and how. It
seemsthat what is lacking in the interactional perspective is a positioning in terms of
both a theory of language (including here the issue of modularity) and a theory of
acquisition or internal mechanisms (including here the issue of mediation), and an
attempt to couple surfacephenomena(saliency) with deepphenomena(markedness).
2.3.3 Input and the learning ofpragmatics
There have been very few studiesin ILP which make direct referenceto the relationship
between input and the learning of pragmatics". Bardovi-Harlig (1999) argues that
becauseELPhas been essentially modelled on cross-cultural pragmatics,interlanguage
issues, such as the role of input in acquisition, have been neglected in ILP.
Nevertheless,there have been some studies in ILP which make direct referenceto the
relationship betweeninput and the learning of pragmatics.
Bardovi-Harfig and Hartford (1993) conducted a study on the development of
suggestionsand rejections by non-native speakersof English in academic advising

11Studies of the effects of instruction in ILP
will not be considered here, since it
constitutesa specific setting with specific conditions of interactions.
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sessions,where learnersreceived feedback(equatedhere with negativefeedback)on the
appropriateness of speech acts but not on realization strategies (e.g. levels of
directness). The persisting inappropriatenessof the use of forms (e.g. politeness
markers as mitigators) in learners' realization strategiesled Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford
to conclude that the development of speechact strategies(especially pragmalinguistic
knowledge) towards native speakernorms is dependenton accessto feedbackand input.
Their study suggests that socio-pragmatic knowledge (in this case, the fact that
suggestions, rather than rejections are expected) is easier to acquire than
pragmalinguistic knowledge (that is the use of forms as politeness markers). Since the
learnersdid not receive feedback on realization strategies(e.g. levels of directness)and
forms, the persisting inappropriatenessof conventions of forms, in the sense that
learners employed very few mitigators as politeness markers and even some
aggravators, could be explained by the lack of input, equated here with negative
feedback. This led Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford to conclude that the developmentof
speechact strategies(especially conventionsof forms) towards native speakernorms is
dependenton accessto feedbackand input.
It seemsthat, although ELP studies have been catching up with acquisitional
issues, such as the impact of input, studies have tended, on the one hand, to present
input as an external factor and on the other to establish a direct relationship betweenits
availability and its acquisition and use (cf. input and the acquisition of grammarabove).
In other words, if specific pragmatic featuresare available in learners' interactionswith
native speakers,then they are going to be learned. Is it the case that the learning of
pragmatic abilities in a second language can be seen as more dependent on the
availability of input? Or is it that input to pragmaticsis subject to the sameconditions
above discussedin the context of learning grammar? It will be arguedhere that input
provided in interactions between NSs and NNSs and its role in the acquisition of
pragmatics in a second language can only be assessedas part of not only a
communicative but also a cognitive environment. That is to say that the discussionof
the impact of input in ELP cannot proceed without the integration of a theory of
acquisition or internal learning mechanismsand the connection of surfacephenomena
(e.g. formal salience)with deepphenomena(e.g. functional markedness).
It is important to point out that while some studies in ILP do make referenceto
the role of the input for the learning of, for instance,conventions of forms, there.seems
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to be no discussionas to how input would affect the learning of those features,and why,
when there is input, thosefeaturesare not learned.
The task in the next chapter is to build on these varied theories and elaboratea
theoretical model adequateto the task of a discussionof the acquisition of pragmatic
abilities in a secondlanguage.
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Chapter 3

Towards a Three-Dimensional Theoretical Framework:

Cognition,

Communication and Development
This chapter proposes a new theoretical framework for the examination of the
pragmatics of interactions in a specific communication context, namely second
language interactions. The focus is therefore placed on conversational interactions
between native speakers (NSs) and learners of a second language (or non-native
speakers- NNSs). The intention is to propose an integratedinterdisciplinary account
of such communications, that is to say, one which comprises both cognition- and
communication-theoreticalapproaches.
Although more studiesin ELPhave focused on developmentalissues(cL Kasper
and Rose, 1999 for a review), it could be argued that there is still a tendency to offer
descriptive accounts,lacking an explanatory level (cL Foster-Cohen,2000a). This can
only be achieved by a critical discussion of theoretical perspectives for the
understandingof the developmentof pragmatic abilities in a secondlanguage.
Adopting such an integratedcopition-communication-theoreticaI approach,this
chapter seeksfirstly to define the specific characterof pragmaticsin the interlanguage
domain. This first part will focus on speechact theory in interlanguagepragmaticsand
the impact of input on the acquisition of pragmatic abilities. For the purposesof this
study, input can be defined broadly as the linguistic environment available to learners.
Secondly, it will consider developmentalaccountsof pragmatic acquisition in learners
of second ladguages. Here, two significant approacheswill be considered: the twodimensional model of Ellen Bialystok and the 'Noticing Hypothesis' of Richard
Schmidt. Both approachesshare a view on the developmentof pragmatics which is
concerned with information processing hypothesis rather than communicative
interaction. In this sense,both attempt to explain developmentalprocessesin cognitive
terms. This chapter will examine to what extent the theoretical proposalsof Bialystok
and Schmidt are compatible with a view on pragmatic development in terms of the
integration of cognition and communication. Thirdly, this chapter will evaluate the
extent to which concepts in Relevance Theory such as cognitive context and
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manifestness(Sperberand Wilson, 2001) offer a plausible accountfor characteristicsof
pragmatic interactions in atypical (that is, secondlanguageacquisition) communication
contexts.
Here, it will be argued that conceptssuch as manifestnessand relevance offer a
significant potential for the explanation of the development of pragmatic abilities if
communicativeaspectsare to be properly addressed.For if meaningis indeed mediated
by complex social codification, then cognitive accounts can at best explain internal
mechanismsbut at the price of ignoring the environment and the nature of the coupling
between internal processing and external environment - even if the perception of the
latter dependson the former. If the development of pragmatic abilities were purely
internal, then linguistic socialisation would, potentially at least,becomeirrelevant.
In the specific case of second language pragmatics Kasper and Rose (1999)
identify two roles played by pragmaticknowledge: 1. pragmaticsacts as a constraint on
the acquisition of linguistic forms, as shown by functionalist and interactionist
perspectivesof SLA (e.g. Iong, 1996);2. in its secondrole, pragmaticsis construedas a
kind of knowledge on a par with other kinds of knowledge such as morphosyntax,lexis
and so forth. T"histheoretical framework focuseson the role of pragmaticsas a kind of
knowledge in its own right. In this context, studies of speechacts in a secondlanguage
constitute a major areaof researchin ELP.

3.0 Development of pragmatic abilities In a second language: theories and
hypotheses
In order to go beyond a descriptive level, acquisitional patternsin pragmaticsneed to be
factors:
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account
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studies
cognitive processing, communication context and
ILP tend to be of a descriptive nature, as discussedin the precedingchapter, there have
been some studies which relate acquisitional patternsto an explanatoryframework (cf.,
for example, Hill and Hassal in Kasper and Rose, 1999). This explanatory level has
been achieved by the employment of theoretical perspectivesftom the fields of child
languageacquisition and grammaticaldevelopmentin SLA. Someof theseperspectives
originating from grammatical development in SLA are concerned with 'information
processinghypotheses' (cf. Kasper, 2001: 503). As M61ile and Raupach(1987) argue,
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most trends in SLA within this kind of information processing framework employ
conceptualcontrastedpairs such as implicit vs. explicit knowledge, analyzed vs. nonanalyzedrepresentationof knowledge, knowledge vs. control, declarativevs. procedural
knowledgeetc., as presentedin the precedingchapter.
The understanding of second language acquisition in terms of information
processing has been proposed for different areas of language, including pragmatics.
Two different theoretical approacheshave been often related to empirical studies:
Bialystok's two dimensional model of L2 proficiency development and Schmidt's
S.
(eds.),
hypothesis
in
G.
Blum-Kulka,
(cf.
Bialystok
Schmidt
Kasper,
noticing
and
and
1993). The following sectionsreconstructand discusstheir possiblecontributions to an
integratedaccountfor the developmentof pragmatic abilities in the learning of a second
language.

3.1 Bhdystok's two dimensional model
Bialystok (1978) has argued that different types of linguistic information are stored in
different ways: as 'other knowledge', as 'explicit linguistic knowledge' and 'implicit
linguistic knowledge. She defines 'explicit linguistic knowledge' as "all the conscious
facts the learner has about the languageand the criterion for admissionto this category
is the ability to articulate those facts", while 'implicit linguist knowledge' "is the
intuitive information upon which the language learner operates in order to produce
responses(comprehensionor production) in the target language. Information which is
automatic and is used spontaneously in language tasks is representedin 'implicit
linguistic knowledge"' (Bialystok, 1978: 72).
Furthermore, 'explicit linguistic
knowledge' is a kind of knowledge which can be manipulated, examined and
articulated.It is analyzedknowledge in the form of propositional mental representation.
Its elaboration consists of the addition of new information and/or explication of
previous unconsciousinformation. By contrast, 'implicit linguistic knowledge' contains
unanalyzed information about language and can be expanded by unconscious
acquisition and/or dwough automatizing of explicit linguistic knowledgeby practice (cf.
M6hle and Raupach, 1987: 1159)1.17he proposed interaction between the knowledge

1 Bialystok acknowledgesthe parallel betweenher distinction betweenimplicittexplicit
knowledge and Krashen's leamed/acquiredknowledge (1981) as a conscioustintuitive
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sources carries important consequencesfor the learning and teaching of a second
language. In this context, the notion of automaticity plays a central role. It is the
practice which brings about the automatization of explicit linguistic knowledge which
can then be storedas implicit linguistic knowledge.
In subsequentformulations, Bialystok (1982,1994) puts forward a different
version of the two kinds of knowledge in terms of the contrast between analyzed and
is
knowledge.
knowledge
linguistic
Analyzed
unanalyzed
mental representationof
knowledge where the relationship between meaning and form is apparentto the learner
and can be thus manipulated. By contrast, unanalyzed representationsof linguistic
knowledge do not enable the learner to have accessto form-meaning relationships; in
Bialystok's words, learnersare not aware of the structureof this kind of knowledge. In
this more recent formulation, control dependson the nature of the task the learner is
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In order to make Bialystok's model operational for a three-dimensional
theoretical account of pragmatic development it is necessaryboth to determine how
changesin the representationsof languageoccur to accommodatepragmatic functions
and how attentional strategies develop to use language appropriately in discourse
contexts.Bialystok divides mental representationsinto conceptual,formal and symbolic
representations. Conceptual representationsare organized around meanings, formal
representations are coded in terms of the structure of the language and refer to
metalinguistic knowledge,and finally the conceptof symbolic representationsexpresses
the way in which languagerefers, coding between form and a referent. In Bialystok's
view, pragmatic competencedependsto a greater extent on symbolic representations
and to a lesser extent on formal representations. However, Bialystok (1982,1984)
arguesthat the mapping is not betweenform and meaning,but rather betweenform and
social context. Meaning does not vary acrossintentions within a certain social context.
This contention is particularly relevant in the current study in view of the guiding
approach that cognitive and communicative factors in the learning of pragmatics are
also socially constructed.
Adult secondlanguagelearnersconstruct their pragmatic knowledge by building
a symbolic representationlevel, that is relating form to context, from an alreadyexistent
(also constructed) level of formal representations. In order to learn culturally specific
(conventionalized) forms and rules for pragmatic languageuse, learnersneedto analyse
existing knowledge by creating new explicit categories and learning new forms.
Bialystok argues that children's and adults' acquisition of pragmatic competenceare
quite distinct: adults' acquisition of pragmatic competence in a second language
dependsbasically on the development of "control strategiesto attend to the intended
interpretations in contexts and to select the forms [ ] that satisfy the social and
...
contextual needsof the communicative situation" (Bialystok in Kasper and Blum-Kulka
(eds.), 1993: 54). In other words, while children's socialization and acquisition of
pragmatic abilities occur at the sametime, adults' main task is the control over already
existent knowledge representationsof speechacts sets. The current study focuseson
adult learners (see the methodological discussion after this chapter). For this claim to
hold speech act markers have to be universal and not realizations which depend on
cultures and languages(cf. Wierzbicka, 1985and the precedingchapter).
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For Bialystok then, the development of pragmatic competence undergoesthe
sameprocessingmechanismsas other aspectsof language:"knowledge for rules of use
must be learned, represented,and transformed in the same way as the knowledge that
controls other, more formal, aspectsof the linguistic systenf' (Bialystok, 1993: 44).
Even if adult learners arguably rely on universal and first language pragmatic
knowledge in their developmentof pragmatic competenceas they might do in the case
of the development of grammar, the question as to whether and to what extent
communicative interactions play a role in the development of communicative
competenceseemsto be at least as pressingas it is in the developmentof grammar. Is it
the case that communicative interactions contribute more (or less) to changesin, for
instance,symbolic representations,that is the mapping of forms and contexts?
It is contended here that not only does Bialystok's model not address this
question, but it could not answer it, since the model does not offer an account of how
the processing components (analysis of knowledge and control) develop. In this
context, Schmidt (1992) arguesthat it is not enough to claim that control developswith
experiencein its own course, rather, control has to be explained in terms of leaming
mechanisms. Most importantly, in the case of the learning of pragmatic abilities, what
is missing in Bialystok's model is an account of inferencing processes. In this sense,
control as a cognitive component would have to be subject to communicative
linear
in
The
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be
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a
constraints as well.
seen
of control cannot
cumulative way, as Bialystok seemsto argue (1994: 161). In other words, if control
dependson the language task required in a specific situation, then control has to be
construedas a much more context-sensitivenotion.
It could be argued that since control is conceptualized by Bialystok as a
cognitive processingcomponent,it cannot fully accountfor communicative encounters,
since concepts(such as automatization- cf. Bialystok, 1994) which underlie the notion
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dependent.Here. the question arises as to what would change if a communicative
instance such as the principle of relevance were to be added. Although Bialystok's
model has not been explicitly testedwithin ILP, her two main predictions, namely that
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control of attention according to intentional goals, have been supported by findings
according to which adult learners rely on universal and LI pragmatic knowledge (cf.
Kasper,2001) and by findings which relate learners' difficulties with speechproduction
and conversational skills (cf. Hassal, 1997 in Kasper and Schmidt, 1996 and House,
1996).

In Bialystok's conception,pragmatic error is the consequenceof a wrong choice
in terms of lack of ability to control attentional resources. Kasper and Schmidt,
however, argue that pragmatic failure is the consequenceof a wrong choice, which is
not seen to be in terms of lack of control to attention, but due to under-developed
sociopragmaticknowledge,which in their view is a matter of knowledge representation
(cf, Kasper and Schmidt, 1996). Furthermore,Schmidt criticises Bialystok's model for
not being able to account for the development of control, that is, it is not enough to
claim that it develops with experiencein its own way, rather it has to be explained in
terms of learning mechanisms(cf. Schmidt, 1992). Control is discussedby Bialystok as
a matter of a cognitive process(cf. also the discussion of control for the acquisition of
strategiesfor requestsby Hassal,2001: 27 1).
Unlike the conceptof attention (that is, the allocation of resources),which seems
to be confined to the cognitive environmentof an individual, relevance,as a function of
contextual effects, considers communication, too. Thus, the concept of relevance has
greaterpotential to explain the choicesof interpretationsof the utteranceslearnersmake
in their communicative interactions with non-native speakers. Attention will return to
Relevance Tbeory following further discussion of the theoretical contribution of
Schmidt's Noticing Hypothesis.

3.2. Schmidt's 'Noticing Hypothesis'

Schmidt's Noticing Hypothesis (see Schmidt, 1990) starts from the significant premise
that pragmatic knowledge is not always used in an automatic and unreflective way, but
rather seemsto be partly conscious. Furthermore, the kind of knowledge which relies
on automatic processing might have been establishedthrough consciousunderstanding
at the time of learning.

However, Schmidt introduces a distinction between

understandingand noticing: the conceptof noticing refers to linguistic material stored in
memory, presupposing allocation of attention to some stimulus; the concept of
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understandinginvolves recognition of rules, principles and patterns. Understandingis
the processin which linguistic material is organized into a linguistic system. In this
context, Schmidt argues that, in the case of the learning of pragmatics in a second
language,noticing is necessarywhereasunderstandingis helpful.
While attention is a necessarycondition for noticing, it refers not to input in
general, but to linguistic forms, functional meanings and relevant contextual features
(cf. Schmidt in Kasper and Blum-Kulka (eds.), 1993). Even if the input to be attended
is not general, it can still be considered to be too broad, so that learners would
necessarilyhave to be able to select material or, in alternative terms, determinelevels of
relevance. Consequently,this selection processmust also be explained either in terms
of the salient featuresof the input itself (where salience is perceived in negotiation by
the communicator), or in terms of internal cognitive mechanisms,or more plausibly in
terms of an interaction of both. The Noticing Hypothesis acts as a bridge between
Bialystok's accountand RelevanceTheory.
In the reformulation of his 'Interaction Hypothesis' (introduced above), Long
modified his claims about the nature and function of the linguistic environment on
its
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and whether learner hypothesesbasedon input are the result of conscious
insight and understanding or an unconscious process of abstraction (the
implicit learning issue).

While he denies the existence of subliminal learning, both incidental and implicit
learning would arguably have attention as facilitative factors. Schmidt also contends
that 'noticing' is necessaryand sufficient for acquisition to take place, when he seemsto
tie attention to the concept of 'noticing'. He makesthe distinction betweenthree senses
of 'consciousness':consciousnessas awareness(in different degrees),consciousnessas
intention and consciousnessas knowledge. Consciousnessas awarenessinvolves
'noticing', which is defined as a kind of focal awarenessand something which is
available for verbal report, and 'understanding', which he relates to questions of
problem solving and meta-cognitions.
By investigating the relationship between explicit and implicit knowledge and
how they are internalised Schmidt seemsto be arguing for a stronger role of explicit
knowledge in learning, as a facilitator for internalisation. 'Noticing', acting as a
constraint for learning, is also subject to certain constraints: innate universals and
expectanciesact as unconsciouscontextual constraints. Frequencyin input, perceptual
salience, skill level (which is related to automaticity of processing) and task demands
also constitute constraints for learning. As for frequency, Schmidt claims that forms
that were not present in the input available to the learner, were not present in the
learner's speecheither. However, it is not the presencein the input which is sufficient
for 'intake", rather it is the fact that they are noticed. After being noticed, forms start
being used. Here, Schmidt establishes a strong connection between noticing and
production (cf. Schmidt, 1990).
Although mediating constraints (e.g. processing mechanisms) are arguably
necessarilyinvolved in the learning process,it seemsthat a number of problems arises
from Schmidt's "Noticing Hypothesis', of which three will be the focus of attention.
Firstly, 'noticing', defined as consciousperception,seemsdifficult to reconcile with the
notion of implicit knowledge where the connection with conscious perception is not
made. The question here is whether and to what extent implicit knowledge allows for
any degree of awareness(cL Truscott, 1998). Secondly, Schmidt seemsto use the
notion of 'intake' to mean storage in memory, which is only part of the acquisition
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3
process. Finally, it could be argued that some aspectsof language might be more
amenableto 'noticing' as a condition for their acquisition than others. Schmidt does not
admit of this.
Attempting to addressthe first problem, that is, that a certain level of awareness
is arguably necessaryfor any kind of learning, Tomlin and Villa (in Long, 1996: 426)
concentrate on attention with its components, alertness, orientation, and detection.
Schmidt's notion of 'noticing' appears here as detection within selective attention,
which does not require awareness. Nevertheless,Tomlin and Villa also acknowledgea
role for awareness in 'detection': "Awareness plays a potential support role for
detection, helping set up the circumstancesfor detection but it does not directly lead to
detection itself' (Tomlin and Villa, 1993: 14 in Long, 1996). Becauseof the vagueness
of their claims, it is difficult to know if their alternative to the 'Noticing Hypothesis'
could help to solve its problems.
In addition, the effects and the necessity of mediating processes(be they
externally or internally initiated, cL Sharwood Smith, 1991: 118) are still extremely
for
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second
view,
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acquisition research.
instance, Krashen (in b3ng, 1996: 427) and van Patten (in Long, 1996: 427) propose
that subconscious and implicit learning can occur with learners attending only to
meaning. Attention to and noticing of forms is neither necessary nor beneficial.
However, studies on fossilisation show that despite much exposure to the L2, some
learners fail to acquire target-like forms (cf. Swain in Long, 1996: 427). In the
integrated approachadoptedhere, form and meaning need to be combined to presenta
more comprehensiveaccountof the interrelationship betweencognitive, communicative
and developmentaldimensions.
A further criticism of the Noticing Hypothesis comes in a more comprehensive
form: Carroll (1999: 380) claims that the standardview on selection of input to intake is
"pre-theoretical", since it does not place input and its perception in the context of a
theory of mental representation,theories of speechperception and a theory of language
learning:

3 Acquisition is itself also a complex term: in the sensethat it
can be equated with
intake, it can refer either to processor product.
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while signal processing and learning mechanisms must somehow be
connected, there is no reason to equate input to signal processing
mechanismwith input to learning.
In her view, attention as noticing or attention as awarenesscannot account for an
explanation of learning within the framework of parse representations.Saliency is
therefore not to be searched(or found) externally, but "results from the contentsof our
cognitive representations"(Carroll, 1999: 361).
Robinson (2003), responding to Carroll's criticism, argues that the Noticing
Hypothesis was not proposedas a comprehensivetheory. He setsout to put Schmidt's
notion of 'noticing' within a cognitive framework4,discussingattention in its relation to
memory at the cognitive level, i. e. considering the information-processingoperations
and stageswhich act as mediators between the input and the output. Accordingly, in
this context the notion of attention is not restrictedto its relation to the input (encoding),
but is expandedto the level of the output (retrieving). Attention then has to be seenas
being structuredand constrainedby memory as part of the cognitive process.
The relation between attention and memory implies, in turn, that researchon
attention needsto take into account individual differences, such as memory capacity,
age and languageaptitude. According to Robinson, attention operatesat the following
stages: 1. "auditory and visual information intake and processing", 2. "central control
and decision making functions, such as allocation of attention to competing tasks
demands, and automatization" and 3. "response execution via sustained attention"
(Robinson, 2003: 633). Attention then is defined as "selection", "capacity" and "effort"
(cf. Robinson,2003: 633).

Researchon attention in SIA as a mediating factor betweeninput and intake has
investigatedhow much attention is neededto select input to be processed(e.g. Carroll,
1999; Gass, 1988; Tomlin and Villa, 1994), how facilitative interventions are in
switching the learner's attention from the meaning to the form of the input, making

4 Schmidtclaims that his 'Noticing Hypothesis'is
not only equally applicableto all
aspectsof language,but it can also be incorporatedinto different secondlanguage
acquisitiontheories(cL Schmidt,1990:149).
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switching the leamer's attention from the meaning to the form of the input, making
some features salient (e.g. Long, 1996) and the role of awarenessin intake (e.g.
Schmidt, 1990; Sharwood Smith, 1991). The view of attention as selection changed
from "a functional capacity of limited attentional capacity" to the recognition that
selectioncan occur late, is based"on full semanticfeatures,not partial feature analysis"
and 'Iakes place in working memory after stimuli have been fully analysed." (cc
Robinson,2003: 636). Selectionhappens,then, not due to a limited capacity, but rather
due to "control

functions during central processing (allocation policy, time

constraints... ), and interference
to" (Robinson, 2003: 645).

to task demandswhich central processingresponds

Given the difficulties of the measurementof noticing and awareness,Robinson
concludeswith Schmidt (1995) that "the necessity of noticing and awarenessis more
controversialthan the necessityof attention for SLA" (Robinson,2003: 653). However,
a number of findings would confirm Schmidt's hypothesis (e.g. Bardovi-Harlig, 1987).
Furthermore, even if 'noticing' is considered not to be necessaryfor acquisition, it
might contribute to learning5,which is shown by studieson issueswhich arise from the
discussion on attention and noticing: input enhancement(cf. Sharwood Smith, 1991)
and saliency through focus on form (e.g. Long, 1991).
The question then arises as to whether and most importantly how Schmidt's
'noticing' or according to Robinson, attention, might contribute to all aspects of
learning. In this context, Schmidt (1993) applies his Noticing Hypothesisto the learning
of pragmaticsin a secondlanguage.
Empirical studies concernedwith the learning of pragmaticsfound evidence for
Schmidt's noticing hypothesis and its partial dependenceon salient features (cf. Dufon
and Effington. in Kasper, 2001). However, it seems that both in theoretical and
empirical terms, the difference between noticing and understanding in relation to
learning is not clear.
Schmidt differentiates between two types of learning: implicit and explicit.
Implicit learning stands for the non-consciousgeneralisations,from examples. Instead
of unconsciousinduction of rules abstractedfrom. experience,it is explained fmm. a
5FoRowing Krashen's distinction (1981).
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connectionist perspective (e.g. Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986), that is the
strengtheningand weakening of connectionsas the result of experience.Schmidt argues
that aspects of pragmatic knowledge which appear to be unconscious (implicitly
learned) might be better accounted for by connectionist models, since principles of
pragmaticsand discourseare better representedin terms of associativenetworks, rather
than by propositional rules.

Moreover, in terms of methods, connectionism is

compatible with all approaches,for instance, with an ethnomethodologicalapproach,
where the notion of rule as describedin formal logic cannot accountfor social action.
The flow-chart model (in Schmidt, 1993), which presupposesdecision points
taken in the form of serially ordered binary selectors,could also be restructuredwithin
connectionism, where choice of address forms could be explained by unordered
connectionsbetween features of social context and linguistic outputs. Other kinds of
pragmatic knowledge, such as the patterns of co-variation among features of social
context and the linguistic realisationsof speechacts, could be similarly represented.
Brown and Levinson's (1987) theoretical framework of pragmatic realisations
constrained by three basic contextual features, narnely social distance, power and
culture-specific evaluations of face threats, could also be explained in terms of
probabilistic influences of co-operating or conflicting constraints. In order to explain
how associativenetworks are established,Schmidt argues that while learners do not
need to consciously count the frequency of occurrence of contextual and pragmatic
features, they might have to notice specific relevant pragmalinguistic or contextual
features,for the encoding to be triggered.
Again, the selection of features seems to play a significant role, nevertheless
Schmidt does not explain the criteria for a specific feature to be consideredrelevant.
Although implicit learning is considered to be self-organising, in the sense that
understan g of co-occurring linguistic and social context featureswould, in principle,
not needto be necessaryfor the establishmentof the connections,Schmidt contendsthat
conscious awarenessdoes help with learning. The claim that implicit learning is
superior to conscious problem-solving (Krashen, 1981) can only hold for specific
learning tasks. Explicit leaming is defted as conscious problem-solving, fo

ig

mental representations,and involves the search for related knowledge in memory
(following Johnson-Laird, in Schmidt, 1993). Both models have their particular
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strengths, and discovering general principles of the organisation of language, or the
pragmaticsof languageinvolves both, in the sensethat it is in the interaction of implicit
and explicit learning that learning is faster and more effective. It seemsthat implicit
learning requiresnoticing (and it is thereforehelped by understanding),whereasexplicit
learning is concernedwith understanding.
Schmidt's Noticing Hypothesis has not yet been explicitly testedin the context
of the learning of pragmatics in SLA. The learning of pragmatics has been not fully
investigated and most of the studies of pragmatics in a second language focus on
performance, in the sense of contrastive studies, not concerned with developmental
stages. Consequently,very little has been said about how learners acquiring a second
language develop pragmatic abilities. Furthermore, studies on the performance of
pragmaticsare highly informed by cross-cultural pragmatics. In this context, research
on pragmaticsin a second languagehas tended to be based on comparative studies of
aspectsof pragmatics in different languages,comparing native speakers'performance
with non-native speakers'. In this, developmentalpatterns and an integratedtheory for
their emergencetend to be neglected.
Similarly, studies with a focus on development - that is, concernedwith the
acquisition of pragmatic knowledge - explain developmentalpatternsmostly in terms of
external (social, contextual, situational, cultural) factors. VVhile acknowledging that
pragmatic development cannot be explained only in terms of cognitive factors (cf.
Kasper and Schmidt, 1996), it seemsthat the opposite cannot be true, either. If this
dichotomy arguably holds for the explanationof interlanguagegrammar,for instance,in
terms of internal aspects,or for the explanation of social variables, in terms of external
aspects,it seemsthat it is unsustainableif the acquisition of pragmatic abilities is to be
explained in terms of both social and cognitive factors. If the acquisition of complex
communication performance (i.e. pragmatics) is a question of selecting relevant
information amidst an input of grammatical, textual, discoursal and social factors, then
an account of pragmatic interaction must comprise an adequatetheoretical account of
both cognition and communication.

So far, research on interlanguage,pragmatics has not addressedissues
specifically related to investigations of interlanguage,(e.g. the mle of universalsin ILP,
LI and L2 pragmatic development, the role of input, the relationship between
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comprehension and production, the existence of a natural route of development or
acquisition orders or stages of development - cf. Kasper and Schmidt, 1996 and
Bardovi-Harlig, 1999),with the exception of the issue of transfer. Theseissuesrequire
theoretical and methodologicalexploration.
3.3. The explanatory potential of Relevance Theory
3.3.1 Introductory Remarks

As noted above, Relevance Theory aims at explaining human communication while
being an approach "grounded in a general view of human cognition" (Sperber and
Wilson, 2001: vii); it is primarily concernedwith how speakersunderstandtheir native
languages. In view of this definition, the main aim here is not a straightforward
in
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second language, but rather an exploration of the possibility that RelevanceTheory
might offer an explanation for what has been neglectedin ILP studies,namely internal
psychological mechanisms in communication and cognition contexts. Here, the
assumptionis that RelevanceTheory, although concernedwith native languages,could
also contribute to the understanding of the development of pragmatic abilities in a
secondlanguageby overcoming some of the one-sidednessof existing ELPaccounts.
16
The assumptionmade here is that RelevanceTheory can provide an operationa,
theoretical framework for the explanation of the acquisition of pragmaticsin a second
language (cf. also Sroda, 2000) in term of communication and cognition. Indeed, as
Foster-Cohenhas argued,by redefining context as psychological, cognitive context, and
preferring the notion of manifestnessto mutual 1knowledge,and effort-effect to rule
Relevance
Theory representsa challenge to both cognition-basedand socioviolation,
cultural approachesof pragmaticsin SLA. The intention is not to claim that Relevance
Tbeory could accountfor the whole of the processof the learning of pragmatic abilities
in a secondlanguage,since pragmatic competenceis not a unitary competence.In other
words, the principle of relevanceis just one aspectof pragmatic competence,interacting
with other aspects.Sperber and Wilson argue that aspectsof conversation,especially

6 Relevance Theory should not be mechanically aWlied. Instead, it can be made
operationalby testing someof its constructs,conceptsand even idealizations.
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those covered by the co-operative principle are best understood by the principle of
relevance "and the processing resulting from speakers' and hearers' inevitable
obedience to this innate principle" (Foster-Cohen, 1994: 238). -Thus all speakers
innately seekan appropriateeconomy of effort and effect in their communications.
Before proceedingto a discussion of RelevanceTheoretical contributions to the
study of the developmentof pragmatic abilities in a secondlanguage,the core concepts
of RelevanceTheory will be presentedwith a view to illustrating how such concepts
could be more productive for the explanation of the developmentof pragmatic abilities
in a complex linguistic environment, given that they are concerned with inferencing
processeson both cognitive and communicative levels.
3.3.2. The core conceptsof RelevanceThem;
RelevanceTheory can be seenas a reaction againstthe "probabilistic nature of Gricean
implicature" (Grundy, 2000: 101), in the sensethat it seeksto go beyond the normative
level of Gricean theory, adding a level where meaning can be negotiated. Relevance
Theory is not concerned with truth claims. Instead of entailments (what is said) and
impficatures (what is implied), what is conveyed is what is relevant. So, insteadof the
four Gricean maxim guiding conversation, Relevance Theory proposes just one
principle, the principle of relevance. This in turn suggestsa shift from a normative to a
functional perspective. The set of assumptionsthe hearerbrings to the interpretationof
in
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Unlike the Gricean notion of implicature, on the RelevanceTheoretical account,
not only implicatures but also explicatures are recoveredas pragmatic inferences,given
the underdeterminationsof language. In this sense,an underdeterminedform has to be
enriched by inferences to a full propositional form, or explicatures ("an explicitly
communicatedassumption"- cf. Sperberand Wilson, 2001: 182). Inferencesabout the
propositional attitude of the speaker to her utterance, or about the speech act
description, yield a higher level eWlicature (cf. Grundy, 2000: 102). A third kind of
7 SeealSoFoSter_Cohen,
2000a.
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inferenceis proposedby Sperberand Wilson. Implicatures are inferenceswhich yield a
different logical form from the one of the original utterance,in that its interpretation
dependsentirely on inferential processes.It provides the most relevant interpretation of
the utterance. Although every act of communication yields explicatures, higher level of
explicatures and implicatures, in order to understandwhat is being communicated it is
the most salient meaning - an explicature, higher level of explicature or implicature that has to be recovered.
Speechacts are thus seenby Sperberand Wilson not as actions, but as attitudes
to propositions (cC Grundy, 2000). This re-interpretationof speechacts is significant in
the sensethat it signals a departure from discrete syntactical forms (e.g. directives)
towards communication connectionsamong speakerswhere attitudesto propositions are
built and negotiated betweenproducers and receivers who constantly alternate in their
roles.
Manifestness

The notion of manifestnessaccountsfor what a speaker/heareris capable of inferring or
perceiving (even when she/he is not paying attention): "a fact is manifest to an
individual at a given time if and only if he is capable at that time of representingit
mentally and acceptingits representationas true or probably true'. (Sperberand Wilson,
2001: 39 - emphasisadded). In this way, Manifestness,is a weaker notion than what is
known or assumedand so has the potential advantageof being sensitive to context and
cognition. There are degreesof manifestness: assumptionsare more manifest to an
individual at a given moment as a function of his physical environment on the one hand
and his cognitive abilities on the other. The set of all facts that are 'manifest' to both
speakerand hearer is called sharedcognitive environments. According to the concept
of manifestnessthe detectionof form is guided by searchof relevance.
The utility of this concept stems from a better descriptive potential of cognitive
abilities, including those of a second language learner. Moreover, these cognitive
abilities - the capability of mental representation- are placed not in macro-contextsof
social or cultural norms of discourse and interaction, but in micro-contexts of
communication. In this way, Manifestnesscan help to avoid the excessive claims of
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socio-cultural studiesand forms part of a theoretical account which remains sensitive to
individual languagedevelopmentby taking underdeterminationsmore seriously.
Context

The concept of Context means psychological context. It does involve perception of
place or other people, but only as viewed from the inside of the individual (cf.
Manifestness,above), where such a context is manifest. It is important to make the
distinction between given, pre-determinedcontext and the notion of context-formation
in RelevanceTheory, since the latter is open to choices throughout the interpretation
processitself, where extensionstake place when they appearto be neededand only then
(Sperberand Wilson, 2001: 141). The initial context is the set of assumptionsin the
memory of the deductive device at the start of a deductive process. Different sets of
assumptionsfrom different sources (e.g. long-tem or short-term memory, perception)
is
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1. adding assumptionsusedor derived from in previous assumptions;
2. adding chunks of information, for instanceftom encyclopaedicentries;
3. adding input information about the perceptualenvironment.
The searchfor the context which would provide the most relevant interpretation of an
utterance is further constrained by two different kinds of encoding: procedural and
interpretation
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limiting
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function
the
the
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of conceptual information. This type of encoding can be triggered by adverbs (e.g.
clearly, fortunately), which provide the addresseewith information about the speaker's
propositional attitude, discourseparticles (e.g. therefore, so) which reveal how different
propositions are interrelated in the discourse, adverbial particles (e.g. even, only) and
conjunctions (e.g. but), which constrain the interpretation of propositions (cf.
Blakemore,in Grundy, 2000: 108). This distinction betweenconceptualand procedural
encoding has also been seen in terms of a distinction between "information about the
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representationsto be manipulated [conceptualencoding], and information about how to
manipulatethem [proceduralencoding]" (Wilson and Sperber,in Grundy, 2000: 108).
Sharing contexts is a prerequisite for communication, but this does not imply
sharing knowledge. Instead of the idea of mutual knowledge, Relevance Theory
proposes the concept of mutual cognitive environments or mutually manifest
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they are not conceptually represented(Sperber and Wilson, 2001: 131). The lack of
contextualeffect is defined in terms of the following criteria:
1. The assumptionis utterly unrelatedto the context;
2. The assumptionis already presentin the context and its strengthis unaffectedby
the newly presentedinformation;
3. The assumption is inconsistent with the context and too weak to change the
context.
On the other hand, greater contextual effect is achieved if the utterance builds on
previous assumptionsby:
1. adding new and related information;
2. confmning a wealdy manifest assumption currently in the hearer's cognitive
enviromment;
3. contradicting an assumptioncurrently in the hearer'scognitive environment.
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This rather conventional account of context-formation would mean an increase in
processing effort and therefore loss of relevance. By contrast, according to the
RelevanceTheoretical account (Sperber and Wilson, 2001: 141), context formation is
open to choicesand revisions throughout the comprehensionprocess:
[D]etermination of the context is [ ]a matter of choice and [ ] part of the
...
...
interpretation process itself,
extensions take place when they appear to
be needed and only then.

Extension of the context also takes place with information about the immediately
observable environment (for example, deixis and anaphora, and environmental
information).

To recapitulate: a relevance-theoretic account of context includes a set of
assumptionsin the memory of the deductive device at the start of a deductive process
and can be partitioned in two subsets,each acting as the context in which the other
it.
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contextual effect is weak it either means:
1. the assumptionis utterly unrelatedto the context or
2. the assumptionis already presentin the context and its strengthis unaffected
by the newly presentedinformation or
3. the assumptionis inconsistent with the context and too weak to changethe
context.
Relevance

Relevanceis a relativenotion in respectof two factors:its contextualeffectsand the
effort requiredto derive the contextualeffects. Relevanceis a non-representational
propertyof mentalprocesses(i.e. they exist eventhe individual doesnot consciously
assessthem or evenif they are not conceptuallyrepresented- Sperberand Wilson,
2001: 131). 11e principle of relevancecompletesthe propositionalrepresentation
of
utterancesin context. Individuals aim for relevanceby selectingthe best possible
contextin whichto processan assumption- thecontextwhich enablesthebestpossible
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balanceof effort againsteffect to be achieved. The achievementof this balancemeans
the optimal processingof the assumption. An assumptionis relevant to an individual to
the extent that the contextual effects achieved when it is optimally processedare large
and the effort required to processit optimally is small (Sperberand Wilson, 2001: 145).
This representsa psychological dimension of communication, which is missing in, for
instance,Grice's CooperativePrinciple. As Grundy (Grundy, 2000: 107) puts it:
This principle [of relevance] reflects a psychological reality with which we
are all familiar, that of not being able to get the point, or at least not being
able to get the point in the time available.
In their reformulation of optimal relevance Sperber and Wilson refer to a second
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directives strategies in a second language: optimal relevance is achieved if "the
ostensivestimulus is relevant enough for it to be worth the addressee'seffort to process
it" and "the ostensive stimulus is the most relevant one compatible with the
communicator's abilities and preferences"(Sperberand Wilson, 2001: 270).
To recapitulate, for Sperber and Wilson, human communication is nondemonstrative and is susceptibleto failure. They further adopt a (modified) Fodorian
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Attention will now turn to the exploration of connections between Relevance
theoretical insights and Bialystok's model and Schmidt's Noticing Hypothesis (seealso
de Paiva, 2002).
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3.3.3. Hypothesis

The aim will be to use relevancetheoretical conceptsin an operational way. In other
words, the process of operationalisation (the formulation of a methodology and
hypothesis) is not concerned with strong claims, of, for example, the truth of RT
insights.

Rather, it is concerned with weak claims of, for example, conceptual

approacheswhich, even counterfactually, can shedlight on the areaof research,namely
ILP research. Against this background,somehypothesescan be formulated as follows:
1. Development of some aspectsof the realization strategiesof directives (internal
modifications in the sense of pragmalinguistic knowledge) is independent of
negative evidence.
2. Cognition ('noticing' and 'control') and communication (pragmatic abilities)
operateat different speeds.
3. Processingeffort is a constantdespite varying levels of pragmatic competence.
Foster-Cohenhas argued (1994,2000a, 2000b) that RelevanceTheory could contribute
to a better understandingof developmentalpragmaticsboth in first and secondlanguage
acquisition. On the one hand, Relevance Theory, redefining context as cognitive
context, and preferring the notion of manifestnessto mutual 1knowledge,
and effort-effect
to rule violating, representsa challenge to socio-cultural approachesof pragmatics in
SLA. Moreover, RelevanceTheory could also complementideas in both Schmidt"s and
Bialystok's approaches:Schmidt's noticing hypothesis could be explained in terms of
relevance,that is, somethingis noticed (becomesconsciousto some degree)becauseit
is relevant. This seemsto offer a possible answerto the problem of selection mentioned
in section4, namely what are the criteria for the allocation of attentional resources?It is
not clear, however, whether and to what extent, the connectionistapproachdefendedby
Schmidt is compatible with Relevance Theory. Thus, for the purpose of the
development of a theoretical hwwwork for this study, the discussion of Schmidt's
hypothesiswill focus on his main concept,namely the idea of noticing.
Whether Relevance Ibeory is compatible with Bialystok's model is also a
question for further research. Since as a model it is more comprehensive than
Schmidt's hypothesis,which operatesmainly at the input level, its integration with RT
needsto take care not to distort its main tenets. More importantly, Bialystok's claim
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that children and adults face different learning tasks in pragmaticswould be difficult to
reconcilewith RelevanceTheory, since for RT both children and adults follow the same
principle of Relevance in the process of communication. Given that in this study all
subjectsare adults, learning differencesbetweenchildren and adults will necessarilyfall
outsidethe scopeof this thesis.
3.3.4. A three-dimensional Account of Cognition and Communication in SLA
pragmatics: RelevanceTheory
The following section explores a number of points at which RelevanceTheory makes a
useful contribution to second language theoretical models, specifically those of
Bialystok and Schmidt and their respective notions of 'analysis', 'control' and
4noticing'. It is suggestedthat the inferential mechanismsof RelevanceTheory can
account for the contingencies of communicative interaction without which pragmatic
negotiationsdo not make sense,and thus can complement such information-processing
accountsthrough the notions of 'manifestness' and the balance between 'effort' and
'effect'. Further researchis called for into the integration of information-processing
concepts and Relevance Theoretical insights as part of a complex theoretical
architecturecapableof capturing the rich diversity of pragmatic developmentin second
languageacquisition.
It is acknowledged in the literature that Relevance T'heory makes no special
claims relating to secondlanguageacquisition. If it is to be imported into SLA studies
it needsto be integrated with ILP studies which have brought significant gains in the
comparative understanding of pragmatic performance. By proposing a threedimensional theoretical account, this chapter connects RT with theories and
methodologiesin ILP studies and cognition studies. It is contendedhere that RT opens
up spacefor a theoretical reflection over and beyond descriptive accounts of second
languagepragmatics. Tlie significant concept of context is central to this proposal. RT
is innovative in opening up context in a mannernot explored in most SIA studies. This
open approach to context in turn paves the way for the three-dimensional approach
adoptedhere.IMe three dimensionscover communication, culture and cognition and are
reflected in the literature by such ILP studies, information-processingstudies and SILA
studies.In this way, they also cover three dimensions of context: internal context, the
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local pragmatic context of communication and the culturally encoded context of
situation and setting.
As noted above, Bialystok's (1993) two-dimensional model of secondlanguage
proficiency development and Schmidt's noticing hypothesis (1993) are important
contributions in this theoretical framework. For Bialystok, pragmatic development
involves three types of representation: conceptual, formal and symbolic mental
representations.Conceptual representationsrelate to meanings, formal representations
relate to languagestructure and symbolic representationscapturethe referential ftinction
of language.In Bialystok's view, pragmatic competencedependsto a great extent on
symbolic representations(1993).
Bialystok tends to seecontext in the socio-cultural senseof a context external to
the learner. By contrast, RelevanceTheory makes a useful distinction betweenexternal
context and cognitive context. Thus, whereas Bialystok "steps out of her cognitive
account in order to account for pragmatics, RelevanceTheory maintains the cognitive
stance, incorporating external notions of context such as place, situation, etc., but,
crucially, through an internal context (de Paiva and Foster-Cohen, 2004: 283)",
RelevanceTheory makes stronger cognitive claims for pragmatics.This meansa shift
from a view where social and cultural aspects of interactions represent central
constraintsto a more agent-basedperspectivewith a clear emphasison the individual's
internal context.
While RT does make a useful distinction betweeninternal and external contexts,
its definition of the latter tends not to address the third dimension of the current
theoretical proposal. This third dimension relates to settings and circumstances or
institutional and culturally encodedcontexts. It is the extension to this third dimension
dud makes RT relevant for a theoretical exploration of the developmentof pragmatic
abilities in a second language. This exploration necessarily involves a discussion of
cognition, communication and setting as the three dimensionsof context.
While Relevance Theory is not centrally concerned with this socio-cultural
context so crucial to SLA studies,Bialystok's account in turn doesnot fully explore the
connection between control and the dynamic development of new pragmatic skills.
Control of processinginvolves the searchfor relevance as the relation between effort
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and effect. The concept of noticing, derived from Schmidt, can also be madeuseful in
completing the three-dimensionalmodel. However, as Carroll (2001) has argued, it is
important to go beyond the conception of noticing as attention to discrete form. One
open question is how the effort/effect calculation interacts with attention to form.
Similarly, Schmidt's hypothesis opens up the question of the noticing of relevant
contextual meanings. However, it requires conscious attention where RT arguesthat
relevanceoccurswithout consciousattention.
It is also worth noting that there is a significant relationship betweeninferencing
and backgroundassumptions. Here, cognitive and 'cultural' contextsenrich eachother.
If, as Bialystok argues,control dependson the languagetask in a specific situation, then
it is context- and interaction-sensitive.
The conceptof relevance,explored above,also extendsand expandsthe theories
of Schmidt and Bialystok, taking 'analysis' and 'control' outside the cognitive context
of the speakerinto a mutually manifest cognitive context where cultural encoding plays
be
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Alternatively, he or she may prioritize certain pragmatic conventions, such as being
explicit, thus losing effect and increasing effort. The result would be that there is more
information to be processedand much of it would be pragmatically unnecessaryfrom a
native-speakerpoint of view.
Whereasinformation-processingconceptsof 'analysis', 'control' and 'noticing'
are held to offer plausible insights into leaming, they reach their limitations when it
comes to a discussion of the process-like contingenciesof communicative interaction
without which pragmatic negotiations do not make sense. Here, a Relevance
Theoretical framework can complement information-processingaccountsby offering a
plausible theory of cognition and communication which operates with a notion of
internal context (manifestnessand the effort/effect balance)where inferencing processes
are central. This approach to context, however, still needs to employ the dynamic
notions of 'noticing' and 'analysis' in order to shed light on the ways in which learners
develop and use assumptionson-line in pragmatic contexts which are by definition
displaced.

Manifestnesscould be connected to Bialystok's notion of control or selective
attention. As a concept, it is more applicable to the complex process of cognitive
processing and communicative interactions, since although it also depends on the
individual's physical environment and his cognitive abilities, which in Bialystok's terms
could correspond to the task the learner is engagedin and his cognitive capacity to
select attention, it addsthe idea of a sharedcognitive environment. This environmentis
not simply a mute input, but already selectedas a function of processingof effort and
effect.
Sperber and Wilson posit the 'informative intention' as making "manifest or
more manifest to the audiencea set of assumptionsr, (Sperber and Wilson, 2001: 58).
The communication of manifestnessmeansthat a communicator intends not to modify
the thoughts of his audience, but to bring about a modification in the cognitive
environment of that audience. Cognitive environments are contingent. Whereas in
Sperber and Wilson's terms, 'strong communication' seeks the greatest possible
precision in the communicator's expectations, in 'weak communication", often more
fiequently observedin human interaction, the communicator"can merely expect to steer
the thoughts of the audiencein a certain direction." One hypothesis deriving from this
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distinction and the focus on cognitive environmentsas opposedto cognitive processesis
that non-native speakersin interaction with native speakers,that is in a situation of
pragmatic asymmetry, could deliberately opt for weak communication with a higher
degree of vaguenessin order to reduce the risk of a communication which may be
precise, but inappropriate. Weak communication, with its appeal to the audience,
reduces precision, but operates with imprecise appropriateness. This in turn can
increaseprocessingeffort. Alternatively, speakerscan opt for greaterclarity and neglect
politeness.
The principle of relevancecan also offer insights into the relationship between
input (linguistic envirominent)and second languagelearning. Carroll (2001: 371-392)
investigates second language learners' interpretation of feedback (repetitions,
clarification requests)provided by native speakersin relation to contextual effects and
by
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the principle of relevance. Carroll (2001: 375) claims that feedback, in order to be
interpreted as feedback,has to violate the principle of relevance. The interpretation of
linguistic feedback as a correction "represent[s] a rupture in the discourse". In other
words, the interpretation of feedback as feedback requires that the learner rejects the
first and optimally relevant interpretation of the native speaker'sutterancein favour of
attributing to it a corrective intention, resorting, in this way, to a metalinguistic
interpretation. To say that the interpretation of feedback as feedback dependson it
being Irrelevant means that it requires from learners more processing effort with no
guarantee that learners will draw the necessary inferences.

Although Carroll's

problematizes,the usability of feedback in the context of learning grammar, the same
issues need to be addressedin investigations of the role of input in the learning of
pragmaticabilities in a secondlanguage.
Also of great importance in the discussion of the development of pragmatic
strategies in a second language is Sperber and Wilson's reformulation of optimum
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relevanceis achievedif "the ostensivestimulus is relevant enough for it to be worth the
addressee'seffort to processit" and "the ostensive stimulus is the most relevant one
compatible with the communicator's abilities and preferences" (Sperber and Wilson,
2001: 270). The expectation of optimum relevance as defined by an effect/effort
calculation may hold in communication settingsin which, prima facie, maximum effect
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is computed with minimum processingeffort. The same expectation may obtain and
inform interactions in special forms of asymmetrical communication such as
8.
between
native and non-native speakers
communication
While both communicators - in this study, NSs and NNSs - may proceed in
cognitive terms from expectationsof relevance as defined by Sperber and Wilson, in
communication terms (from lexis to syntax to pragmatics to social norms) the
effectleffort ratio often does not fit with such expectations. More often than not, effect
is dissipatedor arrestedby vague, inappropriate or infelicitous expressionwhich in turn
demands greater processing effort. Pragmatic interactions between native and nonnative speakers can thus be described as multi-speed. In a schematic sense, two
hypothesescan be formulated at this
point:
1. Hypothesis A: the non-native speakerprioritises the quest for maximum effect
and minimum effort by violating discoursal norms and undermining pragmatic
conventions;
2. Hypothesis B is that the non-native speaker prioritises complex pragmatic
conventionsthus losing effect and increasingeffort.
In such a difficult communication environment the concept of manifestness(basedon
the capacity to represent mentally) which is central to Relevance Ibeory becomes
problematic:
One of the advantagesof verbal communication is that it gives rise to the
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speaker'sintentions about the explicit content of her utteranceto a single, strongly
manifest candidate, with no alternative worth considering at all. (Sperber and
Wilson, 2001: 60)
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Where cognitive effort is often accentuatedby unexpectedcommunicative effect and
relevance is thus 'reduced' in terms of the above, manifestness also becomes
problematic. To operatewith an absoluteconcept of relevance(and it is, after all, seen
is
to consign such mis-communications,pragmatic breakdowns
cognitive
universal)
as a
etc. to irrelevance. However, such a conclusion confers strong claims on Relevance
Theory. In the case of second-languagepragmatic interactions, weak claims, where
relevance is considered as a counterfactual, might be more plausible and useful in
highlighting the gap between information and communication intentions and
communicationrealisations. To accountfor acquisitional issues,pragmaticsneedsto be
redefined: contexts are not only social or cross-cultural contexts,but cognitive contexts,
too.

The notion of sharedcognitive environments, as that which is manifest to both
speaker and hearer, and that which is a function of the individual's physical
environment and his/her cognitive abilities, could offer a new perspectivein terms of an
explanation of the perception of input, redefined, as mentioned earlier, as the result of
cognitive representations,rather than as "something out there'. Furthermore,the notion
be
in
can
effort
and
relevance,
a
relative
notion
proportion
effect
of
of contextual
construed as a mediating factor between input and its noticing, so that detection of
forms and functions are guided by the search of relevance. The deployment of
RelevanceTheory representsan attempt to explain how for instancenegative evidence
is inteq)retedby learners,in the casethat it is available as shown by many studiesof the
acquisition of grammar and by few in the acquisition of pragmatics. In other words
Relevance Theory, as a theory of inferencing, can explain how learners derive
information from negative data (cf. Carroll 2001: 6).
This interpretation has been claimed, in the context of learning grammar, to be
constrained by a number of factors: 1. Firstly, negative data (implicit or explicit)
arguably violates the principle of relevance, since it has to be interpreted as
metalinguisfic information, which in most contexts, is the less likely interpretation (cf.
Carroll, 2001: 381).

In orderto be interpretedasmetalinguisticinformation,negativefeedbackhasto
be interpretedas obeying the CooperativePrinciple, but violating the principle of
relevance. Consequently,becauseit involves more effort, learners' move to a
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metalinguistic interpretation will be of last resort. There is no guaranteethat negative
information will be interpreted as such. It dependsforemost on the learners' inferencing
capacities.2. Secondly,if the information is not new, for instance,if the learner already
knows the information, it is also irrelevant. Thus, some conclude, in relation to
grammar,that negativedata play a minor role in development,in the sensethat negative
data cannot replace universals of linguistic cognition. It should be argued that
replacementmight not be the only option. Both universals and negative data provided
in interactions would play a role in acquisition of pragmatic abilities, although with
varying influence. It is precisely the understandingof this influence, which is missing
in the caseof the learning of pragmaticsin a secondlanguage (e.g. Carroll, 2001: 382
for a study of requestsin German).
RelevanceTheoretical analysesfocus on the perspectiveof the bearer, whereas
acquiring pragmatic abilities in a secondlanguageinvolves languageproduction as well
as interpretation. In this way it can be said that the goals of the speakeraccountfor his
linguistic choices, which could clash with speech community norms in respect to
linguistic behaviour (e.g. intentional rudeness). Stimulus and manifesteness:from all
stimuli which can be manifest to an individual, which ones are going to be relevant, or
doesthe degreeof salienceas an environmental(external) factor make a difference?
The reconstruction and discussion of the foregoing should indicate the
explanatory potential of Relevance Theory as part of an integrated theoretical
framework comprising Bialystok's cognitive approach to control and Schmidt's
'Noticing Hypothesis'.

At the same time, it is important to avoid creating the

impression that this treatment of relevancetheory is somehow apologetic. Blakernore
(1992: 47 in Sroda, 2000: 77) provides a timely reminder of the limitations of
RelevanceTheory in terms of its commitment to an explanation of "the very possibility
of communication between human beings" rather than language used to communicate
assumptionsabout social relationships. Nevertheless,an accountof the developmentof
pragmatic abilities can benefit from the micro-contextual descriptive contribution to the
explanationof micro-contextswithout recourseto socio-cultural norms.
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Chapter 4
Methodological Discussion
4.1 Aims of this study and implications for methodology
4.1.1 Introductory remarks
In this chaptera pilot study will be presentedwith the aim of illustrating the theoretical
concernsdiscussedin the Literature Review of this thesis.
This pilot study adopts an exploratory cross-sectional approach to the
developmentof requestsin Brazilian Portugueseas a secondlanguage. An exploratory
experiment was conducted, with data collected from learners of three different levels
(beginners, intermediate and advanced) in a course of Portuguesefor foreigners in a
Brazil.
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A cross-sectionaldesign, comprising the collection and comparisonof data from
learners at different proficiency levels, can offer an insight into developmentalaspects
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design, however, does not yield a full developmental picture, which would only be
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resources
studies
of
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amount
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still limited in numberin ELP (cf. also Warga, 2002: 239 and for longitudinal studiescf.
Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford, 1993 and 1996). It is neverthelessto be hoped that such
studieswill increasein the future (cf. for an exampleAchiba, 2003).
This exploratory study adopts mainly a qualitative approach to data analysis,
.g data for trends according to a coding method to capture those trends. Given
that this study is not concernedwith a large corpus, an in-depth qualitative analysiswill
be the main instrument of evaluation, however with some frequency analyses. This
approach is based on House's (1996: 235) study of routines and metapragmatic
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this methodologicalchoice in the following terms:
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obviously do not permit easy quantitative analysis as, by
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strategies fulfil

different

interpersonaland content-structuringdiscoursefunctions (in the
HaIllidayan sense).
As in this study an investigation of discursive features(e.g. types of exchangemoves,
use of new/old information) will also be part of the analysis of the requestive act in
interactions between learners and NSs (see below), it was assumedthat a qualitative
analysiswould be morejustifiable, in terms of capturing patternsin the data.
Moreover, since this study is of an exploratory nature,no specific hypothesesare
formulated; rather, researchquestions (see below) guided the study (cf. for a similar
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House's
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235) observationson the fit betweenthe methodologicaldesign and analytical approach
(qualitative/quantitativeanalysis),when she writes:
I regard my study as a primarily exploratory one that requires
but
inspection
interesting,
not
close phenomenological
of
necessarilynumerically frequent observations.
That is not to say that the fiequency analyseswill play a minor role. On the contrary,
they will give substantialsupport to the analysis of the data, but will require validation
of analysesbasedon larger samplesof data (cL also House, 1996).
The developmentalpatterns identified in the data will be accountedfor within
the theoretical framework discussedin the previous chapter. In the context of analysis
of development in ELP studies, it has been argued (cf. Kasper, 1989) that the
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analysispresupposes
for instance,the performanceof the requests,would indicate a deficit'.
It has been shown, however, that learners sometimesopt for a optimal rather
than for a total convergenceto the target norms (cf. Siegal. 1994). Pointing out
differences seemsnot to be enough either, since it does not make explicit which of the
differences are acceptablealternativesand are not going to put the communicative act at
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risk, causing a communication breakdown. T"his state of affairs has led Kasper and
Schmidt (1996: 155) to argue that the lack of a developmental focus in IOLPstudies
could be due to "the lack of any common metric by which development can be
measurrA99.
Despite the growing number of RP developmental studies since Kasper and
Schmidt's statement was made, it can still be argued that the issue of norms or
parametersfor measuring development has hardly been addressedin ILP research.
Faced with the difficulty of using NSs performance as a normative model, this study
seeks to attempt to analyse the interactions looking at the particularities of these
interactions. In other words, patterns in learners' performance will be construed in
terms of regularities of behaviours.
The analysis of developmental patterns in requests will, in this study, be
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hand,
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two
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the
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on
a
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one
mentionedabove, will always impose limitations on developmentalclaims. One should
recall Kasper and Schmidt's methodological considerationsabove and the needto look
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context of particular
highly contextualized and dependenton the specific group of participants as well as on
factors (e.g. psychological, social, cultural) which might have heavily influenced
learners' communicative behaviour (cf. Grundy, 2003). In view of this, developmental
hypothesesyielded by this study will only allow for generalisations,
within the scopeof
the methodologicaldesign adoptedhere.
This methodology chapter will comprise, in pursuit of the aims and research
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of this study and implications for methodology; the secondsection (2. Data collection
procedures)is concernedwith the discussion and evaluation of different data collection
procedures within ILP studies. Furthermore, a rationale will be offered for the
procedures adopted for the data collection of the present study. The data and the
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will discussand evaluatedifferent taxonomies for the coding of the data. Following on
from some introductory remarksas part of a critical review, the secondsub-section(the
CCSARP coding manual) wiH be concerned with an evaluation of the Cross-Cultural
I Cf. also Bley Vmman's " nterlanguageFaUacy" (1983).
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SpeechAct Realization Project (CCSARP) coding manual developedby Blum-Kulka et
al. (1989). The coding parametersdeveloped for the CCSARP are paradigmatic of
studies of speech acts in ELP. Also in this sub-section, modifications and some
alternative accountsof the CCSARP coding parameters(e.g. especially Trosborg, 1995
and Held, 1995) will be incorporated. Moreover, in the third sub-sectionof (3), Koike's
(1992) classification of Brazilian Portugueserequeststrategieswill be addedto this subsectionas a basic comparativeresourcefor this part of the analysis.
Still as part of the third main section of this chapter, the fourth sub-section (An
interactional approach for the analysis of the requestive communicative act -a
framework for coding) will discusstaxonomies for coding the data in order to address
the second and third aims stated above, that is the coding of the data in terms of
interactional features. Here, three methodswill be considered: 1. the coding parameters
2.
in
in
Mackey,
1999),
(e.
Input
Interaction
in
SLA
the
and
research
g.
used
areaof
and
Trosborg's (1995) adapteddiscourseanalysis taxonomy.
After a critical analysis of these taxonomies, the final sub-sectionof the main
section 3, (Coding methods and parametersfor data analysis: a summary) will go on to
outline the taxonomieschosenas methodsfor the coding of the data for the presentpilot
study.
4.1.2 Aims of this study
The aims of this study can be statedin the following broad terms:
1. To identify the semanticformulae of the communicative act of requestsin Brazilian
Portuguese as a native and as a second language with regard to: realisation
internal modifications and supportive moves and the
appioptiateness of strategies to sociopragmatic aspects of dominance, social
strategies, use of

distance and degree of imposition or expectations of the interaction (cf. also
Trosborg, 1995: 134-135for Danish and English).
2. To identify interactional patterns in the requestive communicative act in native
speakers'and learners' contributions, in terms of regularities in the structure of their
participation.
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3. To identify and characterise the nature of the input available to learners in
encounterswith NSs in relation to requests. Here the focus will rest on attempting
to show if there is availability of negative feedback (implicit or explicit) in respect
of realisationstrategiesfor requests.
4. To investigate the above across different levels of proficiency and suggest
developmentalpatterns.
5. To attempt to go beyond a descriptive level by offering an integrated explanatory
accountwhose theoretical premisesare discussedabove of the patternsidentified in
the data in terms of linguistic, social and cognitive aspects.

4.1.3 ResearchQuestions
Given the above aims, the researchquestionswhich guide this study can be formulated

asfollows:
1. What is the nature of the development of the requestive communicative act in
Brazilian Portuguesein relation to pragmalinguistic and sociopragmaticaspects?
2. How do learnersand NSs of Brazilian Portuguesenegotiatetheir communicative act
of requestin terms of subsequentdiscourse(e.g. choice of requeststrategiesover the
whole interaction, how speakers'assumptionsabout hearers' beliefs and strategies
operate across the interaction)? In other words, what is the nature of their
participation?

How do both learners and NSs react to their interlocutor's

contribution? What is the role of the inmiediate enviromment?
3. In the interactions between NSs and learners, what is the nature of the input
available to learners in the duve communi ative situations in terms of pragmatic
aspects of the requests? Is there any kind of (implicit or explicit) negative
feedback? Iliat is, do NSs correct learners,for instance,by recastingtheir request
using a different strategy? If so, do learners incorporate this kind of feedback in
subsequentperformance in the task, do they recognize it as feedback in the first
place?

4. What could be an appropriateexplanationfor developrnentalpatternsin learners'
production of the communicative act of requestin relation to the kind of negotiation
and feedbackpresentin the interactions?
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Thesequestionsare guided by the need for an integrated account of the developmentof
pragmatic abilities in a secondlanguage.

4.2 Data coflection procedures

This section is concernedwith data collection proceduresemployed by ELPstudies of
speechacts. The first sub-sectionwill be a critical review of different methodsas well
as the findings arrived at by studies using such methods. Methods reviewed will
comprise: Discourse Completion Questionnaires or Tests ('the DCT'), (closed and
open) role plays, authentic data, and combined methods using metapragmatic
assessments.The second sub-section here will comprise a review of existing studies
with the specific aim of comparing methods of data collection, assessing their
advantagesand disadvantages.

After weighing the pros and cons of different

methodsthe third sub-sectionwill develop a rationale for the methods adoptedby this
thesis. In the final sub-section the data elicitation instruments and the subjectswill be
presented.

4.2.1 Data collection procedures in ILP studies:a critical review

This sub-sectionwill be concerned with a critical review of data collection procedures
in ILP. This review will focus on studiesconcernedwith the collection of production
data in studiesof speechacts only. Studiesof comprehensionusing reception data will
be mentionedhereonly for comparative purposesas appropriate.
4.Z1.1 Discourse Completion Tests('the DCT')

Although 'the DCT' is not a method adoptedin this thesis, a review of studies using
'the DCT' is justified on the grounds that it has been a fiequent and most influential
medkodof dataelicitation in studiesof speechacts in ILP.
Studies of cross-cultural pragmatics, which have been very influential in ILP
research,have used 'the DCT' to elicit data. The 'DCT' consists of scripted dialogues
which are precededby a written description of the social situation, the setting and social
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distance between the participants followed by a blank space where the participants are
supposedto complete the dialogue providing (in writing) the specific speechact under
study (cf. Blum-Kulka, Houseand Kasper, 1989). Here, it has been claimed that written
elicitation techniquesenable the elicitation of more stereotyped responsesneededfor
cross-cultural comparisons(cf. Blum-Kulka, House and Kasper (eds.), 1989). In this
is
DCT'
'the
consideredto be especially effective for the comparison of strategies
way,
used by native speakersand learners of the same language in the study of many
languages.

Studies in MY eliciting data by meansof 'the DCT' have tended to investigate
the performanceof different speechacts in different 1.2s. The requestivespeechact has
been one of the most investigated speechacts (Blum-Kulka, 1982; Blum-Kulka, House
and Kasper, 1989; Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986; House and Kasper, 1987; Faerch
and Kasper, 1989, Kasper and Dahl, 1991), with studiesindicating that NNSs have the
same range of realization strategies as NSs, although diverging in terms of their
contextual distribution. In other words, despite having the same range of realization
strategies for requests,learners use them in different contexts, when compared with
NSs.

In the investigation of requestsand length of utterancein Hebrew as aLI and L2
(Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986), it was found that high intermediate learners Use
longer realizations (a phenomenonidentified as verbosity) comparedto NSs. Beginners
might have been prevented from verbosity by their low level of linguistic resources,
whereasadvancedlearners' lack of verbosity can be explained as convergenceto NSs'
norms. Also important is the finding in House and Kasper (1987) and Fearch and
Kasper (1989) that learners showed contextual sensitivity when choosing levels of
directness, but they presented difficulties with pragmalinguistic knowledge, that is
choice of syntacticand lexical mitigators.
Other speechactshave also been studied with the employment of 'the DCT, for
instance, refusals by Japaneselearners of English (Beebe et al., 1990 and Taskahashi
and Beebe, 1987in Kasper and Dahl, 1991). Thesestudiesshowed transfer in semantic
formulae, where transfer is understood as useswhich are different from L2 and similar
to usesin Ll.
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Whereasall studiesusing 'the DCT' make use of L2 controls (native speakersof
the target language performing the same task), only some of them offer Ll controls
(native speakers of the subject's first language performing the same task) as wen.
Kasper and Dahl (1991: 225) contend that LI controls are desirable (and feasible in the
case of 'the DCT'), given that most studies using LI controls point to some kind of
transferwhich can only be investigatedin their presence.
Suggestions by Chinese and Malay learners of English have also been
investigatedby meansof 'DCT, in a study (Banedee and Carrel, 1988 in Kasper and
Dahl, 1991:224) where contextual internal (e.g. degreeof imposition) and contextual
external (e.g. rights and obligations of interlocutors) variables were systematically
controlled, showing that 'the DCT' can yield a systematic variation of variables
involved in a communicative situation. A more detailed evaluation of 'the DCT' will
follow below.

4.2.1.2 (Closed and Open)Role Plays
Another data collection instrumentlargely employed by ILP studiesof speechactsis the
role play. It consistsof the learner being given a task (orally or in the written mode) by
the researcher,which in turn consists of a situation the learner win have to enact.
Closed role plays resemble 'the DCT' methods in the sensethat learners are given the
description of the situation with an empty slot where they have to provide the speechact
aimed at. The difference between 'the DCT' and closedrole plays lies in the use of the
oral insteadof the written mode of language. One problem is the contrived characterof
closed role plays, given the absenceof an interlocutor. There are of course many ways
of attenuating the artificiality of a closed role play (e.g. use of videos or slides to
simulate a real communicative situation cf. Warga, 2002), but, as with 'the DCT',
subjectshave to perform the speechact in one turn only. The non-interactive character
of 'the DCT' and closedrole plays will be discussedbelow.
Open role plays also consist of a learner being given a task such as description
of the situation, the interlocutor's statusor social distance,and the communicative goal.
However, they differ fundamentally from closed role plays in that they involve the
interaction with a NNS and allow for the development of a full conversation over
several turns. No conversational outcome& are prescribed, so that they have to be
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negotiatedduring the interaction (cf. Kasper and Dahl, 1991:228). Despite the increase
in resourcesneededfor their execution, open role plays have recently been increasingly
employed in ELPstudies,becauseof the qualities they sharewith authentic discourseas
mentionedabove. Studies using open role plays include Scarcella, 1979 in Kasper and
Dahl, 1991; Kasper, 1981 in Kasper and Dahl, 1991; Trosborg, 1987; Tanaka, 1988 in
Kasper and Dahl, 1991; Trosborg, 1995; Houck and Gass, 1996; Hassal,2001. As with
'the DCT, such studies have investigated several different speech acts in different
languages. Most of the studiesmake use of L2 controls and some (e.g. Trosborg, 1995
and Kasper, 1981) offer both LI and L2 controls.
The findings the above researchersarrive at differ from studiesemploying DCT
in that they involve the considerationof interpersonal aspects:on the one hand, results
show that learners have difficulties with interpersonal goals, failing to make use of
fact
is
In
Kasper,
1981),
(cf.
the
this
associatedwith
politenessstrategies.
some cases
the learnerswere outside the target linguistic environment (e.g. EFL learners). The lack
of minimizing strategiesto mitigate face-threateningacts,that is the use of higher levels
The
difficulties.
has
linguistic
directness
NSs,
been
in
than
terms
also
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of
implementation of politeness strategies demands 'more' linguistically than the
compliancewith the CooperativePrinciple as discussedin the Literature Review above.
Also, learnersfailed to vary their performance according to the social distance of their
interlocutors. This was attributed to learners' misperceptionsof interactions in the
targetculture (cf. Tanaka, 1988).
In another important and divergent finding, since it was concerned with
indirectness rather than with direct strategies, it has been suggestedthat the use of
indirectnessis due to lack of conventional routines in the L2 (cf. Hassal,2001). On the
other hand, findings point to an approximation of native-like strategiesas a function of
increasedproficiency (cf. Trosborg, 1995 and Hassal, 2001). Although open role plays
provide richer interactional and discourse data, their analyseshave tended to follow
parametersdevelopedfor the analysisof DCT (cf. Blum-Kulka et al., 1989), in that they
tend to concentrateon the sentencelevel, disregarding discourse units (cf. Trosborg,
1995 for an alternative model). The consequencesof this approachwill be discussed
below and also in the next sectionwhich dealswith the coding and analysisof data.
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4.2.1.3Authentic Data

From the literature it emergesthat the deployment of authentic conversationaldata is
underrepresentedin DLPstudiesof speechacts. Only two distinct studiesof speechacts
havebeenreportedas having employed the observation of authenticspeech.
Wolfson (1989 in Kasper and Dahl, 1991: 229) investigated compliments and
compliment responsesin everyday interactions in different situationsincluding NSs and
NNSs in North America. Although the study offers some observationsabout NNSs'
failure to appreciatethe function of a specific speech act, not enough information is
provided about the situationsor NNSs' proficiency level or background,and yet without
suchcrucial information it is difficult to make senseof the findings.
Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford (1990), investigating status congruent and
incongruentacts in academicadvising sessions,provided a more controlled experiment,
in the sensethat NNSs interactedwith the sameNS interlocutors in the samesituations,
making the data situationally comparable. It emerged that NNSs failed both in their
choice of status-congruentspeechacts (e.g. suggestionsand rejectionsof advice) and in
their performance,which lacked mitigators.
Despite the limitations of Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford's study, in relation to
cross-cultural comparability (cL Kasper and Dahl, 1991: 23 1), it does provide
information about, for instance,the choices of speechacts in specific situations, which
elicited data cannot offer. It should be said then that the observationof authentic speech
is desirablein ELPstudies in order to provide accessto interactional, discoursefeatures
present in authentic conversations. However, authentic data are not only difficult to
collect, their coding is equally complex.
4.2.1.4 CombinedMethods

One way to attenuatethe limitations of or to complement a specific data collection
procedure is an integrated methodological approach where different methods of data
collection are combined. One way of combining methods is adopting one method for
the elicitation of the primary data and a secondto shed light on the interpretation of the
primary data. Alternatively, different methods of data collection can have equal status
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but different purposesin a study. According to Kasper and Dahl (1991: 232), primary
data concerned with production can be interpreted with the help of metapragmatic
assessments,which can be either of contextual factors affecting the perception of the
situation or of the learner's choice of level of directness in his performance of the
speechact. Metapragmaticassessmentcan be carried out by meansof a written (rating)
questionnaireor by (playback) interviews. Takahashi and Dufon (1989 in Kasper and
Dahl, 1991), in their study of requestsby Japaneselearners of English, used play back
interviews to identify indirect requestsand speakers' intentions. The interviews also
showed different perceptionsof requeststrategiesby NNSs and NSs, showing that they
can help with the interpretation of different aspectsinvolved in NNSs' performance.
4.2.1.5 Role Plays and RetrospectiveInterviews
As one component of a combined method, retrospective interviews (a kind of verbal
by
defined
introspective
Introspective
methodsare
report) are construedas an
method.
Cohen (in Faerch and Kasper 1987: 84) as proceduresof self-report, self-observation
and self-revealment. They are consideredto be located in the middle of the scale of
structurednessof elicitation procedures,with only the object of the verbalization being
form
Faerch
by
(cf
but
the
the
or
restricted
researcher'squestions,
not
specific content
and Kasper, 1987). In this sense,becauseretrospectiveinterviews are not subj ect to the
same constraints role plays are, they offer the potential to provide information on the
cognitive motivation for learners' choicesof realization strategiesof speechacts.
Cohen (1996) provided a stimulating and comprehensivereview of somestudies
which employed the verbal report as a way of investigating the underlying processes
involved in the production of speech acts by NNSs. Motti's study of apologies by
Brazilians learnersof English (in Cohen, 1996) used the retrospective verbal report to
identify how learnersplanned their speechact performance,whether in their LI or L2.
Grammatical correctness and the status of their interlocutor were also part of the
learners' concerns when filling the DCTs. Robinson (in Cohen, 1996) investigated
refusals by Japaneselearners of English using a DCT and a think aloud introspective
method. Play back interviews were also usedto clarify the think aloud protocols, which
helped to identify sociocultural problemswith the refusal speechact.
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Another study of apologies conducted by Frescum (1993 in Cohen, 1996)
employed role plays and the retrospective verbal report in the form of play back
interviews. Some of the interview questions in Frescura study have been used in a
modified version for the present study (cf. rationale and description of the data
collection proceduresbelow).
Cohen and Olshtain's study of apologies, complaints and requests (1993 in
Cohen, 1996) investigated the planning and execution of speech act utterances in
elicited role plays. Similarly to Motti, the sources of transfer, here meant to be
associated with thinking either in the Ll

or L2, constituted a second issue of

investigation. The findings of Cohen and Olshtain's study will be in part corroborated
by the findings of this study, as will be shown in the discussionchapter of this thesis. It
in
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in
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the
to
the
time
that
subjects
point out
and
suffices
general did not plan out the vocabulary and grammar of their utterances. During their
performances, several strategies were used for the retrieval of language forms and
for
having
in
first
languages
thought
their
an
searching
when
subjects reported
appropriateutterance(cf. Cohen and Olshtain, 1993in Cohen, 1996: 265).
Whereasmany studiesusing verbal reports as a way of complementingprimary
data have been reviewed (e.g. Cohen, 1996), very little has been said about the
for
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analysis of
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instance,despitevery accuratedescriptions of how the verbal reports have beencarried
data
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in
different
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analysis
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studies, only
described,which in turn refers only to the analysisof the role plays. The result is that it
is not clear how the verbal reports were interpreted and in which way they helped with
the interpretation of the primary data. It could be argued that in order to ensure the
validity of verbal reports, understood here as their adequacy with reference to the
research question, the criteria for their interpretation and analysis as a secondary
(subsidiary) source of data have to be made more explicit and subjected to further
scrutiny.

4.2.27hevalidityof data collectionprocedures
Ilie, concept of validity will be construedhere in terms of the evaluationof the
adequacyof researchmethodswith respectto specificresearchaims (cf. Kasperand
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Dahl, 1991). One of the most researchedmethodological issues in ELP is concerned
with data collection procedures. This does not mean however that the validation of
methodsof data collection in ELPstudies has been fully addressed. Rather, there have
been a lack of studies with a focus on the validity of methods,especially of combined
methods as defined above. Nevertheless, some studies have compared the variability
induced by different instruments of data collection (e.g. Rintell and Mitchell, 1989,
Blum-Kulka, 1989, Eisensteinand Bodman, 1993,Beebe and Takahashi, 1989, Kasper
and Dahl, 1991,Beebeand Cummings, 1996), discussingtheir pros and cons.
'The DCT' has shown to be a productive method, when the aim is comparing a
large number of languages,for it allows for an initial classification of semanticformulae
which can be expectedto appearin authentic conversations(cf. Beebe and Cummings,
1996: 73). Another advantageis the large quantity of data that can be elicited in little
time by meansof written data. As shown above, 'the DCT' also seemsto control the
contextual variables effectively at the cost, however, of imposing on the subjects an
over-long questionnaire,which could, in turn, affect their performance (cf. Kasper and
Dahl, 1991: 225). Although 'the DCT' elicits written language,the resulting data do
not truly reflect written modality, and in this sense 'the DCT' provides elicitation of
representationof spoken language(spoken languageis not always "spoken" according
to Rintell and Nfitchell, 1989).
However, it has been claimed that the collection of written data is sensitive to
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is preferred for some situations of requests when using 'the DCT' than with role play
indicating that face-to-face interactions affect the directness level (cf. Rintell and
Mitchell,

1989). In SUM, 6the DCT' precludes face-to-face encounters which seem to

2 Kasper and Schmidt extend their criticism of methodsof data elicitation having
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beginners
role plays. This studyshowsthat absolutebeginnerscanalso
excluded
engagein the interactionsproposedby the role plays.
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play an important role especially for NNSs.

It could indeed be argued that the

widespreademployment of 'the DCT' in studiesof speechacts in ELPhave contributed
to a tendencyin construing the analysisof speechacts at the sentencelevel.
Closed role plays are considered to provide very similar data to 'the DCT'.
Despite the difference in the modality of the language used (oral and written
respectively), the fact that both types of data elicitation are non-interactive seemsto
have a decisive impact on the researchquestion (cf. Kasper and Dahl, 1991). The focus
of the investigation of the performanceof speechacts is necessarilyon the speakerin a
much more atomistic approach to cornmunication, where variables of context and
addresseeare neglected.
Open role play, given its interactive nature, allows the examination of speechact
performance in its full discourse context (turn taking, negotiation of meaning,
impromptu planning decisions contingent on interlocutor input, cf. Kasper and Dahl,
1991: 228). Most importantly in pragmatic terms, open role plays show not only that
meaning is negotiated, but rather communicative goals are also negotiated in
interactions (cf. Eisenstein and Bodmann's (1993) study showing how 'thanking' is
collaboratively enacted). Furthermore,a crucial pragmatic aspectof the performanceof
speechacts in interaction is the negotiation of pragmatic force (cf. Thomas, 1995 and
the section on data analysis in this thesis), which reveals itself in face-to-face
encounters.
In relation to authentic discourse,open role plays have the advantage

ing

replicable, and of allowing for the comparison of NNSs and LI and L2 NSs controls.
This is important for the investigation of issues of transfer. Moreover, studies which
have adopted the role play data elicitation as an instrument have shown that "linguistic
responsesproved sensitive to the contextual variables under investigation" (Rintell and
Mitchell, 1989: 251).

Possible disadvantagesof the role play have already been pointed out: fust, as
with 'the DCT', leamers are not engaged in situations in real life and it is therefore
impossible to know if the interactions are representativeof what they would be in
naturalistic encounters.Second,the coding of open role play is more difficult (there is
less control than with 'the DCT'), since in real interactionsthe speechact is performed
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in severalturns, involving repetitions and strategieswhich dependon both participants.
It is, for instance,in the caseof the requestivespeechact more difficult, to discern when
the request itself is being perforined or when the speaker is offering grounders
(reasons),preparingthe interlocutor for his/her request.
Natural data has the obvious advantageof presentingauthenticdiscourse. Also,
it has been argued that only with the employment of natural data will researchershave
full accessto (absolute) beginners, since the use of elicited data might prevent their
participation, given their low level of linguistic resources(cf. Kasper and Rose, 1999:
87). Of course this does not prevent them from engaging in real communicative
situationsespecially if they live in an L2 environment. However, Beebeand Takahashi
(1989:120)point to some drawbacksof natural data:
[Natural data] are ( ) biased in favour of short exchanges,becauselong
...
onesare impossible to get down word for word in a notebook. And they are
biased to ones that the researcher finds especially typical, especially
atypical, or especially non-native sounding. ( ... ). Moreover, natural data
give us lot of examplesthat are not at all comparablein terms of speakers,
hearersand social situations, unless one or two situation are selected,and
this posesother limitations.
If the researcherneedsto observemany instancesof a speechact in the samesituational
and interpersonalcontext, it is necessaryto ensure that the contextual variables such as
social distance and degree of imposition can be controlled. Another disadvantageof
ethnographicproceduresof data collection such as adopted in Wolfson (1989) is that
either the researcherhas to rely on memory to record the data with accuracy,or she has
to tape-record long stretches of conversation, hoping that the particular object of
3
during
interaction
Mitchell,
1989:
250).
(cf.
Rintell
the
researchwill emerge
and
As noted above, given the advantages and disadvantagesof data collection
techniques it has been claimed that a way of attenuating the disadvantagesof a

3 Another drawbackof edinographicproceduresis the difficulty to get infonnation
aboutthe participants.However,seesection4.10 for a furtherdiscussionof the useof
naturaldata.
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particular method of data collection is to combine different techniques. More
specifically, in this context, it has been argued that the triangulation of different
methods, that is the use of different measures of the same phenomena, could
compensatefor possible drawbacks (cf. Cohen and Olshtain, 1993). For example, the
lack of comparability with NNSs' LI pragmatic behaviour (in the case that they have
different Lls) in culture-specific speechevents can be compensatedby retrospective
interviews (cf. Kasper and Dahl, 1991:232). Unfortunately, there has been very little
researchon the validity of combined methodsin ELPstudies. Studies which set out to
explicitly test the validity of methods of data collection, comparing different
procedures,have so far not included combinedcollection methods.
43 Rationale for the selection of data elicitation procedures
Having considered the advantages and disadvantagesof different methods of data
collection, role plays appear to be the most appropriate for the purposesof this thesis.
Role plays offer learnersthe opportunity of face to face interaction with native speakers
and most importantly, allow the examination of speech act performance in its full
discourse context (e.g. the interaction of strategy choices by learners and NSs
responses). The importance of thesetwo factors ruled out the adoption of written data
for this thesis, while the use of naturally occurring data was discarded given that it
would provide too many variables to be controlled for. It can also be arguedthat open
role plays, as is the case with natural data, will show the use of a much wider range of
strategiesthan non-interactive data (cf. Beebe and Cumming's comparison of natural
data and 'the DCT', 1996). Even considering that a possible drawback of role plays is
the difference betweenenacting a situation and experiencing a situation in real life, data
elicited from role plays yield relevant material for the aim of this researchtask. They
allow for the emergence of interpersonal, interactional patterns and trends in the
developmentof realization strategiesof directives, the identification and explanation of
which is the main aim here.
Besidesthe employment of open role plays as a data elicitation method for this
study, a second,subsidiary method was adopted. Despite the relative lack of research
on the validity of combined methods, some studies (e.g. Bergmann and Kasper, 1993
above) show that a second source of data can shed light on the primary data, helping
with their interpretation. As Kasperand Dahl (1991: 238) argue:
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The combination of production and metapragmatic:assessmentdata provides
an empirical basis for explaining observedpatternsof speechact realization
and politeness in terms of perceived contextual constraints, and of the
pragmatic force and politeness value language users attribute to different
linguistic means and strategies. Metapragmatic assessmentsof contextual
factors can provide an important corrective, or confirmation, of the values
and weights of contextual factors built into the instrument by the
4
researcher.
Accordingly, a second method of data collection has been adopted for this study:
retrospective interviews were conducted after the role plays with the aim of providing
an insight into learners'.activation of their linguistic and pragmatic knowledge in terms
of their cognitive planning. The introspective verbal method is claimed to provide a
process-oriented perspective (as opposed to a focus on the product only) to L2
production. In this sense,the interviews focused,on the one hand, on the perceptionof
external and internal contextual factors, such as how learners perceived request
strategies(levels of directness)made by Brazilian NSs, and how learnersperceivedthe
role play situations in terms of distance, imposition and dominance. Furthermore,
learnerswere askedabout the perceptionof their choice of requeststrategies.
In addition, the interviews aimed to identify internal cognitive constraintswhich
might have contributed to learners' performance. Here, learners were askedto report
about the planning of their responseto the situation, what they took into consideration,
if they performed according to their planning, or whether they would like to rephrase
something. Being aware that accessto cognitive behaviour is extremely problematic,
5
in
interviews
did
deter?
language
the
not aim at
processes
nining underlying
communicative performances,but rather to arrive at possible explanationsfor learners'
pragmatic and linguistic choices.

4 As for the validity and need of a combination of methods in UP see also Faerch and
Kasper, 1987: 19.
5 Although Taguchi (2002) adopts the position that, under certain circumstances,verbal
reports can operate on an unconscious level, I would rather adopt a more cautious
approachgiven their aforementionedlimitations (cf. Faerch and Kasper, 1987).
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Instead of focusing on the continuous process of the learners' performance,
which is the case of simultaneous think aloud protocols, specific aspects of task
performance were elucidated through direct questioning after the role plays, that is
through immediately consecutive introspection.

This was preferred to delayed

retrospection,since traces of the learners' cognitive activity for the performanceof the
taskscould still be presentin what could be describedfor current purposesas short term
memory. Furthermore, the interviews were conductedindividually after all role plays
had been enactedby the learners,rather than after each of the situations. This made it
possibleto prevent any influence of the performanceof the subsequentrole play.
The first questionsof the interviews were designedto be as open as possible, in
order to avoid the problem of 'inferencing', that is when learners start to rely less on
their memory, and instead fabricate what they infer they should have done cognitively
during the performanceof the tasks.
As has been argued above, there has been significant researchpointing to the
data
Fearch
introspective
language
(cf.
for
the
methods
of
of
validity
analysis second
interviews
However,
it
is
important
Kasper,
1987).
that
to
as
retrospective
point out
and
an introspective method have limitations, in the sense that they only provide
information about those cognitive processesof which learnersare conscious(cf. Cohen,
1987). Specifically in SLA, Cohen (1987: 88) argues that "much of the language
learning takes place at an unconscious level and is, therefore, inaccessible to mental
probes". Although this certainly representsan important constraint as a researchtool,
the adoption of an introspective method can be justified on the grounds that it promotes
the exploration of cognitive processes(cf. Hayesand Flower in Cohen, 1987).
4.3.1 Data Elicitation Instruments
The role plays were conceivedto be as real as possible. Learnerswere askedto interact
with native speakerswhose status (social distance)correspondedto the native speakers
they would interact with in real life encountersin the samesituations as the onesoffered
by the taskS6:in different situations the subjectswere askedto interact with a university
student, a cleaning lady and an employee at the finance department of the university.
The interaction with the cleaning lady was designedto offer the highest social distance,

6 With the exceptionof the studentwho was supposedto be a friend.
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interaction
the
with a friend should be perceived as carrying the lowest social
whereas
distance.

The three different interactions for the role plays aim at identifying
developmental patterns within situations carrying different degreesof impositions for
the realization of directives. Despite a certain degree of variation, the role play
situations of this study were conceived as to involve a high degree of imposition,
requiring therefore the negotiation of the requestsin the interactions, in order to gain
compliance while not threateningthe interlocutor's face (cf. for similar aims Trosborg,
1995: 149).

The situation with the cleaning lady was conceivedto presenta high-imposition
directive, whereas the situation with the employee at the finance department should
presentthe lowest-imposition directive. All three situations were conceived according
to the degreeof familiarity to the subjects. Becausethe data was elicited at one single
location, the role play situations were chosen according to their suitability to that
particular location. In other words, the directive situationshad to be ones which would
life
'real'
is
"performing
to
the
that
or
normal
subjects,
of
one's
sound
or as
part
a role
personality" (Trosborg, 1995: 144).
In addition to the role plays, it was decided that three different instruments of
data elicitation would yield a more differentiated set of data which would help to
capture the complexity of discourse(cf. comments above on the combination of data).
The different elicitation techniqueshave thus been conceivedto complement eachother
in such a way as to help with the interpretation of the primary data: aspects of
production data (e.g. perception of the speechevent). In the case of this study, open
role plays will be assessedwith the help of retrospectiveinterviews.

4.4 The data and the subjects
4.4.1 A Background Information Questionnaire

This questionnaire aimed to find out about the exposure of the learner to the target
language. On a general level, assumptionscan be made as to whether the learner is
less
exposed to Portugueseif, for instance he lives with Brazilians or if, in
or
more
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contrast, he tends to be confined to an environment where his first language is
predominantly spoken, and Portugueseis therefore only available in rare interactions
with native speakers. In other words, the background information questionnaire can
help to indicate the types of interactions in which learnersare engaged. Length of stay
in Brazil is additional information here which will have implications in terms of the
exposure to input to the extent that if learners have long exposure to Portuguesein
Brazil, the failure to acquire certain pragmatic features of the language becomes
especiallysignificant.
4.4.2 Interactive Oral Role Plays

In the Interactive Role Plays learnersfrom different proficiency levels have to perform
requestiveacts in interactions with native speakers:
Dyads: Izarners, - NSs (NSs: a university student; a cleaning lady and a senior
employeeat the finance departmentof the university)
Situation 1: the learner is moving home. His goal is to get his friend to lend him
his car to transport someobjects.
Situation 2: the learner finds the classroom in a mess. Ifis goal is to get the
cleaning lady to clean the room before his class.
Situation 3: the learner wants to do a Portuguesecourse(either as a continuing or
beginner student), but he does not have enough money. His goal is to get the
personin the finance departmentto give him a grant or somekind of discount.

4.4.3 A RetrospectiveVerbal Report

The RetrospectiveVerbal Report aims to shed light on learners'planning and choices in
their performance of the role plays. More specifically, learners were asked to think
retrospectively about their choices of linguistic features (e.g. term of address, verb
form) in their realizations of the requestive act. 17heywere also asked whether they
considered politeness issues in the planning of their performance and how they
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perceived the interactions in terms of politeness. In this context, learners could make
explicit their levels of awarenessof the appropriatenessof the levels of directness
chosen by them in their interactions with the three different native speakers. In
addition, learnerswere asked whether they receive explicit negative feedback in terms
of corrections(of grammar and also of pragmatics)from native speakerS7.
The subjects were learners of Portugueseas a foreign language with diverse
language backgrounds: (absolute) beginners (13 subjects), intermediate (5) and
advanced (6). Learners were adults between 20 and 45 years old. A control group
(native speakersof Portuguese)was also employed (14).
4.5 Methods for the coding of the data
This sectionis concernedwith a critical discussionof methodsfor the coding of the data
employed by ILP studies of speechacts, more specifically by ILP studies of requests.
For this purpose,methods for the coding of the data will be reviewed. The secondsubsection (the CCSARP coding manual) will offer an evaluation of the coding scheme
developedby Blum-Kulka et al. (1989), which has been most influential in ELPstudies
of speechacts. Here, there will also be a discussion of modifications and alternative
Held,
1995),
CCSARP
1995
(e.
Trosborg,
the
taxonomy
with
and
accountsof
coding
g.
the aim of incorporating them in this study.
Furthermore, the third sub-section will be concerned with Koike's (1992)
be
Koike's
Brazilian
Portuguese
will
model
of
request
classification
strategies.
evaluatedas it will be employed in the presentstudy for comparativepurposes.
The fourth sub-section (an interactional approach for the analysis of the
requestivecommunicative act -a framework for coding) of section4.5 Methods for the
discourse
in
data
discuss
forward
for
taxonomies
the
the
of
of
will
put
analysis
coding
interaction. Here, the researcharea in SLA known as Input and Interaction (cf. Long,
1996) will be critically discussed. Moreover, Trosborg's (1995) influential discourse
analysis model will be considered for the analysis of interactional features of the

Feedback
receivedin the classroomwill not be consideredhere,sinceit is supposedto
be of a particular nature and to be perceivedby learnersdifferently given the specificity

of theinteraction.
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requestive communicative acts of this study. The aim here, as stated above, is to
develop a rationale of a taxonomy which can take account of featuresof the interaction
betweenNSs and learnersin the performanceof the requestive act.
4.5.1 Methodsjor the coding of the data: a critical review
As has beenmentionedabove, there have been few attempts to discussmethodological
issues in ELP in relation to the validity (in the senseof adequacy) of data collection
procedures. The picture looks significantly worse when it comes to the coding and
analysing of data, where there has been a dearth of discussion not only in theoretical,
but also in empirical terms. One possible reasonfor this could be the priority given by
researchersto issuesof data collection. As Kasper and Dahl (1991: 216), for instance,
argued:
Methods of analysis such as the analytical model, units of analysis,
individual categories, and statistical treatment have been shown to
determine researchoutcomes (Slethei, 1990). However, in more than one
sense,data collection is primary in relation to analysis: not only becauseit
comes prior to analysis in the sequential organization of the research
process, but also because it is a more powerful determinant of the final
product. Problems with coding and quantification can, in principle, be
remedied upon detection; however, if raw data are flawed because the
instrument or observation procedure is inadequate, repair is often not
feasible,and the value of the study is questionable.
It could be argued that this view is paradigmatic of most studies of speech acts in ELP:
while taking stock of data collection procedures, the description and justification of the
for
the coding of the data have been virtually neglected. This is
parameters adopted
illustrated by the few lines dedicated to this issue by a large number of studiesg (e.g.
Rose, 2000: 39, Hassal, 2001: 262, Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford, 1993: 283, Beebe and
Takahashi, 1989: 107).

Another possible explanation for the absenceof thorough discussionof coding
methods has been put forward by Kasper when she claims that problems with
8 For a simHarview seeWarga, M. (2002: 30).
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developing parametersfor coding schemes can be attributed to the ambiguous and
multifunctional characterof communicative acts and pragmatic functions. In Kasper's
in
53
Warga, 2002: 30 my translation):
(1993:
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] Empirical pragmatists also experiencethe fact that linguistic material
...

often eschews categorical classification according to pragmalinguistic:
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analytical
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development of the systems of categories themselves, but rather in the
systematicambiguity and multifunctionality which characterizesthe relation
of utterancesand pragmatic function.
It can be arguedthat priority is given to data collection proceduresor it is assumedthat
due to "fuzzy, multifunctional communicative illocutionary values" (Kasper, 1989: 41)
data concerned with speech acts can hardly be subjected to an unambiguous
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existing methodsfor coding data in ELP studiesof speechacts. A further consequence
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the literature review above) in his study of requestsand apologies,where he decidedto
code learners' first utteranceas the head act, defined as the requestproper.
The lack of a critical reflection of data coding methods has led to the adoption
of, basically, one single method by ELP studies of speechacts, which, following the
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described
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been
to
the
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trend
suitability
above,
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according
research
in question. In this way, most studies of speechacts in ILP have employed the coding
manual developedby Blum-Kulka et al. (1989) as a basic method for the classification
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9 Cf. Warga, A (2002: 30) for a similar criticism.
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Since in most caseslittle spaceis given to the justification or even description of
such modifications, it is difficult to make them useful for other studies. Bardovi-Harlig
in
283),
for
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Takahashi, 1989: 107). More importantly, without knowing how issuesof coding have
been dealt with, it is impossible to know how matters of coding could have affected
findings. If, as Kasper argues above, particular data collection procedures impose
dependent
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on task
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variation
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subjects'
performance,
specific constraints
demands,then it could be arguedthat while data elicitation tasks interact with learners'
performance, the coding of data interacts with researchers'choices. As a result, the
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this sense,the fact that studiesdo not explicate their choicesof parametersand rationale
for employing them not only makes it difficult for other researchersto replicate and
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consequences
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In this sense, some interactions in Situation 3 ('the bursary request') can
illustrate the difficulty of coding pragmatic, and in particular, interactive data, as the
example show:

Situation 3
Level 4

E-- student

F=nadvespeaker

E 21 E: Boatarde.(Goodafternoon)
F: Boatarde.(Goodafternoon)
E: Uma pergunta estrangenospara fazer o curso de Portugues,eles poderiam
tambernganhar uma bolsa? (One question foreigners to do the Portuguesecourse
could they also receive a grant?)
The learner in this situation does not include herself or the hearer in the request. This
avoidancecould suggestthat the request should be coded as avoiding the request. That
interlocutor
if
had
be
the
the
case
native
simply replied with a yes or no.
speaker
would
Then probably, the learner would have had to reformulate his request, maybe using a
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more direct request strategy or changing the request perspectiveto a hearer or speaker
based.However, the native speakerinterlocutor answersthe question as if the learner
had askedfor a grant for herself, as the continuation of the interaction shows:
F: A PUC disp6ede a1gumasbolsasque ela concedeaos alunos mais carentes.
(PUC offers some grants to studentswho really needthem)
Entdo pra que voci se habilite a uma bolsa voci deve apresentardocumentos
(so in order for you to apply for grant you need to submit an application form...
The sequenceof the interaction suggestedthat the learner's request strategy should be
coded as query preparatory. It could then be argued that pragmatic data, as interactive
data, cannot be coded in an atomistic way, but rather the cotextual information needsto
be considered.
4.6 The Cross-Cultural SpeechAct Realization Project Coding Manual

This sub-sectionis concernedwith a description and evaluation of the Cross-Cultural
SpeechAct Realization Project (CCSARP) coding manual. The necessity of such an
evaluation can be justified on two grounds: firstly, the CCSARP coding manual has
beenhighly influential in ELPstudiesof speechacts, of which parametersare adoptedat
least as a basic reference (e.g. Blurn-Kulka and Olshtain, 1986; Kasper, 1989, Fearch
and Kasper, 1989; Trosborg, 1995; Rose, 2000; Hassal, 2001); secondly, the CCSARP
coding frame will also be an important referencefor the coding of the data in the present
study.
The parameters on which the CCSARP coding manual is based were first
developedby House and Kasper (1981). It was then modified and used in its more
version by Blum-Kulka and Olshtain (1986) in their study of realization
strategiesfor requestsand apologies,in terms of their acceptability by NSs and NNSs.

deftitive

Its best known version, however, is the one presentedin Bluni-Kulka et al.'s (1989)
study of requestsand apologies.In this study, as they put it "[they] have attempted to
comparethe realization modesof two specific speechacts in sevendifferent languages
and languagevarieties" (1989: 8). IMe languagesinvolved were English (Australian,
American, and British), French (Canadian),Danish, German and Hebrew for the NSs.
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The NNSs were learners of English, German and Hebrew. The data was elicited by
meansof 'the DCT' (for a definition seedata collection proceduresabove).
Blum-Kulka et al. 's study consists of an investigation of how different types of
speechacts are performed by NNSs with a variety of languagebackgroundsand target
languages. It aims to understandspeechact realizations acrosscultures and languages,
investigating,given the samesocial constraintslo,cross-cultural (e.g. realization patterns
in different languages and countries) and interlanguage variation (e.g. realization
patternsof NNSs and NSs ), and sociopragmaticvariation (e.g. social power and social
distance)as defined by Blum-Kulka et al. (1989: 12-13).
T"heCCSARP coding manual proposes frames for the coding of requests and
apologies.Since this study is concernedwith requestsonly, the coding of apologieswill
not be discussedhere. The coding schemedeveloped for the requestivespeechact is,
according to Blum-Kulka et al. (1989: 16), "based on frames of primary features
expectedto be manifestedin the realiýtion or requests( ... )". The selection of primary
features proposed in their coding scheme are not in any explicit way followed by a
theoreticaljustification as to why certain featuresare expectedto be manifestedand not
others. The lack of any theoretically elaborated rationale might be explained by the
emphasis of the CCSARP on construing itself as an empirically oriented project.
Despite acknowledging all theoretical contributions to the study of speechacts (such as
Austin, Grice, Searle, Kiefer and Bierwisch, cited in Bluni-Kulka et al., 1989: 2), the
CCSARP project adopts a strongly empirical perspectiveon the study of speechacts, as
statedby Blum-Kulka et al. (1989: 3):
We contend that there is a strong need to complement theoretical studies of
speech acts, based primarily on intuited data of isolated utterances,with
empirical studies, based on speech acts produced by native speakers in
context. It is only through the study of situated speechthat we can hope to
construe a theory interconnecting communicative functions with the
contextsin which they are embedded.

10Such 'sameness' can be disputed on the basis that the degree imposition, for
of
instance,of eachrequestsituation will vary amongstindividuals.
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This view, which gives priority to the data (situated speech),has beenhighly influential
in studies of speechacts in ILP (cf. the Literature Review of this study). According to
this view, the CCSARP project developed a classification for requests based on
previous empirical research (Ervin-Trip, 1976; House and Kasper, 1981 and BlumKulka, 1982 quoted in Blum-Kulka et al., 1989: 17) where features which emerged in
the data formed the basis for the categoriesproposedby the coding scheme. The databasedcharacterof the CCSARP coding schememakesits transferability difficult, which
is well illustrated by the number of modifications to which it has been subjected(e.g.
Trosborg, 1995; Fukushima, 1996; Warga, 2002)11. Moreover, it has contributed to a
tendencyin ELPstudies of speechacts to adopt a descriptive approach,with the danger
literature
dissociation
(see
the
theoretical
research
also
of a
of
and empirical modes of
review of this thesis).
The difficulty for other studies in adopting the CCSARP coding schemelies not
only in its data-basedcharacter, but also in the particular method of data elicitation it
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elicitation procedure in their cross-cultural study of speech acts. This means that
written, non-interactive data was elicited.

For studies of speech acts using oral,
interactive data this distinction posestwo significant problems: first, if for studiesusing

'the DCT', the identification of the head act (the requestproper in the caseof requests)
does not constitute an easy task, the employment of oral, interactive data makesit even
more difficult (see also Rose, 2000 above). In the context of interactive, open role
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moves), which take into account the interactive character of the data. In this context,
Kasper and Dahl (1991: 229) add to yet anotherparticularity of the coding of role plays,
when they claim that:
Coding role play data is more difficult than coding data from more tightly
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conversational markers often cannot be unambiguously determined, facts
making interrater reliability harderto achieve.

11For a similar view seeWarga, 2002: 31-32.
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In this way, studiesusing interactive data have had necessarilyto modify the CCSARP
coding manual, in order to solve the problems mentioned above (e.g. Trosborg, 1995
whose modified coding categorieswill be discussedin more detail below). It should be
noted that some studiesemploying interactive data which adopted the CCSARP coding
manual do not mention how they adapted a coding scheme conceived for the
performance of speechacts in one turn only, to data of a very different nature (e.g.
Hassal,2001).

Another potential problem for the adoption of the CCSARP coding schemeis
posed in developmental studies of speech acts in ILP. The CCSARP coding manual
does not have an explicit developmental focus. VVhile acknowledging this potential
limitation, Blum-Kulka et al. (1989: 11) offer the following counterargument:
Most of the interlanguage studies included in the present volume are
nondevelopmental. However, they allow for generating hypothesis about
the acquisition of pragmatic knowledge which may later be tested in
developmental studies. IAewise, as demonstratedby the only CCSARP
study that did look at the developmental aspect (Blurn-Kulka & Olshtain,
1986), methods of data analysis employed in the CCSARP project are
clearly suitable for investigating the development of learner's speechact
competenceand performance.
Since this statementwas made, severalother studieswith a focus on developmenthave
employed the CCSARP coding scheme(e.g. Rose,2000; Hassal, 2001). Although this
shows that this method can be made operational for developmental studies,it reveals
clear limitations as discussedabove. In the specific case of studies investigating the
development of speech act strategies, the researcher needs to be aware that, for
instance,becausethe classification of featuresof speechacts provided in the CCSARP
is not theoretically motivated, the end result will be of a very descriptive character.
In order to achievean explanatory level for developmentalpatterns,a theory of
developmenthas to be brought into the discussion(cf. literature review of this thesis
and also Hassal, 2001). Ultimately, whether a particular method for coding data is
suitable for developmental studies depends foremost on the research question of a
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specific study. Before justifying and presenting the coding methods adopted for the
presentstudy, CCSARP coding featureswill be presentedin more detail.
4.7 CCSARP Coding Feahm

In CCSARP, the constraints introduced by the method of data collection (the DCT')
determined to a great extent the delimitation of the unit of analysis. Since there was
only one slot to be completedin the questionnaire(discoursefiller), the unit of analysis
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provided by elicitation instrumentssuch as open role plays, the identification of the unit
to be analysedneedsto be subjectedto different criteria. Since the aim of this thesis is
by
developmental
in
to
of
requests
strategies
not only
explore
patterns
realization
learners of Brazilian Portuguese,but also to investigate the possible role of the input
present in the interaction with NSs (cf. literature review of this thesis), the unit of
analysis will consist of the whole interaction presentin the role plays. For this purpose,
additional features, such as how NSs' responsesinfluenced learners' next turn (cf.
Kasper and Dahl, 1991: 229 on the potential of open role play), which are not provided
by the CCSARP coding schemewill be necessary.
The proposed primary features for the coding of the requestive speech acts
involve alerters (attention getters),supportive moves (e.g. grounders,promises) and the
12
head act as internal contextual features. The head act can vary according to the
strategy type and the perspective. The strategy types am mutually exclusive and
2781989:
indirectness
Blum-Kulka
(cf.
et
al.,
comprise nine strategieson a scale of
280). Indirectness refers hem to "the length of the inferential process needed for
identifying the utteranceas a request ( )" (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989: 18). Although
...
recognising that there could be differences in particular strategytypes acrosslanguages,
the distinctive three levels of directness (direct, conventionally indirect and indirect
strategies)are claimed to hold acrosslanguages(cf. Blurn-Kulka et al., 1989: 18).
As for the perspective,the performance of a requestcan be speaker-or heareroriented. It can also be inclusive with the use of 'we' or impersonal, when neither the
speakernor the heareris mentioned. Variation relatedto choice of perspectiveis said to
affect the level of imposition of a requestive act, mitigating or aggravating it. Blum-
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Kulka et al. (1989: 19), for instance,argue that "avoidance to narne the hearer
as actor
can reduce the form's level of coerciveness". This cannot be assessedin a vacuum:
only in the context of a specific culture (and conventions)and interaction can the weight
of linguistic choicesbe deterniined.
The coding of the supportive moves can raise severalquestions. As Blum-Kulka
et al. (1989: 17) acknowledge,"some supportive moves, like grounders, can serve as
requests[head act] by themselves". As the example they give makesclear, the reaction
of the interlocutor, "designed to signal illocutionary uptake" (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989:
14), is essential in determining in the process of coding if it is the request proper or a
mere supportive move: " 'I must have left my pencil somewhere'respondedto by 'here,
take mine' in Blum-Kulka et al., 1989: 17).
However, since the CCSARP did not employ interactional data, it can be
assumedthat they had to rely on different criteria to make decisionsabout coding issues
which were not clear-cut: on the one hand, the requestive act in their data was
performed in one turn only, where this constraint represented a decisive coding
criterion. Since the opportunity to negotiate the requestwas not given, it is easier to
distinguish betweensupportive moves and the requestproper as the head act (cf. Kasper
on the coding of open role plays above). On the other hand, to have the speaker'spart
of the requestonly meansthat the coding of the requesthas necessarilyto dependon the
speaker's intentions and beliefs. Without denying that the speaker's intentions and
beliefs play an important role in the interpretation of communicative acts, the view
adopted here is that they constitute only one aspect of the communication. Since
communicative goals are expectedto be negotiatedin real interactions, the analysis of
how and whether subjects achievedtheir requestive goal wiR dependon the coding of
the data also reflecting this position. In this context, Trosborg's (1995) modifications of
the CCSARP coding schemeintroduced in order to adaptit for dataelicited by meansof
oral, open role plays will be examined.

12For definition of theseterms
seethe literature review of this thesis.
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4.8 Trosborg's (1"5) coding categories
Trosborg's (1995: 192) categories for the coding of the data in her study of
interlanguagerequests13 was influenced by previous classifications (e.g. Brown and
Levinson, 1987; Blum-Kulka and Olshtain, 1984; House and Kasper, 1981) and
modified according to the particularities of her findings. In this sense,as Blum-Kulka et
al. (1989: 15) in the CCSARP, Trosborg classifies the requestivesituationsaccording to
the participants' role relationship, that is in terms of dominance (social power) and
social distance(familiarity). She also adoptsa coding method which draws on levels of
increasingdirectness. Again, in the same way as Blum-Kulka et al. (1989), Trosborg
(1995: 205) codesthe head act or requestproper for strategytypes.
Whereas in the CCSARP coding manual head acts are also classified for
perspective(see above), Trosborg considers the perspectiveof the realization strategy
within directness levels. In this context, she develops four major categories of data
classification (Indirect,

Conventionally indirect-hearer oriented, Conventionally

indirect-speaker oriented and Direct requests, cf. Trosborg, 1995: 205) which
encompasseight levels of directness. While Blum-Kulka et al. (1989: 18) proposes
three levels of

directness only, namely direct, conventionally indirect and

nonconventionally indirect strategies,Trosborg (1995: 205) maintains the category of
direct strategies,changing however the other two categories. As for the category of
nonconventionally indirect strategies, she prefers to suppress the attribute to
14
indirect
(non)conventionality, naming those strategies as
requests, defined as
"utteranceswhich meet the essentialcondition of requests,i. e. they count as 'as attempt
on the part of S to get H to do A' (Searle, 1969: 66), but which neverthelessomit
mention (or specification) of the desired act and avoid mentioning the hearer as the
intended agenf' (Trosborg, 1995: 192)1*5.According to Trosborg (1995: 193), indirect
requests (hints) can be interpreted as such despite their opacity in terms of their

13Trosborg also investigatescomplaints and apologies which fall outside the scope of
the presentstudy.
14For a more detailed discussionof the notion of indirectnessin speechact theory see
the literature review of this thesis.
15For a more detailed discussion of indirectness in speech act realizations see the
literature review of this thesis.
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illocutionary force and/or propositional content. This kind of interpretation can be
achievedsince,as Trosborg (1995: 193) argues:
Despite the lack of transparency(Mocutionary and/ or propositional), hints
are part of conversationalroutine and the necessarywork of interpretationis
a normal part of cooperative conversation which is generally taken for
grantedby participants in everyday interactions. ( ... ) [I]n addition to those
which do require very intimate and/ or specific knowledge of the other
personfor their interpretation, there is, in fact, a certain predictability as to
the "nature" of statements/questionsfunctioning as hinting strategies.
In Trosborg's view, indirect requests, although having no explicit requestive
illocutionary force, also comply with expectations,in the sensethat they have become
for
factor
In
Trosborg
decisive
further
(1995:
196)
this
routinized.
sense,as
argues,a
the interpretation of indirect requests will be "the extent to which it has become
routinized by experience in a particular social group, or between two or more
individuals, and thus has an obvious interpretation despite the apparent lack of
propositional explicitness!'.
In illocutionary terms, indirect requests or hinting strategies are claimed to
involve the conditions of reasonableness,availability, and obviousness(cf. Trosborg,
1995: 194).

Reasons,which can be often given as a support (cf. supportivemoves above), in
order to achieve compliance, consist, in the case of hinting strategies,of the request
proper, when the speakerdoesnot express,in an explicit way, the illocutionary point.
Availability concernsthe questioning of an impediment to complianceas a way
of hinting a request. For instance, in service encounters, questions concerning the
), becausealready
availability of goods in stock (e.g. have you got small suitcases?
routinized, are immediately interpreted as request forms (cf. Ervin-Tripp, 1976 in
Trosborg, 1995: 195).

Obviousnessrelatesto whether the object of the request(defined as "desired state
of affairs" by Trosborg, 1995: 195) still holds at the time of the performanceof the
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requestiveact, a decisive condition for the goal of the act to be achieved(e.g. have you
cleanedthe room?).
Besides the issue of nonconventionality, Trosborg's classification of indirect
requestsdiffers further from the one proposedby the CCSARP (cf. Weizman, 1989).
Where Trosborg proposesthe condition of availability (see above), Weizman suggests
the condition of questioning feasibility.

Since Trosborg sees availability in a broad

sense(comprising utterancessuch as "Are you going directly home?" in the case of a
requestfor a lift), she acknowledgesthat feasibility could be a better term (cf. Trosborg,
1995: 196).

Another category proposed by Weizman concerns "questioning hearer's
commitmene' (e.g. "Are you going to do somethingfor me?" and "Are you going to give
us a hand?" Weizman, 1989: 83-84 in Trosborg, 1995: 196). Trosborg classifies such
depending
("pre-requests")
or as a requestproper,
utteranceseither as supportive moves
being
former
"specificity
For
instance,
the
the
the
as
example
of
content".
on
she sees
probably a pre-commitment(supportive move), whereasthe later example sheconsiders
being likely to be a requestproper (cf. Trosborg, 1995: 196). To the criterion relating to
the specific content of the utterance(propositional slot), Trosborg addsthat for the latter
example, for instance,to be understoodas a requestproper the communicativesituation
would haveto disambiguatethe propositional slot (cf. Trosborg, 1995: 196).
It seemsthat Trosborg employed two different criteria for the classification of
her data: in deciding whether a particular utterancecan be coded as a supportivemove or
as a request proper, she considered, on the one hand, the propositional content of the
be
force
hand,
illocutionary
illocutionary
force.
How
the
the
other
can
utterance,and on
coded? In the case of the CCSARP coding manual, the coding of a request strategy
according to its directness level is related to the degree "to which the speaker's
illocutionary intent is apparent from the illocution" (Blum-Kulka et al., 1989: 278 my
emphasis).In addition to this criterion, Trosborg (1995: 209) contendsthat:
[I]t is important to keep in mind that the illocutionary force of an utterance
is subjectto negotiation in the interactionalprocessesitself, and an utterance
may acquire a particular illocutionary force due to its location in the
discourse.
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How illocutionary force is negotiated over turns within the performance of the
in
is
be
data
to
the
the presentstudy. In
the
going
act
also
part
of
coding
of
requestive
this way, the request strategy types, which are consideredto be mutually exclusive in
the CCSARP coding scheme,will, in the presentclassification be investigatedfor their
co-occurrence: Trosborg (1995: 241), for instance, reports the shift of strategiesby
subjects (in this case native speakers) in the same requestive act as a function of
expectation of compliance. That is subjectsshifted from a less direct strategyto a more
direct one (e.g. mood derivable) when the degreeof imposition becamelower and there
was guarantee of compliance. In this context, the observation of the sequential
organization of the performance of the requestive speech act, in terms of strategies
choices and subsequentinvestment of politeness (cf. Kasper and Dahl, 1991: 229), will
be also a parameterfor the classification and analysisof the data in this study.
A further contribution of Trosborg's classification for the present study is her
differentiation

of the conventionally indirect strategies for requests. In the CCSARP

(e.
formulae
indirect
g.
coding scheme conventionally
strategies comprise suggestory
"How about cleaning up?") and query preparatory (e.g. "Could you clear up the kitchen,
from
")
in
?
(cf.
language
taken
as
conventionalized
any
examples
please
particular
Blum-Kulka

et al., 1989: 18). Trosborg (1995: 197-202) divides the conventionally

indirect requests according to the two different perspectives, which in the CCSARP can
apply to all request realization strategies (see the, CCSARP coding categories above):
hearer-oriented and speaker-based. According to Trosborg (1995: 197-200), questioning
hearer's ability (e.g. "Can you open the window for me, please"), willingness (e.g.
"Would you lend me a copy of your book? ") and permission (e.g. "Can I have the butter,
16
")
constitute highly routinized forms of request, in that for the speaker,
please?
compliance is not guaranteed, and in this way, the hearer is given full option to comply
or not. Also, for the speaker, questioning hearer-oriented, conditions is a way of not
risking his/her face (cf. literature review for

a discussion of issues of politeness and

face-threatening acts).

16'Asking for permissionis seenby Trosborgasquestioningwillingness. Althoughthe
requesteris mentionedexplicitly, the requesteris consideredto be questioninga hearerorientedcondition(cCTrosborg,1995:199).
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Another hearer-oriented request strategy is suggestory formulae (e.g. "What
17
201)
")
Here,
Trosborg
(1995:
lending
contends,
of
as
me
some
your
records?
about
.
the speakeris questioning "the hearer's cooperativenessin general". These two heareroriented strategies, namely the questioning of hearer's ability and willingness and
suggestoryformula in Trosborg's classification correspondto the conventionally indirect
strategies in the CCSARP coding manual. The difference between the two
classifications lies in the perspective: whereas in the CCSARP classification the
is
from
Trosborg
the
themselves,
opts to expand
coded
separately
strategies
perspective
the category of conventional indirect strategies. In this way, 'want statements' (e.g. "I
direct
in
CCSARP
bothering
the
as
stop
coded
me"), which are
really wish you would
strategies(cf. Blum-Kulka et al., 1989: 18), are classified by Trosborg (1995: 205) as
like
"I
(e.
distinct
indirect
to
two
g.
would
conventionally
strategies:wishes
comprising
borrow your car") and desiresor needs(e.g. "I want/needto borrow your cat"). So, in
Trosborg's classification of request strategies, the difference in level of directness
between the two above commented strategies, questioning ability or willingness and
hand,
formulae
hand,
desires
the
the
on
other
needs
on
one
or
and wishes and
suggestory
is to be found in the perspective. While the former ones are hearer-oriented,the latter
2011995:
Trosborg,
focus
(cf.
on speaker-basedconditions
constitute strategieswhich
202). In addition, speaker-basedstimwgiesare statements,not explicitly asking for a
response.
There are thereforeimplications for the model adoptedand developedhere. Two
issues need then to be considered here: the first one is concerned with Trosborg's
deviation from the CCSARP in respect to conventionality. According to Trosborg's
classification request strategiesrealized in the form of wishes and desires or needs,
although more direct since questioning speaker-basedconditions, are also conventional.
This certainly has consequencesfor the analysis, since conventions,as tied to particular
languagesin specific cultural groups,offer constraints,suchas availability of input to be
learned.

17Structuressuch as "Would you be so kind as to... " which are coded as suggestory
formulae by House and Kasper (1987 in Trosborg, 1995: 209) are classified by
Trosborg as hearer-orientedpreparatory questioning the hearer's willingness to carry
out the request.
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The second consideration refers to the internal coding of the request strategy.
The two in Trosborg's classification separatelycoded conventionally indirect strategies
6wishes'and 'desires or needs' are in the CCSARP collapsedin a single direct strategy
&wantstatements'. This meansthat differences in realizations, such as "I would like to
borrow your car" and "I want to borrow your car" have to be coded as internal
modifications (see literature review for a definition). Again, this will affect the findings
of the analysis,in that studiesadopting the CCSARP coding schemewill report a greater
numberof internal modifications madeby the subjects.
4.9 Held's (1"5) coding parameters
In her study of thanks and requests,Held (1995: 237-249; seealso the literature review)
developeda taxonomy for the coding of the utteranceswhich comprised 1. a structural
dimension or level of the action ("Handlungsebene")and 2. a formal dimension or level
of the utterance ("Ausdrucksebene"). On the structural dimension the taxonomy
comprises the external modifications and the request proper.

At the structural

dimension, Held further divides the acts into a preparatory, a central and a
postpreparatory("nachbereitende") phase. The prepatory phase correspondsto BlumKulka et al. (1989a) 'alerters'; the central phase, which Held designatesas "FOKUS",
finally,
in
CCSARP
'head
the
(cf.
the
coding
scheme;
with
act'
coincides
above)
postpreparatoryphase, denominatedby Held as SUPPs overlaps with the category of
internal
in
is
CCSARP.
The
formal
dimension
the
with
moves
concerned
supportive
in
Categories
level
lexicon,
this
the
the
of
morphology.
at
syntax
and
modifications
dimensionare responsiblefor conveying modality as well asthe choice of strategies.
Held's coding schemeis very similar to the one developedby Blum-Kulka et al.
(1989a) for CCSARP.

Despite being very influential in the context of romance

languages(cf. Warga 2002: 33), the view taken here is that the CCSARP coding scheme
covers almost all the categories presented in Held's taxonomy. Furthermore, the
CCSARP coding scheme is more advantageousin terms of comparability, given its
spreademployment in ELPstudiesof speechacts in different languages(cf. Warga, 2002
looking at the interlanguage French, Hassal, 2001 investigating learners of Bahasa
Indonesian;Koike, 1992 studying learnersof Spanish).
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However, Held (1995: 210-213) developedvery detailed analytical categoriesfor
the coding of the contextual external factors of the requestive situations. These
for
allow
a much more preciseanalysis of how external contextual factors can
categories
interact with choices of strategies and internal modifications.

If the interactive

(requestive)situations are construedas formulated by Held (1995: 189 my translation)
formed
flexible
by extern4 social (pre)givens and internal expectations",
"a
product
as
a thorough analysis of the communicative participants' assessmentof these external
factors is central in order to offer a more complete picture of the learners' production of
for
in
interaction
NSs.
Since
CCSARP
the
the
with
scheme
parameters
requests
coding
coding of external contextual factors can be regarded as not specific enough (cf. BlumKulka et al., 1989a:15), this study adoptsHeld's categorieswhich are outlined below.
As for the reliability of the categorization of the situational variables and their
subsequentassessment,Held (1995: 210) points out that the incorporation of situational
in
in
how
the
to
the
change
requests
show
of
variability, order
whether and
production
function of the variables, consists of an attempt to make the "situational complexity
operational". This attempt is of course constrained by the fact that the categorization
hasbeenconceiveda priori by the researcher.
In Held's study (1995: 215), the assessmentof the external contextual variables
of each situation is carried out in the first instance by her own hypothesesabout the
situationsagainstthe background of a theoretical definition of degreeof imposition (cf,
below). Thesehypothesesare then comparedwith an assessmenttest conductedwith a
DCT'.
'the
informants
had
in
taken
the
group of
previously
experiment with
who
part
In the presentstudy, there will be as in Held a hypothetical assessment
of the situational
variables of each situation (cf. also for a similar manipulation of external contextual
variables Blum-Kulka et al., 1989a: 274, Trosborg, 1995: 219-220 and Koike, 1992a:
36). The difference will lie in the second part of the assessment:the researcher's
hypotheseswill be comparedwith an assessmentof the situations asindicated by textual
data. In other words, for the assessmentof contextual external variables,this study will
rely on emergentfeatures (politenessfeaturesas well as the employmentof mitigators)
in the requestsperformed by the two groups of subjects involved in the production of
the role plays, namely the Brazilian native speakers and the Brazilian Portuguese
learnersaccordingto their proficiency levels.
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A second source of evidence for the assessmentof the external contextual
featuresof the situations will be the individual retrospective interviews, where learners
were askedto comment on the difficulties of perfomfing the requestsin each situation
and to explain what the difficulties were.
4LlOKoike's (1"2) chmification of request strategies
In his study of a pragmatic hierarchy of politenessin directives in Brazilian Portuguese,
Koike (1992,1992a) develops a classification of the directive utterancesaccording to a
ranking of illocutionary forms. Accordingly, he proposes(1992: 37) six categoriesof
classification, ranging from more to less illocutionary force: orders, assertions,requests,
hints
and avoidance of giving the directive.
suggestions,
Since Koike's classification is basedon data elicited in Brazilian Portuguese,his
study is relevant for the present one, since it deals with pragmatic material (e.g. routine
formulae) in Brazilian Portuguese. However, the adoption of Koike's taxonomy by this
study is questionable,given two factors: firstly, it could create confusion in tenns of
terminology. Koike, unlike other researchersin UY, usesthe term 'directives'" instead
of the more common term in the literature 'requests'. In his classification, as described
above,requestsappearas one type of realization strawgy for directives.
Secondly, despite also drawing on levels of directness(cf. Koike, 1992a: 122),
according to which requestive strategiesare more or less transparentin terms of their
illocutionary force, Koike's classification, when compared to the coding scheme
presentedby Bluni-Kulka et al. (1989) and Trosborg's (1995) modified version of it (cf.
above), seems to be not explicit and detailed enough. For instance, while Koike
indicates the most frequent linguistic devices employed in different request strategies

18It seemsthat the term 'directives' is more fiequent in the literature concernedwith
pragmatics in the first language which is the case of Koike's study of Brazilian
Portuguese.ILP studies have mainly adopted the term 'requests' (for a definition see
literature review). This might explain why Koike (1992: 116) abandonsthe term
'directives' and adoptsthe term 'requests' when discussingtheir acquisition by learners
of Spanishas a foreign language.
IM

(1992: 54), he does not specify how strategiescan be internally modified in order to
mitigate or aggravatetheir force.
Moreover, his classification of elements of the directives by the form of the
directive (e.g. orders, assertions, suggestions etc, cf. Koike, 1992: 54-55) conflates
elementswhich are part of the head act (e.g. formal elementssuch as tenseand mood as
in present indicative or imperfect subjunctive) and other elements which characterize
supportive moves (e.g. functional elements such as explanations and asking not to be
offended). This is not to say that Koike does not differentiate head acts and supportive
moves,but rather he doesnot classify them separatelyas in the CCSARP coding scheme
(seeabove).
Using Blum-Kulka and Olshtain's (1984 in Koike, 1992: 62) term 'adjunct'
rather than supportive move, Koike (1992: 62-64) suggestsa structure of the directive
speech act in Brazilian Portuguese according to three different kinds of register
(caretaker,peer and formal) in terms of the head act and preheadand postheadadjuncts.
Koike's diagrams of the structure of the requestivespeechact show that, dependingon
the register, that is on social variation, the positioning of the head act in relation to the
surrounding adjuncts will vary accordingly. In this context, Koike (1992: 64) argues
that:

One might say that where politeness is very important, there are more
prehead adjuncts to establish the relationship and rapport with the listener
before actually issuing the directive. Where politeness is not an issue or
where there ismore intimacy between parties, speakersexpresstheir desires
and follow the directive with postheadadjuncts, mainly to soften the force
of the directive and maintain good will and cooperationwith the listener. In
this way, the variable of register is clearly shown to be reflected in the
actual structureof the speechact and in differences in other elements,such
as verb tenseand the syntactic form of the headdirective itself.

AlthoughKoike's classificationtakesinto accountthe distinctionbetweenheadactsand
supportivemoves,which he calls adjuncts,they are not themselvescodedin respectto
their function asmitigatingor aggravatingthe requestproper. Rather,his classification
showsthe frequencyof specific adjunctsin relationto particular directivesstrategies
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and, as he arguesabove,the function of the position of adjuncts(preheador posthead)in
mitigating the requestiveact according to different kinds of register.
In comparing Koike's classification of directives with the CCSARP coding
schemefor requests and apologies, one could say that the differences in their coding
categoriesare reflected by the differences of their researchinvestigation. Blum-Kulka et
al. (1989) investigate the performanceof different speechacts in different languagesand
cultures. For this purpose,they devise a coding schemewhich enablesthem to compare
realization strategiesacrosslanguagesand cultures.
Despite all the limitations of this classification, it provides a very detailed level
of segmentationof the requestivespeechact, which is of interest here, in terms of coding
categories,including not only a description of strategies,but also of downgradersand
upgraders(for a definition see literature review) of the head act and supportive moves,
which can account for the analysis of learners' (across different levels) and native
speakers'manipulation of pragmatic parameters(cf. Thomas, 1995: 191). This level of
detailed description of formal and functional linguistic elements are also supposedto
facilitate comparisonacrosslanguages.
Koike's study focuses on a hierarchy of politenessin Brazilian Portuguese. In
this sense,it is concernedwith an investigation of social relationships and how they are
describes
language
Koike
by
For
the
this
reflected on
use of
purpose,
native speakers.
variation in the form of directives according to dif(erent kinds of register.
4.11 An interactional approach for the analysis of the requestive communicative act
fruwwork
for
coding
-a
4.11.1 Introductory Remarks

This section is concernedwith another aspect of the coding of the data. Here, coding
parameterswill be developedwhich could account for aspectsof the interaction between
learners and native speakers. In this context, pragmatic aspects and communicative
goals of the requestiveact have to be construed as a matter of negotiation betweenboth
participants.
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Thomas (1995: 183 emphasisin the original), discussingpossible definitions of
pragmatics, contends that "[plragmatics is not about meaning; it is about making
in
how
meaning
potential,
people
negotiate
meaning
about
showing
meaning,
interaction". Following Thomas, in order to examine how meaning and force are
in
have
be
interactions,
data
in
to
the
the
plays
coded
a
role
over
provided
negotiated
way which reveals learner's and native speaker'scommunicative contributions towards
the requestive goal. In this sense,the analysis of subsequentdiscourse is crucial in
identifying the effect of pragmaticforce over successiveutterances.
In order to achieve an analysisof speechacts which goesbeyond the analysis of
isolated utterances,speechacts will be construed in this study as communicative acts,
between
both
including
the
subjects,
relationships
speech
act
and
also
social
comprising
psychological aspects as well as features of the context which are all part of the
Geis:
1995:
403
Trosborg,
2002:
(cf.
1995:
145-146,
Fetzer,
and
communicative action
12-13).

4.11.2 Input and Interaction: negotiation of meaning
T'he 'Input and Interaction' or negotiation of meaning approach to learning a second
language (cf. Pica, 1992, Mackey, 2000,2003 and also literature review chapter)
in
language
framework
for
how
learners
terms of
their
the
analysisof
modify
provides a
linguistic and conversationaladjustmentsas a function of NSs reactions. In this context,
1983,1996),
Long,
for
(cf.
has
been
developed
typology
where
modifications
a
such
interactional modifications are classified under the categoriesof negotiation of meaning
(or negotiation moves such as clarification requests,confirmation checks, requestsfor
repetitions) and recasts (the production by a NS of a more target-like version, though
2000:
Mackey
learner's
the
the
et
al.,
same
semantic
contem
of
cf.
with
utterance,
477)19.

Negotiation moves and recasts have been construed as interactional feedback
which might have an impact on a learner's second languageacquisition. Researchon

19Mackey et al. (2003: 39) acknowledgethat the categorizationof interactional moves
into negotiation moves and recastscan be problematic since negotiation moves can also
contain recasts.
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negotiation traditionally focuses on the learning of grammar and vocabulary (cf.
literature review), where a learner's perception of interactional feedback,its subsequent
incorporation and its effects on developmentare investigated in task-basedinteraction.
The aim is to show whether interactional feedback,in terms of morphosyntactic,lexical,
and phonological forms is available and how they might affect developmentin general
terms or more specifically, comprehension(cf. Gass and Varonis, 1994; Iwashita, 2003;
Mackey et al., 2000).
One of the aims of this thesis is to investigate the availability and perception of
learners.
NSs
feedback
interactions
between
(implicit
in
the
and
or explicit)
negative
However, despite the fact that these aims are sharedby the presentstudy with those of
negotiation of meaning, some methodological and conceptual differences between the
approachesneedto be discussed.
Firstly, as far as methodological issuesare concerned,most researchin the area
known as Input and Interaction in SLA adoptsa classic hypothesis-testingdesign with a
(e.
design
different
treatments
g.
with experimental groups receiving
pre-test-post-test
modified input group and unmodified input group, cf. Gass and Varonis, 1994: 290).
Such studiesfocus on the effects of negotiation moves on the immediate,subsequentand
delayedtask performance,that is on short-term grammatical development.In the present
exploratory study a method has been adopted which is not geared to the testing of
specific hypothesesbut rather aimed at the identification of patternsof regularities of
behaviours. In this sense, the present study consists of a less tightly controlled
experimentwith no treatmentdifferences. Secondly, the negotiation of meaning means, according to the Input and
Interaction perspective. something different from the idea of meaning in interaction
proposedby Thomas (1995). Negotiation of meaning, as statedabove, is construed as
it
but
linguistic
Varonis,
1994),
Gass
(e.
seems
and
modifications
g.
conversational
and
that the stressis on isolated linguistic units. Interactional feedbackfor linguistic units is
claimed to be available in conversationsbetween NSs and NNSs and to facilitate the
acquisition of those units. Mackey (1999: 558) defines this processof negotiation as
follows:

ill

As linguistic units are rephrased, repeated, and reorganized to aid
comprehension,learners may have opportunities to notice features of the
target language.

For the purposes of the present study on the learning of pragmatic abilities, the
exploration of the availability of interactional feedback (implicit and explicit negative
feedback) in terms of forms will be adopted,but placed in a different context. This
means that the negotiation of linguistic units will be understood not only as the
negotiation of tools to achieve a communicative goal (as it is in the Input and Interaction
perspective),but rather as constitutive elementsof communicative acts. In this way,
interactional feedbackwith regard to linguistic units will be seenas feedbackin terms of
pragmalinguistic aspects (cf. literature review and also Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford,
1993). Accordingly, interactional feedback focusing on linguistic features will not be
seenin isolation, but rather in the context of the requestivecommunicative act.
Furthermore,the concept of negotiation needsto be modified in two directions:
on the one hand, the categories proposed (cf. Long, 193,1996) for the analysis of
negotiation of meaning (e.g. clarification requests)are too broad and vague. They will
be useful in terms of looking at macro structuresof the interaction, but more specific
categorieswill be neededto look at the interactionsin more detail.
In addition, the notion of negotiation of meaning has to be modified in order to
encompassthe idea of pragmatic negotiation, that is the negotiation of communicative
goals and of illocutionary force. A number of criticisms concerning the notion of
negotiation in the Input and Interaction framework have been put forward: Yule and
Tarone (1991: 166), for instance, arguing from the perspectiveof researchon strategies
of interlanguagecommunication, criticise the fact that input and interaction analyses
concentrateon the NS, with the analysis of the devices which prompt the negotiation
(e.g. clarification requests). By contrast, they offer no analysis of the "negotiation per
s6". Although the present methodological approach will not consider the taxonomy
developed for communication strategies (e.g. Faerch and Kasper, 1983), Yule and
Tarone's (1991: 169-70) suggestionwill find resonancehere:

[AInalystsinterestedin the influenceof input upon the processof secondlangwigeacquisitionmight benefit ( ) [from) making use of an analytic
...
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framework which encourages the analyst to look at both sides of the
conversational exchange, and enables the analyst to better identify key
moves made by both participants in the negotiation and resolution of
communicationproblems ( ... )
This view on input, where input is dependenton both native speakersand learnersas
both sides of the interaction, will be part of a perspective for the developmentof a
coding systemand ftuther data analysis for the presentstudy.
The need to consider the requestive act as a communicative act which is
performed in multiturn interactions demands a coding system which goes beyond the
association of speechacts with individual utterances(cf. Geis, 1995). This poses a
methodological problem, since it has been claimed that speech act theory, given its
"constitutive rules" cannot account for the analysis of conversations (cf. Levinson,
1983:289 and Searle, 1992:7 in Geis, 1995: 2). In her analysis of rejections in AngloAmerican and German sociocultural contexts, Fetzer (2002: 403) also recognizesthe
need to construe speechacts from a discoursal perspective and the difficulty in doing
that within the framework of speechact theory when sheclaims that:
[N]atural-languagecommunication is both speaker-and hearer oriented and
therefore cannot be restricted to the exchangeof single speechacts. That is
to say, speakersgenerally not only produce speech acts, but they also
request their hearers in a more or less implicit manner to ratify their
communicative contributions by accepting or rejecting them. They thus
initiate a processof negotiating the communicativestatusof their utterances.
But how is this communicative statusnegotiatedand, more specifically, how
is it calculated? ( ) In order to be able to account for these questions,
...
further discursive and conversation-analytic concepts (... ) have to be
accountedfor. And since this is not possible in the framework of Speech
Act Tbeory, the analysis of intracultural and intercultural communication
requires an extension of frame, namely a context-oriented, discursive
setting.

Of relevancefor the methodologyof the presentthesisis Fetzer'sargumentfor the need
of an extensionof fimm, namelya discourseorientedperspectivein orderto account
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for negotiation in communicative acts. Ile

employment of a conversational-analytic

framework in the analysis of speech acts has been subjected to some criticisms.
Conversation analysts (cf. Schegloff et al., 2002: 16) are sceptical about the possible
contribution of conversation analysis to the analysis of speechacts in ILP, since ILP
researchersbegin with an a priori established"linguistic pragmatic inventory of speech
acts", whereas conversation analysts carry out an a posteriori analysis of naturally
occurring talk. Still, the question remains as to the need to account for the negotiation
of the communicative act. And since this is not possible within the ft-amework of
speechact theory and also not accountedfor in Input and Interaction research,a model
for analysis of speechacts in terms of communicative acts,which allows for a discourse
oriented analysis has to be incorporated in the coding parametersfor the analysisof the
presentstudy.
Fetzer (seeabove),facing the samemethodologicallimitations for the analysisof
the processof negotiation in communicative acts,proposeda model basedon Habermas'
theory of communicative action (1987 in Fetzer, 2002).

Fetzer's model could

is
it
for
be
data
concernedwith
the
the
this
adopted
since
potentially
analysis of
of
study,
hearerboth
interactions
discursive
framework
from
"in
and
the analysis of
speakera
oriented perspectives"(Fetzer, 2002: 401).
However, two objections come into play: firstly, Fetzer investigates rejections
from a sociocultural perspective, where the concept of intercultures is central. Although
for
the
present
be
act,
the
the
part of
analysis of
requestive
sociocultural aspects will also
take
also
could
it
be
for
more appropriate to adopt a model
study, would
analysis which
into account cognitive aspects involved in the production of the requests, such as

inferencing and perceptionof feedback(cf. theoreticalframework chapter).
fact
the
that
the
Ilie second objection to Fetzer's model is concerned with
and
systems
by
her
its
(e.
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model g. minus-validity claim, constitutive
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401) are arguably not specific enough
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a
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am provide explicit categories
sequentialorganization.
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relation to analysis carried out on negotiation of meaning). Given these two objections,
Fetzer's model will give support for some considerationsof the analysis of this study,
but a more explicitly discourse-orientedfi-arnework will be employed for the coding of
the data of the presentstudy.
4.12 Trosborg's discourse analysis mWei
Trosborg (1995), in her study of requests,complaints and apologiesby Danish learners
of English employed two different analytical frameworks in her analysesof the above
communicative acts. One of the models employed has already been discussedin the
context of Blum-Kulka et al.'s taxonomy. In addition to an analysis of the realization
strategiesand levels of directnessusing the taxonomy of Blum-Kulka et al., Trosborg
carries out an analysis of the communicative acts from a discourse-orientedperspective.
For this purpose, Trosborg (1995: 161) adapts a discourse analytical model originally
developed by Sinclair and Coulthard2l (1975 in Trosborg, 1995) to account for
classroom (teacher-pupil) interactions. Modifications were made in order to make the
model operational for non-educationaldiscourse. Also, Trosborg (1995: 161) cl i
that "their original model also lacks the flexibility and complexity which is required, for
example,for an analysis of negotiationand argumentation."
In terms of topic structure, the discourse model (cf. Trosborg, 1995: 33-36) is
divided into interaction (defted
coincide with

(which
discourse),
highest
transactions
the
as
unit of

topics and consists of several sequences), and sequences (several

exchanges with the same topic).

At the interactive level, the model presents the

categories of exchange (minimal

interactive

units), moves (contributions

by one

participant, not necessarily identical to turn) and acts (minimal units of discourse,
defined by their function).

in
Fetzer,
(1983
in
Levinson
It
is
based
turns.
contributions
capture participants'
on
2002: 406) and can be seenas speaker-centred(cf. also aboveBlum-Kulka et al., 1989).
21Trosborg's adapted model draws not only on Sinclair and Coulthard, but also on
Coulthard (1983). Couldwd, Montgomery and Brazil (1981), Coulthard and Brazil
(1981), Burton (1980,198 1) and on Stubbs(198 1).
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Focusing on the interactional level of discourse,Trosborg (1995: 162) adds two
categoriesto the original three-part exchange structure: at the interactional level, she
proposesthe incorporation of R/I (Response/Initiation) and F/I (Follow up/Initiation) to
the original I (Initiation) -R (Response)-F (Follow-up). Theseinteractional moves are
defined in terms of :t predicted,:t predicting, * initial.
I (Initiation) moves are further divided into I (Initiations) and Inf (Informatives).
Whereasthe former, being + predicting, forms the expectation of another move (R or
R/1), the latter does not do so. 1-movesand R-moves are interdependent,R- moves
fulfilling the expectations set by I- moves. F-moves stand in connection with a
precedingmove. They can be neither predicting nor predicted,or alternatively, as in the
form
F/1-moves,
feedback
for
they
the
expectations
can
move
and
caseof
offer
previous
of a further move.
In addition, Trosborg adds another F-move, namely a F/Com (Followand/or
uptComment), which allows for realizations containing agreement/disagreement
by
from
Inf-moves
information.
F/Com-moves
be
distinguished
their
additional
can
length, whereby Inf-moves, are longer, involving more than a short comment. All
moves, with the exception of I- and Inf-moves, which are initial and signal a new
exchange,are recursive.
In order to achieve a differentiated analysis of conummicative acts, Trosborg
(1995: 165-171) further classifies moves into acts. Accordingly, I-moves can be
inquire,
into
informative,
directive,
(which
topic
can
and
classified
carrying acts
are
propose, accuse) and non-topic carrying acts (marker, attention-getter, excuse,
summons,close).
Non-topic carrying acts are further divided into acts which frame and focus a
following move (marker, attention-getter)and acts which have a ritual function (excuse,
summons,close).
R-moves;involve the following acts according to their functions: react, reply,
confmn, accept, reject, qualify, excuse and justify.

R/I-moves which only provide a

reply after seeking some clarification are seen in terms of return (high key repetition,
control question)and loop (seeksrepetition of the precedingmove, e.g. pardon, sorry).
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R/1-moveswhich also initiate, but are a responseto 1-movescan be categorised
into R/I- inquire, proposeand accuse.
F-moves, which follow I- and R-moves, can assume the following functions:
acknowledge,agree, disagree,qualify, evaluate,reformulate, repeat and comment. As
stated above, the criteria for distinguishing between the moves I-Inf and F-Com are
length and newness,whereby I-Inf-moves am longer and "newer".
F/1-movesare seen as offering feedback to a preceding move and at the same
time eliciting a further move. In this way, they can be conflated with RA-moves.
Trosborg (1995: 177) employs this discourse model in order to measureNSs'
and learners' participation in the performanceof communicative acts. For this purpose,
she analyses their production (quantitatively) in terms of number of moves and
(qualitatively) diversity of move structure to make a distinction betweenpredominantly
active and passiveroles. In this context, Trosborg (1995: 178) found that learners used
all discourse moves presented by the model and that their participation cannot be
regardedas predominantly passive, although not symmetrical either in relation to NSs'
participation. A further analysis of individual acts revealed that NSs used a higher
number of markers, I-propose, I-inquire and I-Informative.

Leamers presented the

majority of R-moves. With regard to F-moves,learnersused more F-acknowledgethan
NSs. However, when analysing particular communicative acts, results changedslightly:
in the caseof requests,for instance,learnersprovided more I-Informatives than NSs and
in relation to F-moves, NSs produced only slightly more than learners. This led
Trosborg (1995: 181) to suggest that learners profit from the distribution of specific
roles, increasingtheir participation quantitatively and qualitatively.
However, in argumentativesituations,NSs initiated interactions more frequently
than learners and provided more suggestions. More importantly, NSs are said to
contribute more to negotiation of a solution than learners and at the same time to the
structuring of the conversation by providing more markers and I-inquire and I-propose
moves.
Trosborg's main focus was to investigate how learners behave in interactions
with NSs in non-educationalsettings when learners are given specific roles and goals.
In this context, Am linked her analysis to Input and Interaction researchin SIA, where
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in conversawn participation.
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That is. it has beenclaimed dmitthe partkipant with content knowledge. the expert. is
likely to have a donunant participation in the conversation(Zuengler and Bent. 1991 in
Trosborg, 1995: 185).

Howevef. despioenumtioning rewmeh in SLA which points to the fact that
insawtions between'p--F1 and NS&we influencedby NSs' feedbackand the natureof
the task. Trosborg (1995: 185) does not set out to conduct an analysis which could
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4.13.1 TheCCSAJtPCaft

PWOMIM

Dompile00 dw hmkot6owAlcund ADVOimnktion to the CCSARPcodin MýL
dw so*
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its mommy md 4xMmgpýoMm
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(m adt4ftd vasim accordift to

Trosborg (1995) and Held (1995). cf. above) for the fust part of the analysis of the
data. In)e central reason for adopting this ffcdiod of coding is to ensure the
repik-abUitymid comMrability of this study.
As the overwhehiung majority of studies of requests in ELP in several
latViages (e.g. Trosborg, 1995, Hill, 1997, Rose,2000) employs the CCSARP coding
nowal (mutatis mutandis), it makes sense to add not only a study on a different
language (to my knowledge there has been no study of this kind with Brazilian
Portugueseas a second language), but also to offer the possibility of comparison in
terms of another study using open role plays as interactive data. TU employment of
dhetaxonomy developed for the CCSARP can be ftirther justified on the grounds that
an analysts based on its parameters yields patterns of realizations and semantic
formulae as one of the first studiesof this kind in Brazilian Portuguese.
In addition. levels of directness in speechact realization constitute a recurring
theme in ELP studies (cf. Blum-Kula et al. 1999: 7). This method also allows for a
classification of speechevents in terms of participant expectations in relation to (1)
specific requestivesituations,(2) levels of negotiation and (3) perceptionsof imposition
in the pursuit of their communicative goals (cf. Edmondsonand House, 1981: 49). In
the context of a-nP

detailed classification of speechevents.a ftuther differentiation of

requestsinto vedW goodshion-verbalgoods is required where the latter can be seenas
requestsfor information

and House. 1981:97-99). This differentiation will

in tum allow for an analysisof different degreesof imposition.
4.13.2 77whatracdonal approach to analysis of dw reqwsdve commmicative act
b adoptWXsuch an approach u

the influence of Trosborg this study atins to do

justice to tbe data colliection procedure md ft

kind of data it provides. namely

specifically ineeractivedata. In addition. it seeks(1) to &Howfor an analysiswhich takes
advm*W of the potential of open role plays data (cf. KmW and Dahl, 1991: 229); (2)
to act as a cormactiveof aVP spPrlive in progmatics,centred on the speaka's intentions
and beliefs and (3) to Ap

metbods,of analysis in "

odwr new
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mom closely with EL studiesof

The two methodsfor coding the data developed in this section, namely the one
based on the CCSARP coding manual and the second one based on Trosborg's
discourseanalysis model. we not going to be synthesised. IMat is, the two models will
illuminate the data from different perspectivesand will be kept separatefor heuristic
reasons. Ilie aim here is to develop a 'multi-perspectival' analysis of the data. In this
sense.both models of analysis - one looking at realization strategies and levels of
directnessand the other investigating k4irners' contributions in interaction with NSs can be seen as staying in a 'kme coupling' relation with each other. In discussion,
evaluation of appopriateness is inevitable. In this sense, the employment of both
nmdmxlsof analysesconstitute a way towards a comparativemethodological framework
for the analysisof data in R.P research.
4.13.3 77wanWysisof the bwrviews
7be interviews wiH have supportive contextual information in the analysis of the role
plays. Ilwy will be used as aWitional infonnation for the interpretation of the role
PlaysAchiba (2003: 199). wbo useddiary data as -mplementary daW arguesthat the
difference which wises between the findinp

of the diary data and the recorded

naftiralisfic encounters"strongly suWaft that any emmsive study using just one kind of
data will be inadequatefor a full description of the processby which a child acquiresa
secondtmp*W.
adults in "

11iis ch&n. which has also beenmadein relation to investigationsof

studies (sewsection Data CAiection Pmceduresof this chapter),justifies

the employnnat of the interviews as ,, 1VIP ý-P-tary data in the presentstudy.
The irAvidual, rcuospective inhxvic"
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U3.4 Situational variation (external contextual variables)
field's (1995: 210-213) variable caegories22am divided into two types.
Variabk Categorws I are diese are concerned with the intenrlalaon between the

aL Power (DOMIý):

differcoce in status considering social role or function and

men*wship (e.g. bow feflow suidents,etc).
b. Socid DUffam:

degreeof familiafity and also sympathy. Here, Held (1995: 188)

in
the
the
also
notions
of
public
vs.
sphere,
where
situations
considers
private
context of the public spberewould be institutionalized and standardizedas opposed
to siuuktkmsconsideredto be part of the pfivate sphere.
c. AGE dUhrmee: this category interacts with the two above, in the sensethat age
by
but
be
diffemnce
incmm
domimmice,
the
time
neuuafized
at
can
can
same
age
1miliarity.

Variabk Categories H mlate to the percepum of paiticipants' nghts;and obligations in
the context of the inteudations aboveand in dhecontext of the objectsof the requests.
Firomdbespeaken, perspective:

&-

of the request.

c. URGency of the mqwm
Fromthehe--p 'Paspu: tive:

f, ABBity to com0y.
g. WHjUsaw" to comoy.
b. OBLIptim to COMOY.

22Md's ciftprin

we umdmd from ft CWrý
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by ft ndw.

Variable Categories Ill. - we categories where parametersrelated to the assessmentof
the importance of the (desired and ongoing) communicative action (cf Held, 1995:
212).

i.

COST of the mquestto the communicativepartner.
AWKwardness causedby the requestto the communicative partner.

According to Held's (1995: 214) theoretical definition of the degreeof imposition of a
request,its level of imposition is high when DOK

DIST, AGE as well as COST and

AWK are scored positive, whereas LEG, URG, ABI, WELL, and OBLI are scored
negative.
t. 13.5 Request strategks: Blum-Kulka et al. 's (model with some of Trosborg's
madificadons)
Levels of directness of sumegies are concemed with the relative transparencyof the
illocution trom the locution. as well as with the length of die inferencingprocessneeded
to identify the utteranceas a request. The length of inferencing is supposedto increase
the lessdirect a sUWM is.

a. mwW dnmvabk: the gnunnutical mood of the locution signalsits illocutionary
force,with die imperuive asprototypicalfofnL
e.g. Limpa on pauca essacameira (Give this seata quick ckm)3.
b. Palumed9ft

(hedpd/ unbedpd): die illocutionary intent is expressed by a

dkxmtionwy verb. which can be modified by modal verbs with an intention.
e.g. Emquem pe&r ~

botsade esado para o pr6ximo semestre(I would

like to nk for a gram for do wxt wrmý

Is I iwal Slosseswdl be promemod
bove.ExasupieswW be furthercontextwdizedwith
theFuClUbm OfCLORWim
Ottheimftnwdm in fGHin do cmlwft
chapter.
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derivable):
is
directly
derived
from
(locutbm
iflocution
Obligatim
the
the semantic
c.

meaningof thelocution.
e.g. Em acho que i necessdrio pra limpar antes da aula (I think it is
necessaryto clean [it]24 before the class).
Conventionally Indirect Strategies:the interpretation of the utteranceas a requestrelies
on conventionalusage.

Speakerbased:
dL WWWoMednes
like
fasse
Em
(I
very much
would
e.g.
essequarto
gostaria nsuito que voci
dmityou do this bedroom).

C. --

-dwWooth
e.g. Precita uneapessoapro limpar a sala (h needssomeoneto clew the
room).

Hewa bowd:

E swer"7

%rmww

14-Nmr
tatvez
ajudar
a
um
e.g. eu estoupensandoqw voci
vocepode
gente
powo (I was wondering you can maybehelp us to clew it a bit).

(Qwy)PiqwMmy:

ab&yp

Nftpm m v, mb an

e.g. Voci po* me emprestarmu carro parfavor? (Can you lead me your

carpit=? )

247liciaftousiosial

-AW is addedSodw lRaoish Useslation.
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Indirm Strategies

IL Himb

e.g. Voci estdlivre anuvAd? (Are you free tomorrow?)
The expression"am you ftee tomorrow?" has been in many contexts consideredto be a
supportive move. but in dw context of my data, it functions as the mquestproper, as the
interwtion below sbows:

SituationI- 'car loanrequest'

E-- Learner

S= nativespeaker

Level I
E2: Oi Gabrieltisdobem?Hi Gabrieleverythingallrigt?
S: Oi axio bom?Hi everythingafirigt?
E: Gabriel, ahn amanM ahn vou precisar mudar ahn ahn nieu ahn ahn
computador ahn tomorrow ahn I will need to move ah ahn my ahn ahn
computer

ch ahnwbo quevocetem um carroA ahnI thinkthatyou havea car
eh voct ahnalknesd tivre anumid?Eh are youahnahnfree tomorrow?
S: Queborasvoct precisa?At whatsimedo youneedit?
t 13.6Codingof die bwmal mod#k-adons
accordingto strategies
ID
mapademlmul4pW
Syntwfic and Moiq*mlogical
II

apdwe: an interroptive is ra coded as a mitiptor

in conventionally

indinxi sbuegies (pnTwatory), since they constitute the unmarked form Tky
we, bowever. consideredto so as midptm

as for instance in wood derivable

or kxudm denvable sbuegwL

e.g. Voci me&u o carrv ahn por meajudarpor ahn mudarmcuscoim? (You
pve methecw to belp movemy diinp? )
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b. Negmtkm: negations have a mitigating function in, for instance, preparatory

strategies.
e.g. Ndo dava pra voci dar uma limpadinha Id pra genie antes de comeCar?
(Wouldn't it be possible for you to clean [it] there for us before [the class]
starts?)
c. Subjuncdve: the subjunctive is coded as a mitigator in contexts where the
indicative is acceptable.
e.g. Se voci midesseme emprestarsemcarro (If you could lend me your car).
d. Teme: Pasttensefoms with presenttensereferencecan function as mitigators.
de
dava
dar
limpadinha
14
Ndo
comeVar?
e.g.
pra voci
Pra gente antes
um
(Wouldn't it be possible for you to clean [it) there for us before [the class]
starts?)
e. Condkional:

conditionals can function as mitigating devices where the

indicative is acceptable.
bedroom
da
limpar
(Could
Voci
the
you
clean
e.g.
poderia
o quarto antes auld?
before the class?
f.

Aspwt: durative aspectcan mitigate the requestif the simple form is acceptable.
e.g. Eu estava

que talvez v"i

me pode dar simjeito me dar seu carro

(I was wondering that you can perltapsnuke it to give me your car).
CeadidomW Cbý:

e.g. Emqueria saber se voci pode me emprestarsemcarro.
h. Type of NWM:

modal vefbs. or expressions used as nXXWs will be classified

only as for their mauiwd or unmarked forms (cf. Koike, 1992a).
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e.g. Tem como voci arrumar Id pra mim? Unmarked modal verb (Is it possible
for you to tidy [it] up there for nw?)
i.

Endmdding: the requester can convey hisiber attitude to the request by
embedding it in a ("pre-face") clause, often in combination with a conditional
clause. His/her attitude can be expressedas:
Embedding+ Conditional Clause:
e.g. emqueria saber se voci teria como me emprestaro se" carro pra eu levar
for
in
lend
know
if
(I
to
order
me
your
car
you could
essascoisas nele wanted
me to take thesethings in it)
Embedding+ "seri que":
e.g Serd que voci poderia dar umjeito de arranjar as coisaspra gente?(would
it be possiblefor you to find a way to help us out?)
Embedding+ Subjunctive:
e.g. eu queria que voci mwemprestasseseu carro pra eu poder levar (I would
like you to tend me your car in order for me to take [them].

lAz"U

Phr"

a. Paftý

modMe mrken

markeir Por favo voci me deu o carro ahnpor me ajudar por ahn

mudar meuscoism? (Pleaseyou gave me the car to help move my things?)
b. Understater. Dinünutives as in Serd que ndo dava pra voci dar uma
UgUM&& Id? (Would it be possible for you to clean [it]there a bit?)
c. lHkdp: Tem cmw erlo nim3 entdo se quiser s6 pra dar uma limpada rdpida
assim (Is it possible kind of you know if you am up to only to clean this briefly

you know).
d. Dowomwr. Tal-vezvoci pode me emprestar o carro (Pedup you can lend me
die car).
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e. Appealer- eu queria que voci me emprestasse,tem como? (I would like you to
lend me your car. is this all right?)
f. Cajoler: Temcomo dur uma limpada rdpida assim? (Is it possibleto clean it
briefly you know?)
4.13.7 Coding of the external modifications of the requestiveact
Suppordve moves (aQuwb)
a. Preimwator: without giving away the content of the request,the speaker
preparesthe hearerfor his/her request,for instance,checking availability
or getting a pre-commitnient.
1: Pfeparing the content: speakerintroduces the content of the conversation,
for instance.saying he/sheis going to move house.
e.g. Gabriel em0/ se lembra da mudanVaque eu comenteicontigo que eu ia ter
quefazer (Gabriel I'm / do you rememberdie housenwve that I told you that I
would have to do)

A2: Preparingthe speecham: the sPeWwrleft the hemr know that a requestwill
be made.
e.g. Emtenho umfavor grande pro pedir (I have a great favour to ask).
AI Checking availability: the speakerchecks if it is the right moment to make
the request, in the case he/she is asking for immediate action (e.g. asking to
clean the classroom).
e.g. Se voci mdoliver nada pra fazer agora e liver com um pouco de tempo (if
you have nodgng to do now =W have a little tinw).
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A4. Getting a pre-commitment: an attempt to increase the likelihood of
compliance.
e.g. Num dd pra tu fazer uma forVa nao cara? (Couldn't you give me a hand
pal?).
b. Grounder: the speaker gives supportive masons for the request(explanations,
justifications).

e.g. Porque em 16 me mudando emprecisava pra transportar minhas coisas
(BecauseI'm moving houseI needed[it] to transport my things).
by
hearer.
Disarmer:
the
the
tries
to
objections
speaker
anticipatepotential
c.
e.g. Af cara (hi mate)
lembra aquela vezque emfe emprestei,le empresteiaquek, aquek aquek
I
lent
(do
that
tinie
remember
you that that notebook
you
cara.
when
caderno
mate)
d. Offer of a retmi

(Rilckzugsangebot.& Warga, 2002: 262)

e.g. Se voci ndo puder voci avisa (If you can't you tell me).
e. Sweetenem- in order to get the hearer to comply with the request,the speaker
can praisethe hearer's abilities or skills related to the contentof the request.
e.g. Acho voci melhor pessoapara ajudar-me (I find you the best person to
help me).
f.

Inqpoddon odminiur.

the speakerattemptsto minimize the cost of the request,

pointing to factors which make the requestappearstnught forward.
e.g. Emsentariadevolver assimantes do noite porque gerabnentepra sair assim
(I wouW try to mtum [it] befom evening becauseusually to go out).
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g. Promise of a reward: the speaker offers the hearer something in return of
his/her compliance.
e.g. E se voci faz isso pra mim emahn posso ajudar voci com qualquer coisa
(And if you do this for me I can help you with anything).
Alerters: openingelementswhich precedethe actual request(headact).
h. Form of addrm: the use of the hearer's name, for instance,can function as a
mitigator in that it personalizesthe request(cf Koike, 1992a:52).
Al. Vocatives(nameonly): Gabriel
A2. Pronouns:a Senhora,voci, cara.
a. Form of gmedng: Bom dia, Boa tarde (Good aftemoon); Oi (hi), Como vai?
(How arc you?), Tudo bom? Tudo bem?(Everything ok?).
b. Introdudog h:
de... (I am a studentin

Eu me chamo... (My name is ), Eu sou aluno
...
).

c. Atteadm getim: Oft, Olha s6 (Look).
4.13.8 Structuresof the requestiveact
According to Blum-Kulka, et. al. (1989: 276) the directive speechact can assurnethe

following structuresin relationto the headact andadjuncts(supportivemoves)to the
headact.
a. dw headact only
e.g. voci pode nw emprestar semcarro porfavor que em0 me mudando?(can you
lend aw your car pleasebecauseI am nwving?)
b. post-posed:headam + supportive move(s)

e.g. 0 aqui pedindo, excarecidamentese vori pode olhar uma proposta pra mint,
que em0 precumdo de wma bolsa pro prdxino semestre,(I am hefe asking if it
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would not be too much trouble for you to have a look at a proposal for me I need a
grant for next semester)
queria que voci pudessever isso pra mim com carinho. (I would like you to have a
look at this for me with cam)
c. pre-posed:supportivemove(s) + headact
e.g. Em estudou Porfugids aqui A eu tenho o nfvel Ie agora eu quero estudar o
pr6ximo nivel, mais i mais caro, (I studied Portuguesehere eh I have level I and
now I want to study the next level but it is more expensive)
desconto
?
it
discount?
I
have
(is
)
ter
possible
eh
can
a
possivel.
ek
posso
um
Of
d. multiple heads

e.g. p6 tem como voci chamar algidm pra fazer umafaxina porque voci sozinha
ndo vai conseguirfazer tudo isso. (is there any way you could call someoneto clean
this becauseyou alone won't make it)
P6, ensdoen1dofaz um favorzmho aqui pra min limpa um pouco essa carteira,
pelo menosa minha pra euficar confortavil, entendeunessaaula (so do me a small
favour clean this desk a bit at least my desk in order for me to feel comfortable you
know in this class)
To the possible strudwes above proposedby Blum-Kulka et. 4 Koike's (1992: 63-64)
proposal of stnictufe for the directive act in Brazilian Portuguesewill be added, as
following:

e. In betweenposed:adjuncts+ head act + adjuncts(cL also Fukushinut, 1996:
673).

e.g. eu estOuPrtcisaRdO muitO que VOCifafa um favor pra mim. (I desperately need
you to do me a favour)

vocOid sabeque eu estounwkwdo, nP (you know I am moving don't you?)
I

...

I

Tambim voci sabe que eu mdo lenho carro (you also know I don't have a car)
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e se vocepudesseme emprestarseu carro (and if you could lend me your car - head
act)
eu estou precisando muito eu lenho que mudar todas minhas coisas voci id sabe
tantas coisa eu tenho, muitas muitas coisas e ahn ... (I need it really badly I have to
move all my things and I have so may things many many things)
4.13.9 Coding the requestiveactsfor their exchangestructure: discourse strategies in
interaction (cf. Trosborg, 1995: 162-186 and above for an explanation of the
categories)

a. Interactionalmoves
I- Initiation

+initial

+predicting

-predicted

Inf - Inform

+initial

-predicting

-predicted

R- Response

-initial

-predicting

+predicted

R/I - Resp/Init.

-initial

-predicting

+predicted

F- FDllow up

-initial

-predicting

-predicted

F/Comrn- Follow

-initial

-predicting

-predicted

-initial

+predicted

-predicted

UpComment
F/I - Follow up/
Initiation

b. Classifwation of moves into acts.
I- moves:

Topic carrying Acts

Non-Topic carrying Acts

PrOPOW

marker

informative

attention getter

inquire

excuse
summon
close

R- moves:

react (non-finguisfically); reply; confirm; accept;reject-,qualify; excuse;
justify.

R/I - moves:retum. "

(inquire-,propose;accuse)
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F- moves:acknowledge;agree;qualify; evaluate;reformulate; repeat;comment.
4.13.10 Illustration of the coding taxonomyfor the exchangestructure: Data from the
control group (Brazilians B I)
Situation 1: 'car loan request' (the subject B is moving home. His goal is to get his
friend (S) to lend him his car to transportsomeobjects).

B 1: Gabriel, eu tO. se lernbra da mudancaque eu comentei contigo, que eu
ia ter que fazer... (Gabriel, do you rememberthe housemovethat I told You
that I would have to do)
(1-inquire)
S: Urnbro. Y remember)
(R-confirm)
B 1: P6. tern a1gunus coisas assim. que eu t8 corn medo de botar no
carninhAo. por causa que pode quebrar, que eu dou assirn muito valor
tarnbirn, ganhei. foi presente,e outras coisas assim, tipo o rneu sorn, entAO
eu queria.saber se voce teria corno,nit emprestar o seu carro pra eu levar
essascoisas nele. (You know, there are some things you know that I'm
afraid of putting in the van because[they] can brake, you know I value
Itheml a loC P/ got Ithem], [they] were a gift and some other things, you
know such as my sound systemso I wanted to know if you could lend me
your car in orderfor me to take thesethings in it)
(1-Inf + 1-4nquire)
S: Quandovoce precisado carro?(W%endo you needthe car?)
W-

inquire)

8 1: P6. final de semanaassim seria w1hor mas eu tentaria devolver assirn
antes da noite. pofque Seralmente pra sair assim. (you know [in the]
weekendwould be better but I would try to return [it] you know before
eveningbecauseusually to go out you know [you would needthe car])
(R- reply +R- qualify)
S: Fumdde sernanainteiro? (the whole weekend?)
W-

accuse)
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B 1: NAo s6 s6 eu vou tentar ser o mais dipido possivel assim de preferencia
sAbadoassim. eu eu pego configo sAbadode manhA pra devolver pra voce
sg)ado a tardc assim. (No, only, only I will try to be as fast as possible you
know preferably on Saturday you know II take [it] with you on Saturday
morning in order to return [it] to you Saturday afternoon you know)
(R - qualify)
S: TA 6timo, a gcnte pode dar um jeho. (It'sfine, we can arrange it)
(R - accept)
B 1: TA bom. (Fine)
(F - acknowledge)
4.14 Summary of the analytical tools employed by the present study
1. Retmspective Interviews: complementarydata providing information about
subjects' perceptionsof contextualexternal factors.
2. HeM's external ccatextual variables: providing information about situational
variation.

"

DOMinance

"

Social DISumce

"

AGE diffemnce
LEGitimation
URGency
ABBity
WtUinpess
OBLIgation
COST
AWKwardness

I

Reqwd sbainks:

providing information about levels of directness.

9 Mod defivable
9

Performatives(bodge"nhedged)
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Obligation (locution derivable)
Wishes/desires
Demands/needs
Suggestoryformulae
(query) preparatory
hints

4. Internal modMmtions of the request proper (head act):
Syntactic/morphologicalmitigators

Inteffogative
Negation
Subjunctive
Tense
Conditional
Aspect
Modal
Embe"ng

+ "serd que"

Embedding + conditional clause
Embedding + subjunctive

Lexical/PhrmW
mitigators
Poliwicss marker
Undefstater
Hodge
Downtoner
Appeakr
clooler

5. ExkroW --M-- ý'

o

--- of the request praW. Suppordve moves (adjwKts)

Preparatory
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"

Grounder

"

Disarmer

"

Reward

"

Retreat

"

Imposition minimiser

"

Sweetncr

Alerters: providing information about opening elements which precede the request
proper

"

Vocative

"

Greeting

"

Attention Getters

"

Introducing herself

"

Vocative + Greeting

"

Vocative + attention getter

"

Greeting + attention getter

"

Greeting + Introduction

"

Vocative + greeting + attention getter

"

Vocative + greeting + ntroduction

6. Structm

information
Ow
about the number and position
roqwa:
providing
of

in
Mad
the
to
act.
the
moves
relation
supportive
of

"

Head act only

"

Post-posed

"

Pre-posed
Multiple heads
In between-posed

7. hdamp"m -d mwm md wb:

providing infortnation about the exchange

structureof the request.

Interactionalmoves
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9 1-initiation
"

Inf- Inform

"

R- Response

"

R/1- ResponselInitiation

"

F-Follow up

"

F/Com - Follow up/Conicnt

"

F/I - Follow up/Initiation

Interactional Acts

91 -initiation
Topic carrying: Informative acts
Non-topic carrying: marker, attentiongetter, summon; close.
R- Response
"

Accept

"

Reply

"

Confirm

"

Reject

"

Qualify

"

Justify

o R/I - ResponscAlnitiation

*F-

"

Sumawns

"

Return

"

LAMP

"

Inquire

"

Propose

"

QtUdify

FoHowup
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9

"

Acknowledge

"

Agree

"

Qualify

"

Evaluate

"

Reformulate

"

Repeat

"

Close

F/I - Follow up/Initiate
"

h1quire

"

Propose

"

Retum

"

L'oop

"

Repeat

"

Reformulate

"

Qualify

"

Close
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Chapter Five
Data Analysis

5.1 Introductory Resurks
In general, the data analysis will consist of both quantitative and qualitative analyses.
I'lie quantitative analysis will play a less central role in the overall analysis of the data
than the qualitative analysis (seejustification in the methodologicaldiscussionchapter,
Introductory Remarks section).

Nevertheless, frequencies will provide important

supporting evidence in the identification of patterns in second language learners'
performanceof the requests.
11w first part of this chapter will provide an analysis of the interactional patterns
in the three requestivesituations. This analysis will be concernedwith discoursemoves
in
following
Trosborg's
data
In
to
a
context
set
order
model
of
analysis.
and acts,
which data will be analysed. Trosborg's model of analysis will be introduced by a
considerationof working expectationsof learners' performanceof discoursemoves and
acts (5.2.1).
Unlike Trosborg's data analysis (Trosborg, 1995: 178-185),the data analysis in
this pilot study will offer not only a comparison between learnersand native speakers
but will also look at interactional patterns widiin and across proficiency levels. This
diould enable the investigation of developmental patterns in the acquisition of
pragmaticabilities in a secondlanguage.
The analysis will first offer a profile of each proficiency level, taking into
account the interaction as a whole, that is, the participation of both native speaker and
learners of a particular level (5.2.2.1)1. Further analysis will provide a comparison of

This comparisondoes no fall prey to Bley Vroman's IL fallacy, in that it is not carried
out against notions of "obligatory context" or "error
features in hmners'

when comparing pragmatic

and in the target language.(cf. J.D. Purdy, 2005).

11he idea here is to look at dilemwes

and not deficiencies between learners'

and the targo language(cf. the miethodologicaldiscussionof this thesis),
providing exphatations,for thesedifferences.
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the profiles across different levels of proficiency (5.2.2.2).

Finally, learners'

performancein ternrisof frequenciesof discourse moves and acts will be compared to
the native speakers' performance of the requestive acts and interactions.

This

comparisonwill be carried out in two different ways: first, learners' performance will
be compared to native speakers' within the interaction itself, enabling a profile of the
participation of the learners in the interaction with native speakers(5.2.2.3). Second,
the learners' profile will be comparedto the native speakers'profile in the control group
(5.2.2.4). In the latter case,learnersand native speakerswill be playing the samerole in
the role play, namely that of requester.
Ilic analysis basedon a modified approachadopted from Trosborg (1995) will
also be concernedwith analysis on two levels: macro (institutional, setting) and micro
(interactional. speaker-based)contexts. In this sense,it will consider the diversity of
move suucture. the sequenceof discourseand the setting for the role plays.
The secondpart of this chapter (5.3) will be concernedwith an analysis (5.3.2)
of the requestivesituations in terms of request strategies (cf. Blum-Kulka et al., 1989
and the methodologicaldiscussionchapter). Hem, requestswill be analysedin terms of
typesof requeststrategies,internal and external modifications of requestiveacts.

S.L Analyds of In'

actional Patter= (Trosborg's modelof analysis)

5.2.1 Working expeclationsof karners'performance of discoursemovesand acts
5.2.LI Expectationsregarding kinguageproficiency kvels
First, discourse moves and acts will be discussedin terms of expected levels of the
complexity of pnqpnatic tasks2. This meansthat particular moves and acts could be
sow as posing a higher or lower level of difficulty to learnersand this would have an
impact on their performance across proficiency levels. Second, there will be an
assessment of each requestive situation concerning expectations of learners'
peifix nianceof discoursemovesand acts.

I There is of coursea needto distinguish betweenperceptionsof difficulty in the learner
=0 native speaker.
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According to Trosborg's analysis (Trosborg, 1995: 177-178), the most
demanding discourse moves for learners are the ones which require more interactive
skills, namely Initiation (1) moves and Follow-up (F) moves. 1-movesare demanding
F-moves
introduce
in
the
they
conversation;
are supposedto
something
new
since
demandmuch effort from learnersgiven that they play a central role in the direction of
the conversation. In contrast,Response(R) moves are consideredto be less demanding,
since they are content-bound and more predictable since they tend to conform to the
foregoing act.
In requestive situations. where the learner is given instructions to request
sometiting. I-moves. especially at the beginning of the interactions, are expectedto be
less deffuuxting than F-moves, since, on the one hand, learnerscould draw the content
On
descriptions.
[-moves
from
instructions
in
the
the
the
their
play
role
of
supplied
other hand. [-moves can be predicted by the specific requestivesituation, since they are
pan of the role assigned to learners as requesters. However, the performance of Imoves by learners becomes much more demanding as the conversation progresses,
where I-moves introduce new topics, not necessarilypredicted by the description of the
be
This
I-moves
difference
in
captured
the
can
only
performance
of
situation.
role-play
and be property analysed by a discussion of the sequenceof the interaction (see also
conclusion below).
In terms of discourse acts (for a definition, soe the methodological discussion
drawn
have
I-Propose
I-Informwive
their
content
also
and
acts
could
chapter. above),
from the backgroundinformation supplied in role play instructions. As with I-moves in
in
distribution
have
distinction
be
the
their
to
will
made
a
considering
general,
interactions. [-Inquire could be considered less predicted by the situation than IPropose,therefore more effortful for learners.
Another very important distinction has to be made concerning I-moves which
we topic-carrying and the ones which are not topic-carrying (fmnung and focusing and
ritual acts, cf. methodologicaldiscussionchapter). ft could be hypothesisedthat topiccarrying acts would be less demanding for learners than the non-topic-carrying ones,
given that the function of the latter is rootalways transpamntfrom the situation and is
culturally encoded. In other words. non-topic-cwying acts could be seen as playing a
less vital role for the achievementof the

ve goal than topic-cýg
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acts,

less vital role for the achievementof the communicative goal than topic-carrying acts,
which convey the 'information'. As a result, learnerswould invest more effort in topiccarrying acts. Amongst non-topic-carrying acts, it could be further hypothesisedthat
non-topic-carrying acts with a ritual function (e.g. summons as part of greetings or
closes)would require lesseffort from learnersthan the framing and focusing acts.
fy,
Amongst R-moves, the performance of R-Reply, R-Qualijý and R-Justil:
becausethey involve more than a simply yes/no answer,can be consideredto be more
effonful for learnersin tenns of linguistic skills.
F- moves,as statedabove, am very demandingin terms of interactive skills, for,
according to Trosborg ( 1995: 170), they could be optional (but seeTrosborg, 1995: 165
and also the concluding chapter of this thesis). This meansthey are neither predictedby
a precedingmove nor do they predict the next move. However, within the category of
F-moves, F-Acknowledge and F-Repeat, when compared to F-Agree/Disagree, F
Qualify. F-Evaluateand F-Comment,require less in terms of linguistic skills.
Response/Initiation(R/1) moves, unlike FDllow-uptInitiation (F/I) moves tend to
disrupt the flow of the conversation, since, before giving a response,the interlocutor
asks for a clarification of some kind. This kind of breAdown in the conununication,
when a previous predicting move (1-move)does not have its expectationsfulfilled, is
best repttsented by M-Retunt, Loop and M-Repeat. R4- moves,especially Retum and
Repeat are, therefore, expected to be mom frequent in the beginners level and to
decreaseas proficiency levels increase.
5.2.1.2 Expectationsconcerning requestivesituations
Each requestivesituation is expectedto presenta different interaction profile regarding
the performance of discourse moves and &cts (cf. the assessmentof the requestive
sittiations in the context of requeststrategiesin this chapter).

SituationI Ccarloan request) shouldinvolve momnegotiation.reflectedin the
numberof exclonles. R/L F/1-and F-movesthan Situations2 and 3. Two factors
couWcontributeto this: rust. the interiocutoras a frieW meansthe socialdistawe is
low. leaving potentially more rown for rejections and qualifications. Second,the degree
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of imposition is increasedby the object of the request(a car), creating the needfor more
clarifications of conditions. It is expected.therefore,that this requestivesituation would
demand from learners more interactive skills (e.g. more R- or F-justify, FAgree/Disagree and F-Comment discourse acts) than situations 2 and 3. Situation 2
('cleaning request') is expectedto involve the least amount of negotiation since there is
an expectation of straightforward compliance. Whereas the employee in the finance
office is entitled not to accedeto a request,the cleaning lady's job is to clean.
Although presentingthe highest level of imposition on the learners' interlocutor
and also the highest level of social distance (as confirmed in the interview and by the
fact that this was the only situation in which one learner actually opted out of
participation). the action requesteddoes not require much clarification for its execution,
except for the tirne when it should be carried out. Also, it could be argued that the high
level of social distance constrains the freedom to negotiate the request. As a result,
there should be fewer exchangesas well as fewer F- and F11moves.
Situation 3 Cbursary request') could be perceived as being either a requestfor
information (how to obtain the grant) or a request for action (asking for the grant itself,
cf. analysis of the situations considering request strategies in this chapter). If perceived
as a request for action, learners would have to negotiate more, thus implying the
production of longer and a greater number of exchanges, as well as of I- and F-moves.
In the case where learners perceive the requestive situation as a request for information,
it can be expected that in comparison to their interlocutor (die finance member of staff),
there would be less diversity of moves and acts in the interactions. with more I- and Rmoves and learners would have to perform fewer F-moves.

5.2.2 Analysis of discoursemovesand acts
This analysis will rum present the frequencies for each requestive situation separately.
I"he presentation of frequencies will provide an interactional profile of the conversations
in tam

of moves and acts by proficiency level (vertically).

In addition, there will be a

frequencies
of
of moves and acts across proficiency levels (horizontafly).
comparison
In addition to this general profile of the interactions as a whole, where frequencies of
moves and acts will not be diffetentiated between native speakers and learners, a more
discrete picture of the lewwrs'

performance wW Wow
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with a presentation of

frequencies of moves and acts performed by learners at each proficiency
across levels of proficiency.

level and

Finally, a comparison will be drawn between learners' and

native speakers' performance, considering frequencies of moves and acts. In learner-NS
interactions, in order to compare learners' with native speakers' production of moves
and acts a comparison needs to be made between the total frequencies and learners'
frequencies. That is, native speaker%' frequencies will

be the result of the total

frequencies nriinus lcamcrs' frequencies.

5.2-2.1Interaction profile of the conversations:movesand acts bý proficiency level
(learners (-)nl.
v)
Situation I Ccar loan request' - Figures 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8):
car from a friend to move home

Figure

Learners are borrowing a

1. Situation 1: Ccar loan request'). Average of frequencies of moves in

interactions (Total)

and frequencies of moves produced by learners (Learner)

according to proficiency level.
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Figure 2. Situation 1: Ccar loan request'). Average of frequencies of I -moves in
interactions (Total) and frequencies of 1-moves produced by learners (Learner)
according to proficiency level.
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Figure 3. Situation 1: Ccar loan request'). Average of frequencies of R -moves in
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Figure 4. Situation 1: Ccar loan request'). Average of frequencies of R/I
in
-moves
interactions (Total) and frequencies of R/1-moves produced by learners (Learner)
according to proficiency level.
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Figure 5. Situation 1: Ccar loan request'). Average of frequencies of F -moves in
interactions (Total) and frequencies of F-moves produced by learners (Learner)
according to proficiency level.
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Figure 6. Situation 1: Ccar loan request'). Average of frequencies of F/I
in
-moves
interactions (Total) and frequencies of F/1-moves produced by learners (Learner)
according to proficiency level.
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Level One

The profile of Level 1. regarding the total (T) frequencies of moves shows a
predominance of R-moves, suggesting a predominance of more predicted moves. Imoves, despite introducing something new, could be drawn from the instructions
(cf. above). High frequencies of R11-moves suggest some kind of disruption in the flow
of the conversation with the need for repair or clarification.

Very low frequencies of I-

Inf and F-Com could be due to the low proficiency level. in the sense that NNS possess
fewer linguistic rc%ource%. However, learners performed all I-Inf and F-Com moves,
which could be expWned by the role assignment. In other words, despite their low
linguistic resources learners felt the need not to perform the request only ([-moves), but
also to support it (1-Inf and F-Com moves).

In terms of act%,at level I there is the same high frequency of I-Summons,IPropose. R- Accept and R-Confirm. This suggests a profile of a conversation dominated
by expected moves. I-ProIN)se and I-Summons can be considered as part of the script of
the interaction. where summons represent a ritual act of greeting, also functioning as
openings.

Amongst the predicted R-moves, lower frequencies of R-Reply can be
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explained by it being nxxe linguisticaHy dernanding than for instance R-Confirm or
Accept-

In temis of F-moves. despite their low frequencies, leamers perfomied more
dm half of them, showing the ability to evaluate (F-Evaluate) and support (FAcbwwkdge) points introduced by their native speakerinterlocutors. In other words,
they wac acquitting themselveswell in their interactive skills. Furthermore, learners
assumedthat part of their role would extend to closing the conversationsand performed
all F-Close acts.
IAMd TWO

Level 2 also shows a similar profile to level 1. However, at this level, I-moves are
performed both by learnersand native speakerssuggestingthat the conversationwas not
limited to the mquest itself, but rather native speakersfelt they could introduce new
topicL In this level. F-Com moves were performed by native speakers,whereas FRepeat and Reformulate were mainly performed by learners. F11-moves,on the other
hand. wen mainly performed by native speakers. These ftequencies suggestthat the
requestive interactions at level 2 show a more diversified profile with the presenceof,
for instance, R-Justify and R/1- Proposeacts. However, frequenciesalso indicate that
native speakersplayed a greaterfole in the developmentof the interaction, with learners
adopting a mom passiverole (cf. Trosborg. 1"5: 178on passiveroles).

Lewd Tbree
SinWMy to Level 2. at level 3 the frequenciesof F-movesoutnumberthe frequenciesof
I-nows indicating that fewer predicting moves and new topics were part of the
As at the other levels (except for Level 1), learners performed slightly
few

than half of F-mows. Thhssuggeststhat NSs contributed marginally more to the

ooeversationwhen interacting with non ab initio learners.

Similarly to level Z the generalpmfdeof the conversationat Level 3 appearsto
be morediversifiedd= Izvel I with R-. F-QwWjfyand F-Evalmm moves.Aldiough
od -e spemkmhavea morewtive role in this divenifw4tion, perfomiingafl R- andFqm*

mows. kwun

performed scu such as F-Evaluate and I-Inquire which are
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demanding both in terms of linguistic and interactive skills (cC expectations of
discoursemoves and am above). In addition, unlike at Level 2, learnersperform most

F-Coonmoves.
Lowd

Four

Some salient features of the profile of level 4 am concerned with the lack of I-Inf moves
md very low frequencies of F-Com moves, none of which was performed by learners.
Also. despite the predominance of F-moves, less than a half of them were performed by
learners.

This suggests a profile where learners, despite their advanced linguistic

pmficiency level. did not provide support for their requests.

While it is difficult to be conclusive about this pattem, since it could be
attributed to sample size. there is also a discentible gap between pragmatic skills and
linguistic skills more generally. Weed, this pattern will repeat itself throughout
frequenciesat Level 4. meaningthere is a consistencyin the gap observed. In general,
the profile of Level 4 shows less diversification with fewer R- and F-acts than the
previous Levels 2 and 3.

lAvd Five
Similarly to all other levels, the profile of Level 5 shows a re

of F-moves,

half of which were performed by learners. In contrast to Level 4, them is at Level 5a
significant frequency of I-Inf moves. all performed by learners. F- Com moves were
also present and performed both by learners and NSs. Likewise, 1-movesdisplay a
significant frequency performed by NSs. This suggestsa more balanced interaction,
where both parts (requestermid requestee)introduce topics and control the development
of the conversation. Despite the similarity in general of Level 5 to other proficiency
levels in terms of frequenciesof mom, when it comes to the distribution of acts, the
profile of Level 5 acquires particular features: there is a significant frequency of IAnmfim-getter am. all of which performed by learners.I-Marker appearsfor the fu-st
time in the interactions.R-Rejea and F-Evabote were also performed by learners. The
presenceof I-Anention-geffer and Marker indicates that leamers were aware of their
function in the negotiation of the request.
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Situation 2 (cf. Figures 9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16):

Asking the cleaning lady to clean

the classroom ('cleaning request')

provide a profile of the interactions with learners in terms

Figures 9,10,11,12,13,14

of moves and acts for Situation 2. In terms of number of exchanges, there are fewer
exchanges in the requestive Situation 2 than in Situation I which is in accordance with
expectations for this situation (see above).

Also, this is the only situation where a

subject opted out.

Figure 9. Situation 2: ('cleaning'). Average of frequencies of moves in interactions
(Total) and frequencies of moves produced by learners (Learner) according to
proficiency level.
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Figure 15. Situation 2: ('cleaning'). Control Group. Total (T) frequency of moves and
frequency of moves performed by native speakers (NS) in the same role as learners
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Level One

The profile of Level I differs from Situation I in that RII- and F-Com moves are not
present in the interactions.

The frequencies of FII moves are very low and were all

performed by learners. Despite the high frequencies of F-moves performed by learners,
they were all F-closing acts. The whole profile of Level I suggests that both learners
and the NS did not go beyond the script of the requestive situation, keeping the
interaction to a minimum.

Thus, whereas Situation I illustrates learners' abilities to

perform these moves, they are absent in Situation 2 on account of the imposition
discussed above.

Level Two

Level 2 shows a more diversified profile with the presence of R-Reject and Qualify and
also RII-Qualify and Propose. In addition, the presence of acts such as RII-Loop, FIIRepeat and Reformulate

indicate

that learners, faced with

disruptions

communication,investedmore effort in the negotiation of the request.
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in the

Level Three

Level 3, despite showing higher frequenciesof exchangesand I-moves, shows a profile
similar to Level 1, that is, a not very diversified profile with the presenceof moves and
actswhich could be consideredessentialto the performanceof this requestivesituation.
LevelFour

Level 4 shows a similar profile to Level 3, with the difference that there are no F17movesat this level, and learnersperform no R-moves. Also, the frequenciesof F-moves
are lower, indicating that, at Level 4 in generalthe amount of negotiation was very low.
Notwithstanding the shift in the situation, the amount of negotiation remains static.
Level Five

The profile of level 5 shows a much higher number of exchanges, reflecting the
frequencies of I-moves, which at this level, outnumber the frequencies of all other
moves.

Also, all I-moves were performed by learners, indicating that learners

introduced more new topics rather than developed old ones. Since Level 5 learners
were capable of significant frequencies of F-moves in Situation 1, showing that they
possessedinteractive skills required to direct the conversation, it seems that the
presenceat Situation 2 of higher frequencies of I-moves (new information) than Fmoves reflects more a pragmatic choice rather than lack of interactive skills. This
incidenceincreasesthe processingdifficulty for the interlocutor and could be explained
by the attempt of learners to impose a form of 'interaction management' on the
situation. It appears that the greater the social distance, the more formulaic the
interaction tends to become. The appropriateness(or otherwise) of these frequencies
will be discussedbelow in the comparisonwith the Control Group.
Sftuadon 3 (Figures 17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24):
learners are asking the finance
administratorat the university for a grant ('bursary grant').
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Figure 17. Situation 3: ('bursary'). Average of frequencies of moves in interactions
(Total) and frequencies of moves produced by learners (Learner) according to
proficiency level.
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Figure 18. Situation 3: ('bursary request'). Average of frequencies of I- moves in
interactions (Total) and frequencies of I-moves produced by learners (Learner)
according to proficiency level.
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Figure 20. Situation 3: ('bursary request'). Average of frequencies of R/1-moves in
interactions (Total) and frequencies of R/1-moves produced by learners (Learner)
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Figure 22. Situation 3: ('bursary request'). Average of frequencies of F/1- moves in
interactions (Total) and frequencies of F/1-moves produced by learners (Learner)
according to proficiency level.
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Figure 23. Situation 3: ('bursary request'). Control Group. Total (T) frequency of
moves and frequency of moves performed by native speakers (NS) in the same role as
learners (requesters).
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Level One

The profile of Level I reveals a similar pattern to the other two situations, in the sense
that there are the same number of frequenciesof I- and I-Inf moves, all of them being
performed by learners. There is, however, a slightly higher number of exchanges in
comparison with Situation 2 and lower in comparison with Situation 1. F-moves show
higher frequencieswhen compared with the other situations. Also, F-movesoutnumber
all other moves, with more than half of them being performed by learners.This can be
explained by the fact that in accordance with the design of the exercise, more
negotiation was expectedfor this situation in comparison with Situation 2 (see above).
The presenceof Rfl- Loop, Reformulate, FIT Repeat and reformulate suggestssome
breakdownin the communication, where clarification and repetitions were needed.

Level Two
The profile of Level 2 shows a high number of exchanges.While all 1-moveswere
by
by
learners,
half
frequencies
I-Inf
the NS.
the
of
of
were
performed
performed
moves
In the context of I-moves, learnersat Level 2 performed a high number of I-Inquire acts
which are consideredmore demanding linguistically and interactionally than I-Propose
(cf. above 5.2.1.1). RII-moves were performed only by the NS, who also performed the
majority of Ffi-moves. Learners performed a high number of the F-moves frequencies,
but on the other hand, performed only a very small number of F-Com moves.Also, Fmovesat this level were restricted to Acknowledge, Repeatand Close.
Level Three

Level 3 shows the highest number of exchanges.As in Level 2, learners perform the
majority of I-moves, but share the frequencies of I-Inf moves with the NS. Also, R4moves,which show very low frequencies,are only performed by the NS. As in levels I
and 2, learners at Level 3 produce a high number of the frequenciesof F-moves, but
most of them are F-Acknowledge. F-Reformulate acts are shared between the NS and
learners.Level 3 shows the highest frequenciesof Ffi- Propose, most of them produced
by learners,suggestingthat they did not restrict their participation to the F-moves which
are consideredto be less demanding both in interactional as in linguistic terms (see
a
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above 5.2.1.1). In term of acts, Levels 2 and 3 show higher frequencies of R-Reject
performedby learners.Also, Levels 3 and 4 show the highest frequenciesof R-Qualify.
Level Four

The profile of Level 4 differs from the others (cf. also Situations I and 2) in relation to
the peformanceof I-Inf anf F-Com moves which appear in very low frequencies and
were performed by the NS only. This could indicate that learnersdid not offer support
for their requests.On the other hand, at this level learnersproducedall F-moves. Figure
17 also shows the lowest number of exchanges at Level 4. In conclusion, learners
tendedto leavethe direction of the interaction to be determinedby NSs.

IAvel

Five

The profile of Level 5 shows that learnersdid not produce all I-moves and I-Inf moves,
which were also performed by the NS although in lower frequencies.Only at this level
I-Attention-Getter acts were performed by the NS. Their absenceat less advancedlevels
could be a reflection of NSs adjusting their speechto learners' proficiency level.
5.2.2.2 Frequencyof movesand acts in interactions acrossproficiency levels
Situation 1: ('car loan request').
When considering frequencies of moves and acts across proficiency levels, the most
salient feature concerns F-moves and their significant increase as proficiency level
increases.BecauseF-moves are neither predicted nor predicting, they are consideredto
be more demanding for learners both linguistically (if F-moves are not restricted to FAcknowledge) and in interactional terms. F- moves were present in the interactions at
all proficiency levels, with learners producing approximately half of the total of
frequencies.This indicatesthat learners,even the beginners,perceivedfollow-up moves
as being pragmatically indispensablein the interactions.
The fact that the frequenciesof F-moves increasewith proficiency level suggests
that the more linguistic resources,the more learnersused F-moves to take co-ownership
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of the interaction, showing additional attention to pragmatic features. At Level 5, for
instance,the frequency of F-Evaluate acts produced by learners increasessignificantly.
The act I-Attention-Getter was only produced by learners at the most advanced
proficiency level. Although linguistically not particularly demanding,pragmatically, the
use of Attention-getters places speakersat the centre of the stage in the interaction for
that move. Advanced learners were prepared to take this risk, to go beyond the
pragmatic minimum.
This could be explained by advanced learners' willingness to demonstrate
explicit communicative competenceand to compensatefor their "foreignness". High
linguistic resources could be seen as enabling learners to be pragmatically more
adventurous,since, although attention-gettersthemselvesdo not require high linguistic
skills, their function is to createa focus for the subsequentmove.
Situation 2 ('cleaning request'):
Figure 9 shows a slight increaseof R/1- moves acrossproficiency levels. F- and F-Com
moves show approximately the samefrequenciesat Levels I and 5, indicating that the
decision to perform Follow up moves was not determinedby languageproficiency.
Regarding moves, learnersprovided almost all I- and I-Inf moves present in the
interactions. Very low frequencies of R/I- and F-Com moves can be observed at all
proficiency levels, and they are actually absent at level 1. F/1-movesshow also low
ftequencies (except for Level 2), which suggestthat either not much negotiation was
needed for this requestive situation or learners felt negotiation should be kept to a
minimum due to the high degree of imposition and social distance presentedby this
requestivesituation.
Figure 10 shows the absenceof framing acts and very low frequencies of IInquire at all levels, with I-moves being basically restricted to I-Propose.Figure 12 also
shows frequencies of R/I-Loop and Reformulate performed by learners which could
suggest that even in this situation some request for clarification or repetition was
needed. Although learnersat all levels provided all F-moves, they consistedof closing
acts. Closing acts tend to be pragmatically formulaic or ritual acts.
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In general,figures of moves and acts for situation 2 show that the profile of the
interactions does not vary substantially, despite differences in language proficiency.
Levels 3 and 5 show the highest frequencies of R/I-moves, which could suggestthat
before
the request
was
made
clarification
was
required
a
qualification
either some
or
was agreed.The latter could be the case of Level 5, where the frequenciesof R-moves
where sharedbetweenthe NS and learners(seeconcluding discussionchapter).

Situation 3 ('bursary request'):
Figure 17 shows frequenciesof moves acrosslevels, whereby the most salient feature is
the increaseof the performanceof F/1- moves by learners.This suggeststhat learnersat
information
introduce
language
levels
to
new
more advanced
proficiency
were able
based on their interlocutor's previous move instead of on the role play instructions
(description of the situation). Also, F/1-Loop, Repeat and Reformulate are absent at
Levels 4 and 5. R/1-moves,with exception of Level 1, are only performedby the NS.
Although the frequencies of F-Corn moves increasewith proficiency, learners'
production of their frequencies remains very low across proficiency levels. F- moves
linear
This
in
increase
I-moves,
way.
a
with proficiency, as well as
although not
also
lack of linearity is mostly illustrated by decreasing frequencies at Level 4 although it is
not confined to this group (cf. Level 2). For a discussion of such non-linear progression
in the leaming of pragmatics in a second language, see the literature review chapter.
Within F-moves, F-Acknowledge and Agree have their highest frequencies at Level 5.
These moves are redundant in terms of the information they convey, but are highly
significant in pragmatic terms.

5.2.2.3 Comparisonoffrequencies of movesand acts performed by learners and NSs in
L-NS interactions
Situation 1: ('car loan request')
In terms of moves, learnersperformed most of the I- and I-Inf moves. This result is in
line with the role assignedto learnersas requesters.However, learnersalso performed a
great number of R-moves,except for learnersat Level 1. R/I and F/I moves were mainly
performed by learners. Learners at Levels 1,3 and 5 performed more F-Com moves
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than native speakers.At all levels learners performed F-moves almost on a par with
native speakers.
As for the performanceof acts, learnersperformed all I-Summons. I-AttentionGetter acts appearalmost exclusively at Level 5 and are performed by learnersonly. IProp acts were also performed mainly by learners as expected given their role in the
interaction. However, native speakers performed almost all I-Inquire acts, whereas
learnersperformed the absolutemajority of R-reply acts at all levels. The R-Qualify act
was only performed by native speakers,while R-accept and R-confirm show a less
polarised spreadof frequencies.
Native speakers' performancesshow the highest frequencies of R/1-Summons,
3
Levels
I
Learners
fulfils
the
their
at
and
which
expectations of
roles as requestees.
2
I
Levels
R/1-Retum
R/1-Inquire
and
were performed
performed all
acts at
acts, while
only by native speakers.
F-Agree acts were mainly performed by native speakerswhich again confirm the
expectationsset by their roles in the interaction design. Likewise, the performanceof FClose by learners only is in accordancewith the expectations of their roles. Native
F/1Inquire
F/I
the
and F/1especially
speakers perform
majority of all
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Situation 2 ('cleaning request')
Figures of moves and acts by proficiency level provide a comparison of the frequencies
is
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acts
performed
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and
and
and I-Inf moves were mainly performed by learners,whereasR-moves were performed
by NS only at almost all levels, with exception of level 5. This could suggest that
neither the NS nor learners in this situation invested much negotiation effort. The few
F/1- moves were performed mainly by the NS in interactions with learners of all
proficiency levels.
Situation 3 (bursary request')
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As in other situations, the production of F/I- moves by learners increase with
proficiency in Situation 3. At Level 5, for instance,learners' production of F/1- moves is
on a par with native speakers'.A far as F-moves are concerned,NSs produce more Fmoves than learners at all proficiency levels. However, a significant number of
frequenciesof F-movesare producedby learnersat all levels, suggestingthat despitethe
greater social distance of this Situation (compared to Situation 1), learners recognized
the importance of F- moves for the achievementof the communicative goal. Attention
getters are only producedby NSs in interaction with advancedlearners,showing a more
target-like interaction pattern.
To summarize, learners at all proficiency levels performed moves and acts
concerned with their role as requester, but had difficulties with the subsequent
negotiation of the request, which was more in the hands of NSs, as suggestedby the
high frequenciesof F- and F/1- moves performed by NSs.
5.2.2.4 Comparisonofperformance by Learners against the control group (NS-NS)
Situation I ('car loan request')
The comparison of Figures I and 7 provides the number of frequencies of moves
presentin the interactions between learnersand native speakers(Figure 1) and between
native speakersonly (control group, Figure 7) performing the samesituational role play.
Figures 2,3.4,5,6,7,8

learner-native
in
interaction
frequencies
acts
provide
of

speaker(2 to 6) and NS-NS (control group, Figures 7 and 8).
Comparing the frequencies of moves performed by learners (Figure 1) and by
native speakersin the control group (Figure 7), it can be observedthat, in the caseof Imoves, advancedlearners(Level 5) show higher frequenciesto the control group, with
learners performing more I- moves than NSs. This could be seen as part of what has
been called in the literature as waffling phenomenon(cf. Edmonson and House, 1991).
I-Inf moves show a similar pattern, with advancedlearners(Level 5) performing higher
frequencies than NSs. I-Inf moves can be considered to be more demanding in
interactional terms, since they are not predicted, nor predicting. Still, they play an
important role in the support of the requests.Another important feature regarding the
by
I-Inf
is
in
fact
the
that
the
they
comparison of
moves
are performed
control group
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both requesterand requestee,whereasin leamer-Ns interactions, only learners perform
them.
As far as R/I moves are concerned, there are higher frequencies in learner-NS
interactions. Although learners' performance of R/I-moves decreasesas proficiency
increases,still learners at Level 5 perform more R/I moves than NSs in the control
group. The samecan be observedin relation to F- and F-Com moves.
In the comparison of acts, advancedlearnersproduced much higher frequencies
of I-Attention Getter than NSs. This "overuse" of Attention Getter acts could suggest
that learnershave pragmatic awarenessof the function of Attention Getters, but do not
know how they are distributed along the interaction.
R-Reply acts were performed in learner-NS interaction mainly by learners,
whereasin the control group both requesterand requesteeperformed them. This shows
that the task for inquiring in the interaction learner-NS was taken by NSs. R/1- Return
and Loop acts appearin insignificant numbersin the control group.
Situation 2 ('cleaning request')
The comparison of Figures 9 and 15 shows that there are more exchangesin the control
group than in the interactions with learners,even than with learners at advancedlevel.
However, both in the control group and in NS-learner interactions, requestersprovide
almost all frequencies of I-moves and the number of frequencies is similar to the
frequencies provided by advancedlearners (Lzvel 5). The frequencies of I-Inf moves
are very similar to the ones provided by learners at almost all proficiency levels. The
number of frequencies of R-moves in the control group is similar to the ones at the
advanced level. However, in the control group, they were produced mainly by the
requestee.This can be explained by the fact that in the control group FII-moves were all
performed by the requester.It seemsthat in this situation, both in the control group and
to some extent in the interactions with learners, the requesterwas responsible for the
development of the interaction, introducing Follow-Up Initiator moves. However, the
frequenciesof F-moves were approximately half producedby requesterand requesteein
the control group and in the interactions with learnersat advancedlevels, showing that
requesteesalso played a role in the direction of the interaction.
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Figures 10,11,12,13,14,15

and 16 provide a comparison of acts performed by

learners in interactions with NS (Figures 10 to 14) and acts performed by the control
group (Figure 16). In the context of I-moves, I-Attention-Getter can only be seenin the
control group, being performed by the requester.Although linguistically not demanding,
Attention-Getter acts are more demandingin terms of interactional skills. It could be the
case that learners consideredthe high degree of imposition of this situation as well as
difference of status a constraint for the use of Attention-Getters. I-Inquire acts show
similar frequenciesin the control group and in Level 5. however they were producedby
both requesterand requesteein the control group. The presenceof I-Inquire implied the
presenceof R-Reply acts, which are only presentin interactions with advancedlearners.
The analysis aboveof the frequenciesof F- and 1-movesand their respectiveacts
shows that in the control group and in the advanced level (Level 5) requestersand
requestee present a more balanced participation in the interaction. However, F/1Proposeacts in the control group were only performed by requesters,indicating that in
this situation, when comparedto Situation 1, negotiation, although kept to a minimum,
was mainly carried out by the requester. Also, in the context of F/1-moves,it can be
observed that in NS-learner interactions there is a more diversified picture with the
presenceof F/1-Loop, Repeat and Reformulate, which are not present in the control
group. This could indicate difficulties in the communication with both the NS and
learners having to invest more effort. The absenceof R/1- moves in the control group
also offers support to this hypothesis. It could also be claimed that despite the
constraints offered by this requestive situation (cf. above 5.2.1.2) learners did not
abandontheir goal.
Situation 3 ('bursary request')
The comparisonof Figures 17 and 23 shows that the number of exchangesin the control
group is closer to the number found in interactions with learnersat Levels 3 and 5. The
number of frequenciesof I-moves in the control group is higher than that at Level 5.
Similarly, frequenciesof I-Inf moves in the control group are in the samenumber as at
Level 5. Unlike in the interactions with learners at all levels, there are no R/1-movesin
the control group.
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Also of relevance is the comparison of number of frequencies of F/I and Fmoves, since the frequenciesof F-moves found in the control group are similar to the
ones present at Levels I and 3. Interactions with advanced learners (Level 5) show
much higher frequencies of F-moves. On the one hand, learners could have failed to
notice the F-close acts offered by their native speakerinterlocutor. On the other hand,
learnerscould also have produced more frequenciesof F-moves in an attempt to reach
their goal, namely to ensure that they would receive the grant. These possible
explanationswill be further examined as part of the discussionchapter.
Figures 17 and 23 also reveal that the frequenciesof F/1- and F-Com moves in
the control group are similar to those presentin interactions with learnersat Level 5.
In terms of acts (Figures 18,19,20,21,22,23

and 24), there are approximately as many

frequenciesof I-Attention-Getter in the control group as at Level 5, the difference being
that in the control group they are mainly performed by the requester,whereas in NSlearner interaction, they are produced by the requesteeonly (the NS). Since learnersat
level 5 perform a high number of frequenciesof I-Attention-Getter in Situation I (see
Figure 2), the option not to perform them in this situation cannot be attributed to lack of
linguistic resourcesbut rather it seemsto be a pragmatically motivated decision.
As in Situation 2, R/1- moves are also absentin the control group in Situation 3,
suggesting that there was no breakdown in the communication, with no need for
clarifications. Frequencies of F-Repeat are however present in the control group in
similar number to Level 5. While in the control group they are performed by both
requesterand requestee,in the interactions with advancedlearners they are performed
by the NS only. This suggeststhat F-Repeat acts could have different functions, they
could namely act as a confirmation of a previous move in the control group, whereasin
Level 5 they could function as a clarification of a misunderstanding(cf. concluding
chapterbelow).
53 Analysis of request strategies
This section of the data analysis will be concernedwith analysis of the requestive acts
basedon the taxonomy developed by Blum-Kulka et al. (cf. methodological discussion
chapter).The first part of this section will deal with extralinguistic factors, analysingthe
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three different requestivesituations in terms of external contextual variables (seeHeld's
coding parametersabove).
Since the analysis of the contextual variables will

rely on hypothetical

assessmentof the situational variablesof each situation, as well as on the analysis of the
individual retrospectiveinterviews, it was thought that for this part a qualitative analysis
would be more appropriate.Textual data will also offer support for the classification of
contextual variables.
The subsequentsub-section,following Blum-Kulka et al.'s and Koike's model
(cf. methodological discussionchapter) will be concernedwith the analysis of linguistic
factors. Here, there will be first an analysis of the structure of the requestive speechact
in each situation. This will be followed by the analysisof the types of requeststrategies,
their internal and external modifications.
5.3.1 Extralinguisticfactors: external contextual variables (Held's taxonomy(1995))
The aim of this sub-section is to identify extralinguistic factors influencing the choice of
request strategy, such as legitimacy and likelihood of compliance. In other words, the
identification of the perception of the degree of imposition of each directive situation
and goal: the likelihood for the adressee to comply with the directive and the difficulty
for the learner to perform it (perception of interlocutor's rights and obligations) (cf.
Kasper, 1989: 50 and Kasper and Schmidt, 1996: 155).

a. Legitimacy of the requestiverole play situations
According to the retrospective interviews, all Brazilians (control group) perceived the
role play situations as if they were "real life" situations. They reactedas if the role play
situations mirrored situations they are familiar with in their daily lives in a particular
location (university). Although the native speakersubject was clearly not a friend of
theirs, they seemedto believe that the other native speakers' occupation (cleaning lady
and finance department employee) were their real ones. The learner subjects also
finance
from
friend
(borrowing
the
two
the
perceived
of
a car
a
and asking
situations
department employee for a grant) to be enacted as perfectly plausible, as situations
which could be part of their real lives. Situation 2 ('cleaning request') was perceived
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differently by native speakers(Control Group) and learners in terms of its plausibility.
In the retrospectiveinterviews, some learners acknowledgedhaving felt ill at easewith
regard to this role play situation (one student opted out), suggestingthat it would not be
plausible in their own cultures. Native speakers,on the other hand, perceived Situation
2 as perfectly plausible, that is to say part of their daily lives.
b. Assessment of the degree of imposition: perception of interlocutor's rights and
obligations
External contextual variablesaffecting the performanceof the role play situations will
be assessedfollowing Held's categories,which have beenexamined in the
methodologicaldiscussion.
Extra linguistic factors

Situation 2

Situation 3

DOM

+

+

DIST

+

+

Situation I

AGE

+

LEG

+

+

+

URG

+

+

+

ABI

+

+

+

WELL

+

OBLI

+

COST

+

+

AWK

+

+

Situation 1: the learneris moving home. His goal is to get his friend to lend him his car
to transport someobjects ('car loan request').
This requestivesituation can be viewed as a request for action, which createsa higher
degreeof imposition (cf. Sifianou, 1992: 121-122in Fukushima, 1996:672). It has been
arguedthat requestfor goods, in contrast to requestfor help, attenuatesthe imposition.
However, in this situation, where the learner is asking for a car, the degreeof imposition
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is much higher, in terms of awkwardness,than if she were asking for someoneto pass
her the salt (example given by Fukushima, 1996).
It seemsthat the interpersonalaspectof the situation, asking a friend, outweighs
the difficulty created by the object of the request. On the other hand, because the
learner's interlocutor is a friend, the perception is that he feels under no obligation to
comply with the request. As a result, requestersmight perceive this Situation as one
where they would need to negotiate their requestive goal more. At the same time,
becauseof the low social distance, more negotiation is allowed. The example below
shows the great amount of negotiation (high number of exchanges,moves and acts)
even at a very low proficiency level:
Situation I

E-- learner

S= native speaker

Level I
E2: Oi Gabriel tudo bem? Hi Gabriel everything allright? [Initiation move - ritual act
(summons)]
S: Oi tudo bom? Hi everything allrigt? [Response/Initiation move - ritual act
(summons)]
E: Gabriel, [Initiation move - Surnmons]
ahn amanhdahn vou precisar mudar ahn ahn meu ahn ahn computador ahn tomorrow
ahn I will need to move ah ahn my ahn ahn computer [I-Inf]
eh ahn acho que voc8 tem urn carro eh ahn I think that you have a car [Follow up
(Comment)]
eh voce ahn ahn esti livre amanhA?Eh are you ahn ahnfiee tomorrow? [F/I (Prop)]
S: Que horas voce precisa?At what time do you need it? [R/I (inquire)]
E: Ah que hora?At what time? [R/I (Return)]
Ahn doisi tres da tarde.Ahn two three in the afternoon [R (reply)]
S: Podeser, possote emprestarsirn Fine, I can lend it to you [Follow up (Agree))
E: Ok, ok [F (Acknowledge)]
ahn, ahn ahn, pode, ahn ahn vai comigo? Com, ehn rneu cornputador?Ahn ahn ahn can
you ahn ahn go with me? With ehn my computer? [I (Prop)]
S: Possosim. YesI can [R (Accept)]
E: Muito, muito obrigado. Many many thanks [Follow up Close]
S: De nada.Not at all [R (accept]
E: Tchau. Bye [F- Close]
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Regarding other variables, whereas cost and awkwardness score positive,
dominance,social distanceand age score negative. In addition, legitimacy, urgency and
ability also score positive. Consequently, this situation is perceived as carrying a
medium-low degreeof imposition on the addresseeand as presentingthe lowest degree
of social distance.
Situation 2: the learner finds the classroom in a mess. His goal is to get the cleaning
lady to clean the room before his class ('cleaning request').
This situation, also a request for action, can be said to carry the highest degree of
imposition on the addressee, calling for attenuating strategies with the use of
downgraders or mitigators. At the same time, cleaning the classroom is part of the
cleaning lady's job, and therefore the interlocutor's obligation. Although some of the
learners(subjects)felt that giving this kind of directive to the cleaning lady could not be
seenas part of the learner's rights, Brazilian studentsat a private university, on the other
hand, felt that it is their right, since they pay a considerable amount of fees, to have
classes in relatively clean rooms. Since it was part of the description of the situation
(task's instruction) that the room was really messyand dirty, this could have createdthe
perception that, despite not being the cleaning lady's superior, the request was
legitimate, with the category urgency scoring positive. This could explain the absence
of Brazilians opting out. As far as the group of learners is concerned,one advanced
learner opted out and others reported during the interviews not having felt comfortable
performing that specific request.The learner who opted out offered as an explanation
the fact that she would not perform such a requestive act in her native language/culture.
This situation presentsthe highest level of social distance,while ability and willingness
score negative. Cost, awkwardnessand obligation scores positive. It follows from this
profile that this situation presentsthe highest level of imposition. The example below
with an advanced learner illustrates the low amount of negotiation (few exchanges,
moves and acts), and also shows the use of mitigators (e.g. a bit, the conditionals
'could' and 'would')

Situation2

E--leamer

E14 E: Desculpa,Sorry, (I- Excuse/summons)
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C=cleaninglady

a minha sala eu tenho aula agora ea minha sala esti um pouco suja. My classroom I
have a class now and my classroom is a bit dirty (I- Inf)
Voce poderia limpar o quarto antes da aula? Could you clean the bedroom before the
class?(I- Propose)
C: Tern que ser agora?Does it have to be now? (R/I- Propose)
E: Seria bom porquejd vai comNar a aula. It would be good becausethe class is going
to start very soon (R- Confirm)
C: Eu vou dar um jeitinho. I will sort this out (F- Agree)
E: TA obrigada. Ok thank you (F- Close)
The imposition concerningthe time when the action needsto be carried out, despite the
high level of cost and awkwardnesscould be justified by the fact that obligation scores

positivein this Situation.
Situation 3: the learner wants to do a Portuguesecourse(continue, do another level), but
he does not have enough money. His task is to get the person in the finance department
to give him a grant or some kind of discount.
Although this situation was conceived as being concerned with a request for action,
some subjects perceived it as being a request for information, as the example below
shows:

Situation 3

E-- learner

F=native speaker

Level 2
E7 E: Boa tarde. Good afternoon (I-Summons)
F: Boa tarde. Good afternoon (I-Summons)
E: Eu gostariade conhecerinformagdo acercade bolsas.Eu quero estudaro nfvel 3, mas
eu n1o tenho dinheiro. I would like to get some infornation about grants.I want to study
the level 3 but I don't have money (I- Inf)
Voce pode informar-me? Can you give me some information? (1- Propose)
F: ahn, pois n1o. Ahn yes no problem (R- Confirm)
In this sense,this situation is regardedas carrying a low degree of imposition on the
interlocutor. This can also be confirmed by the constant referencemade by the finance
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department employee to her superiors, when forced to give more specific information
about decisionsof awarding grants as the example below shows:
Situation 3

E-- learner

F= native speaker

Level 3
F: Slo poucasbolsas,There arejew grants (F - Comment)
E: Quantassilo poucas?How many arejew? (F/I Inquire)
F: Af nAoal eu.nao sei nd? Well I really don't know (R- Reply)
E: Tern uma.[percentagem]?Is there a percentage?(F/I -propose)
F: [A] Af 6a dirqdo que estabelece os critdrios eu recebo a documentaqdo e passo,pra
eles af eles vdo analisar tA [seu caso] Well it's the directors of the university who
establish the criteria I receive the documentation and pass on to them and the they will
analyse ok your case (R- Qualify)

In this way, she removes the authority, or the power to concede grants by herself,
adopting a mediating position betweenthe registry of the university and the students.In
comparison with the first situation (borrowing a car from a friend), it could be argued
that although this situation presentsa greater social distance,which of course will act as
a constraint for both the choice of the request strategy and modifications in the
performance of the act itself, it presentsa similar force of imposition on the addressee
and also similar level of legitimacy. Both native speakersand learnersfound that it was
legitimate to perform the requestin thesetwo role play situations. On the other hand, in
terms of the likelihood of compliance, this situation demandsmore negotiation on the
here
lady
to
the
to
clean
a
room,
part of
speaker, since, contrary
asking a cleaning
compliance is not as likely.
To sum up, urgency, ability, willingness and obligation score negatively. So do
cost and awkwardnessand social distance.On the other hand, age and legitimacy score
positively.
5.3.2 Analysis of linguisticfactors
1. Structuresof the requestivespeechact
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According to Blum-Kulka, et al. (1989: 276) the directive speech act can assumethe
following structuresin relation to the head act and adjuncts to the head act (supportive
moves as "a unit external to the request,which modifies its impact by either aggravating
or mitigating its force" (Blum-Kulka et.al., 1989: 275-276)).
a) the headact only
b) post-posed:headact + adjunct(s)
c) pre-posed:adjunct(s)+ headact
d) multiple heads(on their own or with adjunctS)3
To the possiblestructuresaboveproposedby Blum-Kulka et.al, Koike's (1992: 63-64)
proposal of structurefor the directive act in Brazilian Portuguesewill be added,as
following:
e) In betweenposed:adjuncts+ head act + adjuncts (cf also Fukushima, 1996: 673).
Situation 1: the learner is moving home. His goal is to get his friend to lend him his car
to transport someobjects.
Figure 25. Situation 1. Averages of frequencies of adjuncts and their position in the
control group and acrossproficiency levels.
Structure

Proficiency Levels
1

2
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3

5

Control group
(CG)

Head Act only

0

0

0

0

0

0.14

Post-posed

0

0
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0

0

Pre-posed

1

0.8

0.5

1

0.5
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N* Adjuncts

2.3

2.14

2

1.5

1.5

4.25

Multiple heads

0

0

0

0

0

0

In between-posed 0

0.1

0.25

0

0.5
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N* Adjuncts

2

3.5

4.5

4.5

N* Adjuncts
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In this situation, a preponderanceof the structure of the requestive act as pre-posed
(adjuncts + head act) can be observed. The number of adjuncts (supportive moves)
would be expectedto increasewith proficiency level due to the "waffle phenomenon"
(cf. Edmondson and House, 1991) claimed to be present in interactions with students
with more linguistic resources.However, Level 5 learners produced fewer supportive
moves for their requeststhan Level 3 learners.Advanced learners also score less than
the control group. This result contradicts a general finding in the literature (e.g. Kasper
and Blum-Kulka, 1993 and Kasper and Dahl, 1991) which shows learners' (especially
at intermediatelevel) tendencyto verbosity, violating Grice's principle of quantity.
Another feature which emergesfrom Figure 25 is the fact that advancedlearners
provided the samenumber of frequenciesof pre-posedand In between-posedrequests.
Also, with regard to In-between posed requests they provided the same number of
adjuncts as native speakers.It could be argued that In-between posed requestsare, on
the one hand, more demanding in terms of their production and on the other hand they
could also be seen as having more mitigating force than the other kinds of structure of
the requestiveact.

Situation 2: the learner finds the classroom in a mess. His goal is to get the cleaning
lady to clean the room before his class.

I Seeexamplesin the methodologicaldiscussionchapter.
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Figure 26. Situation 2. Averages of frequencies of adjuncts and their position in the
control group and acrossproficiency levels.
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2
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0
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1
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1
2
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Multiple heads

0

0

0

0

0
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Pre-posed

4
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0
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2
2

0

0
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Although this situation was supposed to involve more mitigation of the
requestive act, due to its high level of imposition, Figure 26 shows frequencies of the
post-posedstructureof the requestiveact at the beginnerslevel. In addition, the structure
head act only, which does not appear amongst learners in Situation 1, can be found in
this situation at level 2. This "lack" of mitigation amongst beginnerssuggestsa lack of
sensitivity to situational variations.

In his study of hierarchy of politenessin Brazilian Portuguese,Koike shows that,
dependingon the register, that is on social variation, the positioning of the head act in
relation to the surrounding adjuncts will vary accordingly. In this context, Koike (1992:
64 and literature review) argues that in requestswhere,the force of imposition is very
high, the structureof the requestwill play a central role.

Pre-posedadjunctswill establishthe relationshipwith the interlocutorpreparing
the ground for the request.In this way, pre-posedadjuncts pre-empty possibleresistance
from the requestee,as an attempt to guarantee compliance. Post-posed adjuncts, in
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contrast, are part of requestive situations with low level of imposition and mainly care
for the maintenanceof cooperation by the interlocutor. In this situation, therefore, the
use of post-posedadjunctsby beginnerscan be consideredpragmatically infelicitous.

Notwithstanding the profile of beginnersin this situation, a similar pattern of the
structure of the act has been found in the two above situations, namely a preferencefor
a pre-posedstructure. In contrast, the structure In betweenposed (adjuncts + head act
adjuncts) has only been observed in the intermediate group and could not be found at
the beginnerslevel. It might be worth pointing out, that in the control group (Brazilians)
the In between-posedstructuredid not appearvery often either.
Situation 3: 'bursary'

Figure 27. Situation 3. Averages of frequencies of adjuncts and their position in the
control group and acrossproficiency levels.
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Figure 27 shows a more diversified profile for the structure of the requestive act for
Situation 3. Both learners and native speakersproduce all possible positions for the

headact, exceptfor multiple heads.However,despitethe preferencefor the pre-posed
position, showing a preparation for the request proper, the In between-posedstructure
scores at all levels except for the absolute beginners. This distribution suggeststhat
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learners were prepared to invest in a more complex (see above for In between-posed
acts) structurefor the requestin this situation in order to achieve their goal.
2. Identifying the request strategy type (e.g. mood derivable, query preparatory, hint
etc cf Blum-Kulka et.al., 1989 and Trosborg, 1995)
Situation 1: the learner is moving home. His goal is to get his friend to lend him his car
to transport someobjects.
The conventional indirect strategy in the form of query preparatory was the most
employed strategyin this situation (see Figure 28). However, while it did not appearat
the beginner's level, it constituted the strategychosenby all subjects in the intermediate
and advancedgroups. It might be that this pattern lends support to studies showing that
beginnerschoosemore direct or more indirect strategiessuch as hints becausethey lack
the conventional routines in the target language(cf. Hassal, 1997 and Kasper and BlumKulka,

1993 in the literature review chapter). However, beginners produced

conventional strategies in Situations 2 and 3 (see below), showing that they had the
linguistic meansto implement such strategies.In spite of this, it seemsthat absolute
beginners lacked key lexical items for the implementation of preparatory strategiesin
this particular situation. As the example below shows, absolute beginnersdid not have
the verb to borrow or to lend as part of their lexical repertoire.
Example (level 1)

E= learner (beginner) S= Student native speaker
El: Oi Gabriel Hi Gabriel
S: Oi tudo bom? Hi Everything all right?
E: Tudo, Yes
eu quero perguntase voce pode me ajuda ahn esta quinta, I want to ask if you can help
me this Thursday
eu vou pro meu apartamento,n1o consigo pagar meu computador e outros m6veis I am
going to myflat I cannot 'pay' my computer and other pieces offurniture
eu acho que voce tem um carro?I think you have a car?
S: Tenho. I do
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E: VocA-me ajuda na quinta feira por mais ou menos uma hora? You help me on
Thursdayfor about an hour?
S: Voce quer o carro emprestado?Do you want to borrow the car?
E: (laughs showing incomprehension)
S: Voc8 quer o carro, voc8 quer o carro, pra fazer a mudanga?Emprestado?Voc8 quer
pegar meu carro? Do You want the car do you want the car to do the house move?
Borrow it? Do you want to get my car?
E: Sim. Yes
S: Te empresto.I will lend it to you
E: Obrigada. Thankyou
The lack of the lexical item 'emprestar' (to borrow) seemsto have constrainedthe use
of a preparatory strategy, which learners chose to implement their requestsin the two
other situations. Thus, absolutebeginners' use of hints did not seemto reflect a genuine
choice of strategy,which would confirm findings in the literature (seeabove).
Figure 28. Situation 1. Average frequencies of request strategiesby proficiency level
and in the control group (CG).
Requeststrategy

Proficiency Levels
1

4

3

2

5

CG

0.12

Mood derivable
Performative
HedgedPerformative
Obligation

0.14

Wishes/Desires
0.12

Demands/Needs

0.25

Suggestoryformulae
0.75

Preparato
Hint

1

0.75

1

0.75
0.25

1

Situation 2 'cleaning request':
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Similarly to Situation Ia clear preferencefor preparatory strategiescan be observed in
this situation (see Figure 29), a pattern which has been identified in several studies of
different target languages(cf. Fearch and Kasper, 1989, Warga, 2002). Hints have, like
as in Situation 1, been found only in the beginners group (proficiency Level 2). It is
worth pointing out that all native speakers in the Control Group chose preparatory
strategies.The presenceof mood derivable in Figure 29 is due to the use of multiple
heads,where the first requestwas made with a preparatory strategy and the secondwith
a mood derivable.
Example from the control group:
B2: Oh Lourdes tudo bern como 6 que td? Hi Lourdes, how are you?
C: Tudo bem. Fine
B2: Bom dia. Good morning
C: Born dia. Good morning
B2: P8 tA uma bagungaa sala hein? It's very messythe room isn't it?
C: t. True
B2: POdeixararn / quem 6 que fez isso? A outra turma 6? They left, who did this? The
other group?
POLourdes n1o pude nern sentar nessacadeira cara Lourdes, I couldn't even sit on this
chair
pO tem como voc8 chamar algudm pra fazer uma faxina porque voc8 sozinha nAo vai
conseguirfazer tudo isso. Can you call somebodyto clean this becauseon your own you
won't be able to do all this
C: Consigo sim. yes I will
B2: Consegue?Will you?
P8, entio entio faz urn favorzinho aqui pra nriim, limpa um pouco essacarteira, pelo
menos a minha pra eu ficar confortAvel, entendeunessaaula So, do me a favour, clean
this chair a bit in orderfor me to be confortable you 1knowin this class
brigado Lourdes. 77tanksLourdes

Absolute beginnersalso chose only preparatory strategiesin this situation. Taking into
accountthat in Situation I the use of hints did not really reflect a choice of strategy and
also the fact that absolutebeginnersalso choseonly preparatorystrategiesin Situation 3
(see below and Figure 29), it could be argued that the choice of request strategiesby
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absolute beginnersconfirm some findings in the literature concerned with little change
of situational variation (cf. Rose,2000 in the literature review).
Little changeof situational variation could be explained by length of residence.
As revealed in the background questionnaire, absolute beginners not only had spent
little time in Brazil before enrolling in the Portuguesecourse, but they also had very
little contact with native speakers. It has been argued in the literature (Kasper and
Blum-Kulka, 1993, see also literature review) that sociopragmatic perceptions are
linked with length of residencerather than with languageproficiency. Most importantly,
sociopragmaticknowledge is said to be dependenton exposureto input (Bardovi-Harlig
and Hartford, 1993 in the literature review). The role of input and its perception as
possible constraints for the selection of request strategies by learners will

be

investigatedbelow.

Figure 29. Situation 2. Average of frequenciesof requeststrategiesby proficiency level
and in the Control Group (CG).
Requeststrategy

Proficiency Levels
1

2

4

3

5

Mood derivable

CG
0.14

Performative
HedgedPerformative
Obligation
0.3

Wishes/desires
0.12

Demands/Needs

0.25

Suggestoryformulae
Preparatory
Hint

0.25

1

0.87

0.5

0.12
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1

0.6

1

Situation 3 'bursary request':
In this Situation (cf. Figure 30), learnersat all proficiency levels (except for Level 1, see
above) tend to implement their requests with either preparatory strategies or more
indirect strategies(hints). In contrast to this, native speakers(see Control Group) use,
besidespreparatory,more direct strategies,such as hedgedperformative and wishes and
desires.
Hints performed by learnerswere concernedwith questioning availability (cf. Trosborg
in the methodological discussion chapter), as in the examples below of the requestive
headacts below:
Level 2
IN E: oi
ahn eu quisesse saber pra o pr6ximo semestre se tem bolsas pra os estudantes
estrangeiros?Hi I would like to know if there are grantsforforeign students?

Level 5
E12 E: eu gostariade sabersehAa possibilidadede umabolsa.I wouldlike to Icnowif there
is thepossibilityof a grant.
Control Group
BI Olha s6,
0 aqui pedindo, encarecidamentese voce pode olhar uma propostapra mim Look, I am
here kindly asking if you could have a look at a proposal [for a grant] for me

Both beginners and advanced learners avoid asking for a grant in a more direct way,
preferring to question availability. While questioning availability can be a conventional
indirect request strategy (see Trosborg, 1995), it does not figure in the Control Group
(see Figure 30 and examples below). A possible explanation for the choice of a non
target-like strategy even by advancedlearnerscould lie in the lack of sensitivity to the
choice of directness levels, that is leamers have different perceptions of L2
sociopragmaticnorms. Different, non-native perceptionscould be the result of negative
transfer of sociopragmatic norms from LI to L2 or purposeful loyalty to LI cultural
patterns(cf. Kasper and Blum-Kulka, 1993in the literature review).
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Figure 30. Situation 3. Average of frequenciesof requeststrategiesby proficiency level
and in the Control Group (CG).
Requeststrategy

Proficiency Levels
1

3

2

4

5

CG

Mood Derivable
Performative
0.28

Hedged Performative,
Obligation

0.25

Suggestoryformulae
Preparatory

0.28

0.12

Wishes/desires

1

Hint

0.75

0.5

0.5

0.25

0.12

0.25

0.5

0.75

0.42

3. Identifying the types of adjuncts (supportive moves) to the head act (the request
for
instance
function
External
head
the
preparators
as
proper).
act can
modifications of
for the speechact or they can offer a justification for the request(cf. summaryof coding
categoriesin the methodologicaldiscussionchapter).

Situation1. 'Car Loanrequest'
Figure 31 showsthat the numberof adjuncts increaseswith proficiency (except for level
4). Still, learnersat all levels producefewer adjunctsthan the Control Group, suggesting
that the perception by learnersof the need for negotiation in this situation was different
from native speakers'. Other (processing) constraints will be discussed in the next

section.
Findings in the literature tend to show an opposite pattern, that is higher frequenciesof
adjuncts amongstlearnersthan native speakers(cf Warga, 2002 and literature review).
The most widely used adjunct, both by learnersand native speakers,was the preparator,

followed by the grounder.Despite the predominanceof the preparatoryand the
grounder, a diversification of types of adjuncts can be observed in the Control Group.
Amongst learners,this diversification can only be observedin the advancedlevel.
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FIgure 31. Situation 1. Averages of frequencies of adjuncts (supportive moves) by
proficiency level and in the Control Group (CG).
Prof.
Levels
Adiunct

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Ctrl
Grou

Preparator
Grounder
Disarmer
Reward
Retreat
Imp
Minimi
Sweetner

2
0.3
0
0
0

1.25
0.5
0
0
0.25

1.5
1
0
0
0

1
0.5
0
0
0

1.25
0.75
0
0.25
0.25

1.5
1.14
0.14
0
0.14

0
0

0
0.12

0.25
0

0
0

0.25
0.25

0.42
0.14

Total

2.3

2.12

2.75

1.5

3

3.5

Situation 2. 'Cleaning request'
In comparison with Situation 1, the number of adjuncts in Situation 2 is lower both in
the Control Group and amongst learners. Levels I and 4 show higher frequencies of
adjuncts than the other levels and in the Control Group. Again, a clear preferencefor
preparators and grounders can be observed. However, unlike Situation 1, much less
diversification of adjuncts can be seen in this situation, both in the Control Group and
amongst learners. This lack of diversification suggeststhat the requestive act in this
situation followed a heavily routinized 'script', with little variation. This was a situation
designedto carry a high degreeof imposition (cf. discussionexpectationsof degreesof

imposition,above),but on the other hand,given the social distance,compliancewas
expected.Above all, it seemsthat social distance limited the amount of resistancefrom
the part of the requestee(the cleaning lady), who seemedto acceptthe requestas part of
her job with no needof further support for the request,as the example shows:
Example:

Level 4
E21 E: Boa tarde senhoraLourdes. Good aftemoon, 'senhora'Lourdes

C: Boatarde.Goodaftemoon
E: Aqui na sala n6s temos uma problema um problema porque nao poämos trabalhar 16

porquetemmuito sujoehme seria6timo sevoc8poderiafazerumalimpeza.
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Voce pode arrumar isso um pouquinho para gente? Here in this room we have a
problem a problem becausethere is much dirty ehm and it would be great if you could
tidy it up. Can you tidy this a bitfor us?
C: Posso.Yes
E: Ah tA legal entao vamos esperaratd voce vai terminar. Ah it's great so we will wait
until youfinish
C: Tudo bem. Fine
Higher frequencies of supportive moves in interactions between participants with the
samestatusthan with different statushave also been reported by Warga (2002) and Hill
(1997). Warga refers to Wolfson (1989: 129ff in Warga, 2002: 217) to explain this
unexpectedpragmatic behaviour. Wolfson arguesthat when the social distance is high,
there is a greater clarity about expectations from both participants involved in the
in
interactions
by
More
with
arise
contrast,
conversation.
unstable relationships,
participants with equal status, but who are not really close to each other. This could
explain the presenceof fewer frequenciesof adjuncts in situation 2 when compared to
situation 1, where participants were of equal status(colleagues)but not intimate friends.

Figure 32. Situation 2. Average of frequencies of adjuncts (supportive moves) by
proficiency level and in the Control Group (CG).
Adjunct
Preparator
Grounder
Disarmer
Reward
Retreat
Imp
Minimi
Sweetner
Total

Level I

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Ctd
Group

1.6
0.3
0
0
0

0.3
0.12
0
0
0

1.25
0.5
0
0
0

1.5
0.5
0
0
0

0.75
0.25
0.25
0
0

1.42
0.28
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.25
0

0.14
0

0.5

1.75

2

1.5

1.8

2
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Situation 3. 'Bursary request'
In general,fewer adjunctscan be observedin this situation than in Situation 1, but there
are higher frequenciesin comparison with situation 2. Learners at the advancedLevel
score slightly higher than the Control Group. They also use more types of adjuncts than
the Control Group, a pattern which can also be observed in Situation 2. A more targetlike profile is exhibited by learners at the intermediate Level (Level 3). However, it is
important to point out that in general, in this Situation and in Situations I and 2 as well
(cf. Figures 31,32,33), more similarities than differences can be found between the
profile of learners' and native speakers'in the use of adjuncts.
Figure 33. Situation I Averages of frequencies of adjuncts (supportive moves) by
proficiency level and in the Control Group (CG).
Adjunct

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Ctd
Gmup

Preparator
Grounder
Disarmer
Reward
Retreat
Imp
Minimi
Sweetner

1
0
0
0
0

1
0.25
0
0
0

1.5
0.5
0
0
0

1
0.5
0
0
0

1.75
0.25
0.25
0
0

1.42
0.57
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Total

1

1.25

2

1.5

2.25

2

3. Identifying the internal modifications
Internal modifications are "elements within the request utteranceproper (linked to the
Head Act), the presenceof which is not essential for the utterance to be potentially
understoodas a request" (Blum-Kulka et.al. 1989: 19) within a specific type of strategy
(cf Hassal,2001 and Faerch and Kasper, 1989: 222). They extend to forms of address,
verb tenseand mood, structure, such as the use of impersonal expressionswhich can be
describedas syntactic or lexical mitigating (also downgraders)modality markers.

SituationI 'Car loan'
Figure 34 shows much higher frequenciesof internal modifiers in the Control Group in

Situation 1. Also, a preferencefor syntactic mitigators, rather than lexical, can be
observedhere. Moreover, the native speakers' profiles show more variation of
mitigators,than learners-profiles. Amongst learners, absolute beginners' profiles show
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total absenceof modality markers (zero marking). Since absolute beginners produce
modality markers in Situation 2, their absencein this situation cannot be attributed to a
lack of linguistic resources.Either their assessmentof the force of imposition of this
requestivesituation differs from that of native speakers(cf. external contextual variables
above), or the lack of mitigating modality markers at Level I can be put down to
processingissues,which will be discussedbelow.
The fact that absolute beginners in this situation chose hints as realization
strategiesmight also have played a role in the lack of modality markers. Level 2 shows
some use of mitigators, but unlike the Control Group, learners at this Level show a
preferencefor lexical mitigators. The zero marking present at Level 4 can be attributed
to problems with the sample, which was rather small at this level and might not be
representative.
The profile of Level 5 shows considerably fewer mitigating markers than the
control group. However, a more target-like pattern appearswhen we consider the types
of markers used: advanced learners, like native speakers, concentrate on syntactic
mitigating markers.
Also at the advanced level it is important to point out that there is a lack of
conventionalised,more routinized forms, such as the unmarked modal and embedding
expressionssuch as 'seri que', as the examplesshow:

Control Group
Bl: entAo eu queria saber se voce teria como me emprestar o seu carro pra eu levar
essascoisas nele. so I wanted to know if you could lend me your car in orderfor me to
take thesethings in it
B2: Seri que vocA-pode me emprestar?Would it be possiblefor you to lend me [your
car]?
Insteadof the the heavily routinized forms 'ter como' (which functions as an unmarked
modal verb, cf. Koike in the merthodological.discussion chapter) and 'serd que' in
query preparatory strategies,advancedlearnersproduce more marked but semantically
equivalent expressions,as in the example below:
Level 5
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ElS: Seria possiVelvoc8 me emprestar?Would it be possible for you to lend me [your
car] ?
These findings are in line with results reported in the literature about learners' use of
non-routinized material compensatingfor the lack of routinized material (cf. Kasper and
Blum-Kulka, 1993 and literature review). Further discussion about the absenceof target
language-specificpragmalinguistic conventionscan be found below.
Figure 34. Situation 1. Averagesof frequenciesof internal modifications of the headact
by proficiency level and in the Control Group.
Proficiency
1

2

vels
Ctrl
Group

3

4

5

0
0
0.25
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0
0
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0
0
0
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0
0
0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
01

0
0
0
0
01
01
01
0.75
01
0.5
0.25
01
0
0
0
0
1.5 1

Int. Modif
Pft. Mrker
Understr
Downtoner
Cajoler
Hedge
Un Modal
Tense
Conditi
Emb+sq
Emb+ccl
Emb+sub
Aspect
Negation
Appealer
Interrogat
0 mking
1 Total

1

1
0 1

0.12
0.12
0.12
0
0
0
0
0.12
0
0.12
0
0
0
0
0.12
0.37
0.75 1

0.14
0.14
0
0
0
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.28
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14
0
0
2.28

InLModif= Internal modifications

Pit. Mrker-- politenessmarker

Understra Understater

Un modal= unmarkedmodal

Effib+sq-- Embedding+ serdque

Emb+ccl= Embedding+conditional

clause

Emb+sub=Embedding+subjunctive

Interrogat--Interrogative

0 mkingmzero marking

Situation 2: 'cleaning request'
Figure 35 shows a less diversified profile in the Control Group in Situation 2 in
comparison with Situation 1. Also in contrast with Situation 1, native speakersin this

situationusemorelexical thansyntacticmitigators.Situation2 is the situationwith the
highest frequencies of mitigating modality markers in the Control Group. Amongst
these modality markers, there is, in this situation, a high predominance of heavily
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routinized requestive forms, with frequent use of understaters (diminutives) and
unmarked modal verbs, as the example from the Control Group shows:
BI Lourdes, olha s6, Lourdes look
nossasala td imunda ea gentetem que ir pra 14agorae tA muito suja,
tem como voc8 dar uma ajudinha Id? Our classroom is filthy and we have to go there
now and it is very dirty would it be possiblefor you to give a little help there?
C: Tem. Yes
B3: Dar uma limpadinha? Tidy it a bit?
C: Tem, humhum. Yesuhu uhu
BI EntAotd bom, lovely
obrigada. Thankyou
C: De nada.Not at all.
Amongst learners,the understaterappearsat Levels 3 and 4, but the unmarked modal
verb 'ter como' does not figure amongst learners' profiles. As in Situation 1, a lack of
routine formulae for requestscan be observed even in the advanced level, a finding
which has beendocumentedin the literature (cf. Kasper and Blum-Kulka, 1993).
However, advancedlearnersproduce the conventionalisedexpression 'serfi que'
in this situation, suggestingan awarenessthat this requestivesituation involves the use
of routinized expressions.Difficulties with the unmarked expression 'ter como' which
functions as a modal verb might lie in the lack of transparencybetweenthe form and its
pragmatic function (i.e. form-force mapping, cf. Kasper and Blum-Kulka, 1993). Also,
in terms of linguistic form, 'serA que' is a frozen expression, whereas 'ter como'
requires the conjugation of the verb with a fixed preposition. So, linguistically the
production of 'ter como' can be consideredmore demanding.Moreover, as shown in the
example above, it might be that its translation into learners' Us was not as direct as
other less specific to Brazilian Portuguese pragnialinguistic requestive forms (cf.
example in Situation I learner E15 above). More about the processing by learners of
specific pragmalinguistic conventions in Brazilian Portuguesewill be said below.
A more general developmentalprofile which can be observedboth in Situations
I and 2 is concernedwith the increaseof mitigating modality markers with proficiency
level, a result which has been largely reported in the literature (e.g. Kasper and Dahl,
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1991, Trosborg, in Kasper and Rose, 1999 and Warga, 2002 in the literature review).
However, it is not clear whether the expansionof linguistic means(lexical and syntactic
resources)also reflects an expansionof pragmatic knowledge (cf. literature review).
Figure 35. Situation 2. Averagesof frequenciesof internal modifications of the headact
by proficiency level and in the control group.
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Situation 3: 'bursary request'
Figure 36 below shows the absenceof modality markers at Level 1, in a manner similar
to situation 1. Inteffnediate learners (Level 3) show a significantly diversified profile,
with the production of both lexical/phrasal and syntactic mitigators. However, the
choice of mitigators differs from the control group, suggesting that learners at this
proficiency level had the linguistic means available to them but did not know their
distribution (pragmalinguistic knowledge). Level 5, in contrast, exhibits a more targetlike profile of internal modifiers, which could suggest that knowledge of function of
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forms and their distribution does not increase at the same pace as the knowledge of
linguistic means.
Figure 36. Situation 3. Averagesof frequenciesof internal modifications of the headact
by proficiency level and in the control group.
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5. Alerters

In the taxonomy used by Blum-Kulka et al. alerters;consist of attention getters.
However, as discussed above, this conception is distinct from attention getters in
Trosborg's model (see above).Alerters comprise the use of addressforms and greetings
(e.g. vocativesand titles - cf. also methodological discussionchapter). In this sense,this
category is concernedwith opening elementsin the speechact.
Situation I 'car loan request'
Amongst alerters, high frequencies of the vocative can be observed in the Control
Group. Vocatives, in the form of the person's name, are used either on their own or in

(cf. Figure 37). The importanceof the
combinationwith greetingsor attention-getters
in
useof the vocativeis recognizedby learnersof all proficiencylevelsas fi-equencies
Figure 37 show.However,similarly to the profile of internal modifications,learners,
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regardless of their proficiency level, learners exhibit different distribution of
combinations of alerters and in general, learner's profile shows fewer frequencies of
alerters. For instance, learners do not produce vocatives only, which is one of the
preferred forms of alerters in the Control Group. At Level 5, leamers;overproduce
attention-gettersin combinations with greetingsand vocatives.
Figure 37. Situation 1. Averagesof frequenciesof alertersby proficiency level and in
the control group.
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Situation 2 'cleaning'
Situation 2 (cL Figure 38) shows in the Control Group the same preferencefor the use
of the vocative as an alerter, but this time, in combination with greetings. The type of
vocative used by the control group is, as in Situation 1, the name of the person. A
similar pattern to Situation I can be observedamongstlearners,who have accessto the
same range of alerters as native speakers. However, their implementation differs from
that of native speakers.In Level 1, for instance,there are no vocatives,in this situation.
In Level 5 (cL example below), vocatives only appear in combination with greetings
and introduction, a combination type of alerters,which does not figure in the control

group.

Example:
Leamers Level 5
E13 E: Oi
voce trabalha aqui? Hi do you work here?
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C: Sim. Yes
E: Qual o seunome? What is yor name?
C: Lourdes Lourdes
E: PrazerLourdes, meu nome 6 Aaron Nice to meetyou Lourdes my name is Aaron
The advancedlearner above shows awarenessof the importance of using the person's
name in the requestive interaction, but chooses to introduce himself as well, which
differs from the kind of 'script' followed by native speakersin this situation, where the
introduction is not required. Also, similarly to Situation 1, advanced learners
overproduceattention-getters.As in the caseof internal modifications of the requestive
act in general,it is difficult to establish a developmentalpattern, beyond the fact that the
use of alerters tends to become mom diversified as proficiency increases.Still, learners
show not only different combinations of alertersfrom native speakers,but also the way
learners implement alerters differs from native speakers.In the case of vocatives, for
instance,native speakersuse the name of the persontrough out, whereaslearnersprofile
of the vocatives varies from the name of the person to the use of different titles as the
examplesshow:
Leamers Level 2

E4 E: Oi moqaHi lady
Leamers Level 4

E21E: Boa tarde senhoraLourdes. Good afternoon 'senhora' Lourdes
All the titles above belong to the range of addressforms in Brazilian Portuguese.Their
use by learners shows an awarenessof their importance as types of openings in the
target language. Their inappropriateness,however, reflects a lack of knowledge of
sociopragmatic norms, that is the mapping of forms to situations and addressees. It
could be arguedthat this particular kind of knowledge is difficult to acquire. On the one
hand, in order for it to be learned from the input available to learners. it demands
especial attention to particular interactions, given the high variability in terms of
situations and addresses.For the samereason,the teaching of the use of alerters is, on
the other hand,difficult in pedagogicalterms.
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FIgure 38. Situation 2. Averages of frequencies of alerters by proficiency level and in
the control group.
Alerters

Proficiency
1

Vocative
Greetina
Aft.Getter
Voc+Gree
Voc+AftG
Gree+Aft
Gree+lntro
V+Gr+Att
V+Gr+lntro

0
0.3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0.5
0
0
0.12
0.12
0
0
0 10

el

3

4

5

0
0
0.25
0.25
0
0.5
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0.25
0
0
0.25
0
0
0.25

Ctd
Group
0
0.14
0
0.57
0.14
0
0
0.14
0

Situation 3 'bursary request'
In this situation, the presenceof the type of alerter combination vocative plus greeting
plus introduction shows high frequencies in the control group (cf. Figure 39). Greeting
plus introduction only also scores high as does vocative plus greeting plus attentiongetter. The presenceof greetings plus introduction at Level I suggestsa pattern of
situational variation. Still, it is difficult to suggestany developmentalpattern, since this
more target-like combination of alerters,only appearsamongst absolute beginners and
advancedlearners (Level 5). As in Situations I and 2, a characteristicof the profile of
alerters in the Control Group is the use of vocatives. Thesedo not figure at all amongst
learnersin this situation.
It is necessaryto ask to what extent and how differences in the implementation
of alerters by learners', when compared with native speakers,affect how interlocutors
react to learners' requests?Alerters, either as part of openings of conversationsor as
signals for new information, play a key role in the way interlocutors will place their bias
towards the request.In this sense,Kasper arguesthat "a high interactional value can be
assigned to alerters, since they mark the place where the relationship with the
interlocutor is established,defined and redefined" (Kasper, 1981: 274 in Warga, 2002:
123, my translation). This "high interactional value' could be extended to particularly

conventionalised
expressionsin the target language,the lack of which can be said to
send signals to native speakerinterlocutors that he/shemight have to invest more effort
in the interactions.
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Figure 39. Situation 3. Averagesof frequenciesof alertersby proficiency level and in
the control group.
Alerters
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0
0
0
0

0
0
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0
0
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01
0
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0
0
0.28
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5.4 Sununary

As widely documentedin the literature, findings of this study also show that learners
have accessto the same range of request realization strategies as native speakers.In
addition, there is in general a preferencefor preparatory strategies,both by learnersand
native speakers.However, learners' distributions of types of strategiesacrosssituations
seem to be learner- or culture-specific (cf. also Warga, 2002). As far as internal and
external modifications are concerned, a similar pattern has been reported in the
literature: learnersshow the samevariety of external and internal modality markers,but
frequencies,types and distribution of both internal and external modification are, again,
learner specific. For example, learnersoveruse politeness markers (por favor - please)
in Situations 2 and 3. Whereas in Situation 2 politeness markers cannot be found
amongst advanced learners, which suggests a developmental pattern, in Situation 3
advancedlearnersare the only learnersto (over)producethem (compareFigures 36 and
37).

Studies diverge over frequencies of external markers (adjuncts): some studies
show an overproduction of adjuncts by leamers (e.g. Faerch and Kasper, 1989, Hassal,
2001, Warga, 2002), others report an underproduction of supportive moves (e.g.

Trosborg,1995,Hill, 1997).Resultsof this study are in line with the latter. Findings
here also confirm results of most studies in the literature which show that learners
produce, in general, fewer internal modality markers than native speakers.However,
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production of modality markers increases with proficiency level. This study also
confirms a pattern of internal modifications often reported in the literature (e.g. Kasper
and Blum-Kulka, 1993): learners, including the advancedones, did not have accessto
more routinized forms of requests.Despite using the samepreparatoryrequeststrategies
as native speakers,learners at all proficiency levels lacked conventionalised forms to
implement them. Linguistic difficulties, such as morphological factors in the caseof the
expression"ter corno" (would it be possible), pragmalinguistic difficulties (mapping of
pragmatic force and form) and sociopragmatic issues (purposeful loyalty to Ll
pragmatic conventions)have been discussedin this context.
The lack of heavily conventionalised forms in the target language adds
uncertainty to the request. Situation 2 ('cleaning'), which, due to the high social
distance, can be considered to be more 'stable' (see above) shows fewer supportive
moves and also fewer internal modifications than the other situations in the control
group. However, most requesters follow a routinized 'script' with the use of
conventionalized forms (alerters and unmarked modal verb), which are essential in
determining both pragmatic force and clarity of the request. This means that in the
absenceof this 'script' in interactions with learners, their native speaker interlocutors
will be confronted with pragmatic 'overload', causedby over-politenesswith the use of
non-conventionalised material. This can, in turn, demand more effort from native
speakers.Processingeffort will be one of the issues discussed below in relation to
perceptionof pragmatic conventions in the input.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Discussion:
A Three-Dimensional Framework
Second Language Acquisition

Pragmatic
in
Development
of

6.1 Introductory observations
This section sets out to discuss the production of what may be termed 'routinized
material' by learners. The term 'routinized material' is taken here to refer to pragmatic
conventions in the target language.Examplesof such conventions include modal verbs,
attention-getters, address forms, diminutives (or under-staters). The production of
conventionalisedmaterials or lack thereof representsa salient pattern in the analysis of
the development of pragmatic abilities in Brazilian Portuguese,discussedin the data
analysisabove.
Some findings in ELP studies suggest that beginners rely on formulaic and
routinized forms (cfi Schmidt, 1983, Achiba, 2003). It is not clear in these studies,
however, if beginners' routinized formulae match with conventional material in the
target language. For instance, Warga, (2002: 215) found that learners' routinized
material differed from pragmatic conventionsin the target language.
It is also noteworthy that several ILP studies reveal that learners encounter
difficulties in the production of conventional expressions(see literature review). The
example of "tem como" in Brazilian Portugueseis a case in point. This pattern in the
literature makes it important to highlight these difficulties.

Moreover, it is centrally

relevant in this study, concerned as it is with the development of pragmatic abilities
across levels of proficiency in second language acquisition, to trace the form of such
difficulties acrosslevels of development.
This chapter is concernedwith a critical analysis of the patternswhich emerged
in the data analysisinformed by the modified taxonomiesof Trosborg and Blum-Kulka.
However, while this analysis provided a description of frequenciesof features in the
data, the current chapter follows two aims: on the one hand, it sets out to offer an
explanation for the patterns in the data by discussing them on the light of concepts
proposedby the theories critically examinedin the theoretical framework chapterof this
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thesis (Schmidt's noticing hypothesis, Bialystok's control of processing and Sperber
and Wilson's concept of relevance). Too often in the past in ILP studies, such
integrative theoretical accounts have eluded data analyses. This chapter establishes
some conclusions as a contribution to a theory of pragmatic development in SLA and
issuessomepointers for future researchprojects.
This concluding chapter investigates some patterns in the data which have only
partially been captured by the data analysis above by means of a thoroughgoing
discussion basedon a complex and yet fundamentally coherent theoretical framework.
For example, while the Data Analysis above provided the number of frequencies of
discourse moves and acts, it did not focus on the sequenceor distribution of these
moves and acts in the interaction. The instruments of data analysis were indeed well
designed to capture discrete manifestations of pragmatic interaction but less well
designed to capture the less discrete, overlapping and contextually rich texture of
interactions over time and in time and place. Thus, the second aim of this concluding
function
in
in
is
discuss
frequencies
the
their
terms
to
of
chapter
of moves and acts
negotiation of the requestive goal. This is a necessarycontextual account of pragmatic
development.For this purpose,referencewill be made to the "negotiation of meaning"
account presented in the methodological discussion. Without this second aim, the
insensitive
form
but
discrete
data
to
of
an
account
analysis of
nfight appearplausible as
pragmaticsas interactional transaction.

6.2 A new theoreticalframework: Noticing, Relevance,Analysis and Control
In the analysis of the requestive acts using Blum-Kulka et aL's taxonomy (1989, cf.
methodological discussion), findings could be seen to have generally been related to
sociopragmatic and pragmalinguistic issues (see above and literature review). For
instance, the lack of conventionalized forms in the target language has been explained
by learner difficulties with the mapping of forms to pragmatic functions (the
pragmalinguistic account). At least three dimensionsneedto be conceptualisedhere:

an account of the cognitive processes of noticing, attention and context-

formation;
2. an accountof the communicative processesof the negotiation of meaningwhere
meaningis negotiatedwhen contextually relevant;
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Ia

developmentalaccount of the acquisition of pragmatic abilities.

It has been often argued in the literature that research on the learning of pragmatic
abilities in a second language has tended to lack a more substantial explanatory
framework which would incorporate theoretical models of both second language
acquisition and pragmatics as constitutive elements of Interlanguage Pragmatics (cf.
theoretical framework). This chapter will therefore discuss findings of the analysis
above with the use of the taxonomy of Blum-Kulka et aL in the extended light of
concepts proposed by theories of the learning of pragmatics in a second language,
namely Schmidt's noticing hypothesis and Bialystok's two-dimensional model (1993).
Here, concepts such as noticing, analysis of knowledge and control of
processingare central. Moreover, this discussionof the findings will be complemented
by insights offered by notions developed within Relevance Theory (Sperber and
Wilson, 1995,cf. theoretical framework). Notions such as relevance,manifestnessand
cognitive context will provide a framework which accountsfor both the communicative
and cognitive aspectsof the patterns in the data. This meansthat external contexts are
if
development
the
to
abilities
culturally
of
pragmatic
clearly not enough guarantee
encodedinteractionsare not noticed or capableof analysis.
The discussionbelow will make constant referenceto notions which have been
critically examined in the theoretical framework, so instead of reconstructing the
theories, knowledge of them will be presupposed.
63 Conventionallsed forms in the Brazilian Portuguese of non-nadve speakers:
patterns In the data
One of the salient patterns in the requestive situations is concerned with learners'
production of routinized expressionsin the target language. As discussedabove, there
is in general a lack of conventionalisedexpressionsin learners' production of requests,
regardlessof proficiency level. This is all the more striking since such expressionsare
common in the input.
For instance,in Situation 2, it is noteworthy that learnersat all proficiency levels
do not produce the unmarked modal verb "ter corno".
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Also, they produce few

understaters(diminutives e.g. "favorzinho") to mitigate the impositional force of the
request, when diminutives clearly play a key role as downgradersfor the control group
of native speakers in this situation.

Furthermore, failure to comply with

pragmalinguistic conventions in the target language will arguably demand more from
the native speaker interlocutor, who will have to invest more effort to overcome the
uncertainty posed by the lack of a routinized 'script'. Without routine expressions,
requestsbecome arguably Tuzzy': force of imposition and politeness values need to be
reassessedby interlocutors and this takes (transactional)time and (pragmatic) effort.
A number of factors have been considered to explain this particular learner
behaviour (cf. the data analysis). For instance, it should be recalled that lack of
linguistic resources in beginners as well as difficulties with pragmalinguistic and/or
sociopragmaticknowledge have been discussedin the literature as possible explanations
for the absenceof routinized material at beginner's level. LI Transfer, that is, learners
applying LI pragmatic norms to the L2 has also beenconsideredas an impediment for
learners' use of routine expressionsin the L2 (cf. Warga, 2002 and literature review).
In addition, purposeful loyalty to LI conventions, that is a deliberate option not to
conform with the L2 pragmatic conventions could explain the differences between
native speakers'and learners' use of routine expressions. Although it is very difficult to
pinpoint with certainty the factors which determine pragmatic behaviour (cf. also
Warga, 2002), this should not prevent ILP studies from investigating possible variables
and contexts which play a role in learners' pragmatic behaviour. In this sense,research
in ILP must incorporatelearning issuessuch as processingand perception of input.
In view of the findings of the data analysis and theoretical shortcomings
highlighted in existing studies of pragmatic development in SLA studies, this chapter
will look at these learning issues, discussing its findings in the light of theories of
learning in SLA (Schmidt's noticing hypothesis and Bialystok's two-dimensional
model, 1993) and with the considerationof a cognitively enriched theory of pragmatics
(Sperberand Wilson, 1995,cf. theoretical framework).
Admittedly, there are studies which touch on the work of Bialystok (cf. Hassal,
2001 in the literature review) but do not really offer a thoroughgoing account of the
learning of pragmatic abilities in SLA over proficiency levels. By contrast, this thesis
seeksto align the theoretical insights of Bialystok, Schmidt and Sperberand Wilson to
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precisely such a thoroughgoing investigation of the development of pragmatic abilities
in SLA from both a linguistic perspective and also from the perspectiveof theories of
learning and recent insights in RT. In summary, the data analysis set out above reveals
four salient patterns related to the production of routinized material by learners. It is
worth recalling them here:
1. the underproduction of routinized material by learners irrespective of
proficiency level;
2. the overproduction of some specific routinized material by advancedlearners;
3. difficulties in matching routinized material to requestivesituations;
4. variations in matching routinized expressionsto situations.
63.1 Underproduction of routinized material by learners irrespective of proficiency
level
It emerges from the data above that learners (including advanced learners) either
produce very little

routinized material or, in the case of beginners, produce no

routinized material whatsoever. For example, absolute beginners, irrespective of the
situation and therefore level of imposition, do not produce attention getters (e.g. 'olha
W look). Advanced learners also produce very low frequencies of diminutives in
situation 2- even when they are clearly part of a routinized 'script' ('Iimpadinha' tidy a
bit; 'rapidinho' a bit quickly).
It should be recalled that the function of routinized material is to create a
stabilised,predictable framework for the interlocutors. If learners,as requesters,do not
produceroutinized material or, in anotherdiscourse,if they do not contribute to a stable
transaction,then they must compensatefor this underproduction with non-conventional
material. As Kasper (1997 in Warga 2002: 215) argues,this compensatorystrategy or
pattern 'costs more' in terms of the planning of the request and that means processing
effort. Moreover, the samelack of routinizised material has an impact on the requestee
as interlocutor. If routines create stability (a clear senseof where the transaction is
heading), then it is likely that the lack of pragmatic routines will have an impact of
some kind of on the interlocutor with uncertainty as a result of the weakening of the
pragmaticframework. It hasbeendemonstratedabove that the data conform to this lack
of pragmaticroutines.
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The task now is therefore to account theoretically for the lack of routinized
expressions/pragmaticconventions in learners of Brazilian Portuguese as a second
language. To do so, as statedabove, this discussionwill have to relate to the conceptual
framework explored in the theoretical framework. Key ideas here will be placed in the
context of the development of pragmatic abilities in time and over time. The key
conceptualpoints of referenceare:
1. perceptionof the input ('noticing', 'manifestness');
2. processingabilities ('control', 'cognitive effort');
3. representationalabilities ('analysis of knowledge');
4. communicative-cognitive

abilities

('relevance,

'shared

cognitive

environments').
6.3.2 Perception of the input ('noticing', 'manifestness') and the underproduction of
routinized material
Schmidt claims that noticing is a necessarycondition for the learning of a second
language(cf. Theoretical Framework). The concept of noticing relatesto the allocation
of attention to some stimulus as a pre-requisite for learning. 'Attention' is a necessary
condition for learning, but this does not mean attention to input in general, rather to
linguistic forms, functional meaningsand relevant contextual features.For the learning
related to the use of routinized material acrosssituations, learnerswould have to notice
them as contextual features in the input available. However, how does this selection
occur? Why is it that learners seemto notice some featuresin the input but not others?
For instance,the same learners at Level I seem to have noticed vocatives as features
with a particular pragmatic function in Situation I ('Car loan request), but not attention
getters ('olha s6' look). Key questionsmust addressthe way in which such noticing is
constrained.
An appropriatecontribution can be made here by insights in RelevanceTheory
(cf. Sperber and Wilson, 1995 in the theoretical framework chapter). Arguably, the
principle of relevanceas conceptualisedin RelevanceTheory works as a constraint for
noticing.
For instance, if the acquisition of pragmatic competence is a question of
selecting information amidst an input of grammatical, textual, discoursal and social
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factors, then concepts in RT such as relevance and the notions of 'manifestness' and
6cognitivecontext' have a clear contribution to make.
As has been claimed elsewhere (cf. Carroll, 2001, de Paiva and Foster-Cohen,
2004), it is the principle of relevance, as the equation between the actual processing
effort of a receiver and the contextual effect on a receiver, which will determine what is
attendedto and therefore what is noticed.
Relevance is a principle which plays a role both in cognition and in
communication. The cognitive principle of relevance states that the requirement for
maximal relevancetriggers the searchfor the relevant information. The communicative
principle of relevancestatesthat "every ostensivestimulus conveys a presumption of its
own optimal relevance" (Wilson and Sperber,2004: 612). The presumptionof optimal
is
importantly
here
Most
implies
that
relevance
maximum effect and minimum effort.
the presumption of optimal relevance is constrainedby the speakers' cognitive abilities
and preferences.So, according to Wilson and Sperber(2004: 612):
The ostensive stimulus is optimally relevant to an audience if.- a. it is
relevant enough to be worth the audience's processing effort; b. it is the
most relevant one compatible with

communicator's abilities and

preferences.

in intercultural
As Moeschler(2004: 55) arguesin his study of misunderstandings
for
interpretation,
look
interlocutors
this
a
relevant
even
will
encounters, explainswhy
if this processis morearduousbecauseof thecommunicator'sabilitiesandpreferences.
The notion of the speaker's cognitive (and communicative!) abilities and
preferencesis related to the concept of manifestnessin RT. According to RT, what can
be 'manifest' to the speaker/heareris what he is capable of representingat a particular
moment. When a learner attempts to process an utterance in the new language,
assumptions that have been accessedfrequently before (notably in a first-language
context of interaction expectations), and are therefore part of his abilities and
preferences,come into the cognitive context very quickly (are easily manifest).
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A typical example in second language pragmatics would be when a secondlanguageleamer seeksto transfer pragmatic codesand conventions of politenessfrom a
first-language learning context into a displaced (second language) context. In the data
sets presentedhere, since learners had different cultural backgrounds, this can only be
hypothesised,as for instance,in the caseof the overuseof politenessmarkers ('please').
In the same way, it could be hypothesisedthat the frequent use of I- attention
the particular
getters in
some requestive situations, as part of
conventional/conversational way of conveying illocutionary force in requests in
Brazilian Portuguese,does not necessarilymatch with their use in their first languages.
This would mean that learnerswould have to know that attention getters are part of the
conventional means,notwithstanding processingeffort, to mitigate the force of a request
in the context of Brazilian Portuguese. In other words, this culturally-bound assumption
would have to be part of the set of assumptionsthe speakerbrings to the interpretation
of any ostensivecommunication, that is assumptionswhich are manifest to the learner
as part of the learner's cognitive context.
Fetzer (2002: 400) discussesintercultural communication in terms of not only
the use of non-native languages, but also of non-native speakers' (learners')
construction of sociocultural contexts. She argues that instead of constructing
intercultural contexts, interactants reconstruct their native sociocultural contexts. This
would mean in RT terms, that culturally-bound assumptionsconcernedwith the second
languagewould tend not to be manifest to learners,therefore would not be part of their
cognitive context.
The notion of internal context in RT enrichesthe conventional notion of external
context, with strongercognitive claim for pragmatics,namely a shift from a view where
social and cultural aspectsof interactions representcentral constraints to a more agentbased perspective with a clear emphasis on the individual's internal context. In this
way, it can show how (internal) context is utilized by learners in the process-like
contingencies of communicative interaction. It seems that learners at less advanced
levels were not able to accessthe set of assumptionsconcerned with the pragmatic
functions of attention gettersin Portuguese.
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63.3 The lack of I-attention getters in less advancedlevels in situation I
Attention-getters figure in the two coding categories(Trosborg's discourse moves and
Blum-Kulka et al.'s taxonomy for the coding of speech acts (CCSARP), cf.
methodological discussion). In the CCSARP attention getters are part of alerters and
considered to be an opening element. As such, attention getters can, becauseof their
position right at the beginning of the interaction, predisposethe interlocutor towards the
interaction; they are a routine interactional instrument.
Moreover, attention getters can be seenas 'interpersonal markers' which trigger
the processof inferencing by the interlocutor (cf. Fetzer, 2002: 408). As Warga (2002:
215) points out, failure to produce routine expressions means that learners have to
compensate with the production of non-conventionalised material which arguably
demandsmore in terms of their planning than routinized material (cf. also Kasper, 1997
in Warga 2002: 215).

Under-use of attention getters as a category of routinized

expressions will induce compensatory moves elsewhere. These can considerably
increaseprocessingeffort (the attention of the interlocutor can only be 'got', as it were,
by less routinized and more dispersedforms).
It should be recalled here that according to Trosborg's discourse coding
categories,I-Attention Getters (e.g. Took ... ') are non-topic carrying initiation moves,
whose function in the interactional discourse is to frame and focus a following new
move. Since these moves are not concerned with the 'informative content' of the
for
less
be
the achievement of the
they
role
request,
vital
could
seen as playing a
communicative goal than topic-carrying acts, which convey the information. Also, IAttention Getters could be seen in pragmatic terms as particularly demanding, given
that their function in discourseis not transparent.
EXAMPLE
Situation 1: 'car loan'
Portuguese level: Advanced

E15: Olha
look [I (Attention-getter)]
voce sabeque eu tou me mudandonV
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You know that I'm moving don't you? [I (Propose)]
S: Hum
hum [F (Acknowledge)]
E: E tem um monte de coisasquejd nao consigo mais carregar.
And there are lots of things that I can't carry anymore [F(Com)]
S: Hum
hum [F (Acknowledge)]

The absenceof I moves-attentiongetters in less advancedlevels in Situation I suggests
that there is a clearly discernible gap between the available input (cf. Control Group)
and the use/activationof that input by initial learners. As mentioned before, I-Attention
getters arguably do not demand much from learners in terms of their linguistic
complexity.

So, learners at beginners and intermediate levels should not have

difficulties with them as linguistic forms.
Learners, even absolute beginners, use complex syntactic structures in their
requests(e.g. embeddingwith conditional clause). In addition, learnerscan be assumed
to have attention getters as a pragmatic resource in their LI ('Schauen Sie'; 'Ecoutez';
'Mira').

In this context, Bialystok argues that adults have part of the work largely

accomplished in terms of learning pragmatic abilities in a second language (cf.
theoretical framework). Their task would consist of the construction of symbolic
representationswhereby forms are mapped to social contexts. This lends support to
some of the findings of this study, for example to the fact that learners have accessto
the same range of request realization strategiesas well as supportive moves as native
speakers.
Bialystok's claim can also explain the difficulties learners show with the
distribution of both strategies and external and internal modifications, including
attention getters,acrossthe different requestivesituations. In Bialystok's model, lack of
routine expressionsin learners' production, such as attention getters,could be explained
as either difficulties with analysisof knowledge or problems with control of processing.
If, as Bialystok argues,for the developmentof pragmatic abilities in a secondlanguage,
a symbolic level of representationhas to be constructed by adult learners, with the
mapping of already existing forms to situational contexts, how is this learning going to
take place?What will constrainthe mapping of forms to social contextsby learners?
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In order to examine these questions, further RT concepts can be meaningfully
discussed- such as the distinction between explicature and implicature. According to
Moeschler (2004: 57):

An explicature results from the enrichment of the logical form, that is, the
propositional form of the utterance. A propositional form is a complete
proposition, in which referents are attributted to referential expressions,and
the sentenceis disambiguated.
This definition corresponds to the basic explicature (cf. Wilson and Sperber, 2004).
Moeschler further notes:
The explicit part of the intended meaning can be completed by higher level
explicatures which specify the illocutionary force of the utterance and the
propositional attitude of the utterance.(Moeschler, 2004: 57)
Implicatures, would need further contextual information to be recovered, with the
constructionof implicated premisesand conclusions(cf. Moeschler,2004: 58).
The idea in RT that a speaker,in order to recover/accessthe intended meaning
of an utterance,goesthrough severalsub-tasksin the overall comprehension/production
process (cf. Moeschler, 2004: 58) might be crucial for the understanding of the
development of pragmatic abilities in a second language in general and of the use of
attention getters in particular. According to the definitions of explicatures and
implicatures, Wilson and Serber(2004: 615) describe the procedureof interpretation of
an utteranceas follows:
Sub-tasksin the overall comprehensionprocess
a. Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about explicit content
(EXPLICATURES) via decoding, disambiguation, referenceresolution, and
other pragmatic enrichment processes.
b. Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual
assumption(IMPLICATED PREMISES)
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c. Constructing an appropriate hypothesis about the intended contextual
implications (IMPLICATED CONCLUSIONS).

Now, according to the principle of relevance, speakerswould follow the "path of least
effort" in the overall comprehension/productionprocedure as describedby Wilson and
Sperber(Wilson and Sperber,2004: 613):
a. Follow a path of least effort in computing cognitive effects: Test
interpretive hypothesis (disambiguation,referenceresolutions, implicatures,
etc) in order of accessibility.
b. Stop when your expectationsof relevanceare satisfied.
Having thesetheoretical tools as a background,it will be contendedhere that learnersat
low levels stop processing after the construction of explicatures, that is after
constructing hypothesis about explicit content. Attention getters, as non-topic-carrying
discoursemoves,can be seenas not being a feature concernedwith the construction of
explicit content.

Rather, their use implies access to the level of implicatures.

Moeschler (2004: 63) argues,in his investigation of misunderstandingsin intercultural
communication, that "axplicatures, not implicatures, are the key level for
communication in generaland for intercultural communication in particular."
It is further argued here that Moeschler's claim is in line with studies in ELP
which contendthat learnerstend to opt for propositional explicitness to the detriment of
pragmatic conventions. However, this point can and should be taken further: there is a
developmentalpattern according to which low proficient learners tend to rely more on
explicatures for their communication than the more proficient learners. In this way,
advancedlearnerswould be able, if they believe they are important for the negotiation
of the requests, to use attention getters. In other words, whereas low proficiency
learners seemto stop processingafter they build hypothesis about the explicit content,
advancedlearnersseem to be in the position to engagein further processing,accessing
higher levels of communication.
What does it mean to be able to accesshigher levels of communication? On the
one hand, it means, as previously stated, accessto an implicated premise and to an
implicated conclusion. On the other hand, this also implies accessto more complex
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contextual information.

Ryder and Leinonen (2003: 402), in their study of use of

context in question answering by 3,4, and 5 year-old children, argue that within a RT
framework different degrees of (contextual) processing are required for accessing
explicatures and implicatures. In this way, they argue that

[T]he contextual operations involved in working out explicatures are less
taxing in terms of the type of context utilized and the level of processing
implicatures.
in
involved
than
the
out
required
operations
working
The recovery of implicatures is said to involve the use of a more sophisticatedcontext,
including assumptionsabout world knowledge, which in intercultural communication
play a central role. The presenceof attention-gettersas the framing discourse acts at
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that is the constructionof hypothesis about explicit content, advancedlearnerswere able
to access assumptions concerned with the particular ways in which requests are
negotiated in Brazilian Portuguese. In this way, conventionalisedexpressionssuch as
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In RT terms, thesepragmatic features were manifest to them as part of their (cognitive)
context. As Ryder and Leinonen (2003: 399) argue:
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meaning.
It is important to note that this developmentalprocessis not a linear gradual cumulative
one, but is dependenton a range of dynamic factors in the complexity of interaction.
6.3.4 Overproductionof routinized material by advancedlearners
6.3.4.1 Theovenise of I-Attention-getters by leamers at level 5
The use of framing discourseacts (attention getters)by advancedlearnerssuggeststhat
learners not only noticed their presencein the input available but also processedtheir
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manifestness. What does it mean in developmental terms? It will be contended that
advanced learners can make a "better" use of the contextual information available to
them. By contrast, at initial levels there is a trade-off between language form and
pragmatic function or between conveying the message (informative content) and
conveying pragmatic force. In this sense,linguistic forms seem to appear before the
learning of their appropriateuse (pragmalinguistic knowledge).
For more advanced learners, the use of attention getters requires increased
contextual/pragmaticprocessing. Pragmatic processingdoes not tend to conform to the
effort/effect trade-off as conceived by Sperberand Wilson. It may hold for LI contexts
but for SLA settings relevance can be said to be a more gradually emergent
manifestation.
Also, the production of attention-gettersis actually more demanding in terms of
control of processing (Bialystok). It could be also argued that the (over)use of these
framing discourse acts reflects an attempt to relate form to context as part of what
Bialystok calls the construction of pragmatic knowledge by the building of a symbolic
representational level. In relevance theoretical terms, this representsan increase in
effort. There seemsto be a stage of advancedproficiency where the use of resources
actually requires greaterhearereffort.
Bialystok arguesthat advancedlearners make an effort to relate to an external
context (conversationalstyles in a different culture), whereas beginners could not step
outside their internal/cognitive context. In RT terms, the "outside context" as cultural
specific pragmaticscould not be 'manifest' to beginners.
The use of attention getters changes the propositional content. For instance,
when one comparesexamplesEl and E15 above then one can see that in example 15
the use of attention getter "olha s6 - look" not only changesthe level of imposition,
politeness, it also changesthe object of the request. In changing the object of the
requestby pragmatic means,the use of the attention getter in the above example makes
strong claims. Firstly, the speakermakes strong pragmatic claims about herself, about
her linguistic competence,confidence or certainty about the imposition of attention
getters. Secondly, strong claims are made on the interlocutor in terms of the assumption
that the addresseeis willing or not to accept the imposition. In this sense,and contrary
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to Sperber and Wilson, it is not explicitness which is the measure of strong
communication but instead the claims made on the interaction. These claims are
fundamentally pragmatic in character. The pragmatics of the interactions cannot be
fully discussed without the consideration of the discourse moves in subsequent
discourse. Hence the focus on pragmatic developmentacrossvarious contexts.
6.4 Developmental Patterns: subsequent discourse and feedback (discourse moves
and acts)
This section will discussresults of the analysis taking into accountdiscoursemoves and
acts in the interaction. For this purpose it will look into the sequenceof the moves and
acts in interactions acrosssituations and proficiency levels. Here, modifications of the
speechact will be seenas categoriesproposed by the 'negotiation of meaning' account
in SLA (cf. Long and Pica in the literature review and methodological discussion
chapters).
Categories such as recasts,repetitions (also reiterations cf. Achiba. 2003 in the
literature review), clarification requests and confirmation checks have been called
modified input from a native speakerto a learner (non native speaker) as a result of
negotiated interaction (cf. Long, 1996: 441). The advantage of these categories
proposed by the 'negotiation of meaning' account is that they go beyond discrete
manifestations such as underproductionloverproduction to look at the ongoing
transaction over a sequenceof pragmatic talk. The aim here is twofold: on the one
hand, it seeksto look at the kind of input available to learnersin different situations and
proficiency levels. Also, how learnersreact to this input as proficiency increases. This
will provide a developmentaland situational profile of input in interaction.
On the other hand, discussion of modified input will include the view on
modified input as providing negative data (also negative feedback or corrective
feedback,cf. Schachter,1991:90 in the literature review chapter). The aim here will be
to investigate both the availability and the kind of feedback to learners. If there is
negative feedback,what forms doesit assume? Is it implicit or explicit? Does it relate
to fon-nsand functional meaningsor does it also relate to pragmatic functions? These
questions will be answered by situations and proficiency levels and they will be
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discussedwith reference to the accountsand theories of feedback in SLA which have
beencritically examined in the literature review and methodology chapters.
6.4.1 Modifications of the request in terms of discourse movesand acts: discourse and
subsequentdiscourse
a. Shared'scripts' acrosssituations: Sequenceof discoursemoves and acts
The sequenceof discoursemoves and acts in the requestivesituationsprovides a 'script'
according to which the interaction develops. This 'script' adoptsdifferent forms in each
situation, but arguably maintains a common core. Basically, scripts start with summons
(openings,cf. methodological discussionchapter), followed by an I-move propose (the
requestproper). The interlocutor will then negotiate the time and other conditions with
either R/I or F/I moves before agreeing on the requested action. The interaction
finishes, then, with a ritual closing act, performed with Follow up (F-) moves.
Example: Situation I 'car loan request'
Learners- Level 5
S=native speaker
E--Ieamer
E 14: Oi tudo bem? [I (Summons)]Hi How are you?
S: Tudo born? (R/I (Summons)]How are you?
E: Eh eu me vou. mudar essefun de semana[I (Inf)) I am going to move
housethis weekend
queria saber se voc6 me pode emprestar seu carro para mudar as minhas
coisas e se me pode ajudar ... [I (Propose)] I would like to Icnowif you can
lend meyour car to movemy things and if you can help me
S: Eu acho que sim, [R (Qualify) I think so
que dia voc8 precisado carro? [F/I (Inquire)] whendo you needthe car?
E: Ahn Sibado, Sdbado seria bom. [R (Reply)] Ahn Saturday, Saturday
would befine
S: A tarde, de manh!

[F/I (Inquire)]In the afternoon, in the morning..
...

E: Melhor quando voc8 ndo precisado carro, eu posso mudar quandoquiser
[mais ficil] [R (Reply)] Better when you don't need the car I can move
wheneverI want it's easier
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S: [Td], eu acho que posso te emprestara tarde [F (Qualify)] Fine I think I
can lend it to you in the afternoon
mas voce toma
vocd vai carregar o que dentro do carro? [I (Inquire)]But you take what are
going to carry in the car?
E: S6 algumas caixas, ndo muito, ndo muitas coisas. [R (reply)]Only some
boxesnot much not too many things
S: Td voce toma cuidado? [F/I (Proposeffine do you take care?
E: Sim, vou dirigir com cuidado, tudo bem. [R (Confirmffes I will drive
carefully
S: Td bom, entilo voc8 passa na minha casa Sdbado de manhi e pega a
chaveIA comigo, tA bom? [F/I (Propose)]
Fine so you come along to my place on Saturday in the morning and get the
key with me, allright?
E: TA, [R (Conf)]Fine
obrigado. [F Close]Thanks
S: Nada.[R (Accept)]Not at all
The amount of negotiation, here meaning the conditions for compliance, is arguably
determined by the requestee,who will feel more or less obliged to comply with the
request, depending on his/ber relationship with the requester (social distance, power
relations) and the obj ect of the request (cf. external contextual variables). Thus,
6scripts'will show some variation acrosssituations.
In Situation 1, as the example above shows, the owner of the car (student native
speaker) wants to make sure that the time suits him and that his car will suffer no
damage. For this purpose he performs a number of Proposeand Inquire acts, which in
turn demandConfirm, Accept and Reply actsfrom the requesters(learners).
In Situation 2 ('cleaning request'), only the time for the cleaning is negotiated
before compliance, but even this condition is not always part of the script (departures
from scripts will be discussedbelow). Sometimesthe cleaning lady simply agreesto
clean the room, confuining (R- Confkm) the proposed(I-propose) request.
Example: Situation 2 'cleaning request'
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Leamers- Level 2
E7 -

E--learner

C=native speaker

E: Oi. (I- Summons)Hi
C: Oi. (I- Summons)Hi
E: Voce pode limpar a sala por favor? (I-

Propose) Can you clean the

room please?
C: Sim, posso.(R- Confirm) Yes,I can
E: Bom, muito obrigado. (F- Close) ok thanks very much
C: De nada.(F- accept)Not at all
As has been discussedabove, there is less room for variation of the 'script' in this
situation, given the social distance and degreeof imposition. The asymmetry between
the participants is supposedto act as a constraint for variations, making it a more stable
kind of 'script'. This pattern is also confirmed in the choice of requeststrategiesas well
as modality markers(cf. analysis above).
In Situation 3 ('bursary request'), the conditions for compliance are given by the
requestee in the form of information (I-Informative and F-Comment moves). IInformative moves require requestersto perform Follow up moves Acknowledge (FAck). Also, as part of the 'script' for this situation, requestersperform Inquire and
Proposeacts as an attempt to achievetheir requestivegoal.
Example: Situation 3 'bursary request'
Leamers- Level 2
E6 -

E-- learner

F= native speaker

E: Bom dia senhora.(I- Summons)Good morning 'senhora'
Estou atualmenteeh Portugues no nfvel 2e gostaria me gostaria aprender
mais Portugu8s,fazer o nfvel 3, mas o problema 6 que 6 um, curso,muito
muito caro, (I- Inf) I am currently A Portuguesein level 2 and would like to
learn more Portuguesedo the level 3 but the problem is the course is very
expensive
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e me gostaria saber se 6 possfvel ahn ter uma bolsa ehn para ajudar os
alunos que ndo t8m bastantedinheiro. (I- Propose)and I would like to know
if it is possible to have a grant to help students who do not have much
money
F: A PUC tem umas bolsas de estudo para os alunos mais carentesentio
pede que voc8 mostre a documentaqio, tipo assim, renda sua se voce
trabalha ... (R- reply) PUC have grants for the least wealth students so
[they] ask you to show the documentation,such as, salary if you work..
E: Humhum. (F- Acknowledge) Humhum
F: Ou de seuspais. (F- Comment) orfrom your parents
E: Ok. (F- Acknowledge) Ok
F: Ahn as despesas se voce tem, se vocd paga aluguel e voc8 trazendo essa
documentagdo, a PUC, entio a direqAo vai analisar o seu caso, ver se voce
tem direito a essa bolsa. (F- Comment) The expenses you have if you pay
rent and if you bring the documentation PUC the direction will analyse your
case if you have a casefor the grant
E: E, quando vou devo saber se ahn
(1- Inquire) And when will I know if
...
ahn..

F: t, voce trazendo a documentaqAo (R- reply) Well if you bring the
...
documentation...
E: Humhum. (F- Acknowledge) Humhum
F: Af eles marcam uma data pra voc8 voltar. (F- Comment) then they will
give you a date whenyou can return
E: TA. (F- Acknowledge) Right
F: Pra sabera resposta,(F- Comment) to know the result right?
certo? (F/I return)
E: Obrigada.(F- Close) Thank you
F: Nada. (F- accept)No problem
Considering the sequenceof moves and acts as part of the 'script' of this situation, it is
noteworthy that right at the beginning of the interaction the requester's I-Propose is
followed by the requestee'sR-Reply, insteadof a R-Accept or R-Reject (yes/noanswer)
which is predicted by the taxonomy. However, this deviation of the taxonomy is
consideredto be part of the 'script', rather than a departurefrom it. It is clear that the
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native speakerwants to respond to the learner's request, in the form of an I-Propose,
with neither yes nor no but with the conditions for an yes or no.
Deviations from the 'script', now in the senseof departures from the 'script',
consist of sequencesof discoursemoves and acts which either indicate a breakdown of
the communication or the need for some kind of repair to keep the conversation going
until compliance with the requestis achieved.
b. Departurefrom 'scripts'

Some departures from the 'scripts' as defined above have been observed across
situations and acrossproficiency levels. This section will examine possible constraints,
imposition
degree
linguistic
(e.
of
of
g.
variables
such as
resources,external contextual
situations), internal contextual variables (cognitive processing, perception of external
contextual variables) which could be affecting learners' performance in terms of the
sequenceof discoursemoves.
Across proficiency levels
Interactions with beginnersshow that severalR/I Return, Loop, F/I Reformulate
discoursemoves are necessarybefore a R-move is offered.
Example: Situation I 'car loan request'
El

E--learner

S=native speaker

Learners- Level I
E: Voc:8 me ajuda na quinta feira por mais ou menosuma hora? You help me on
Thursdayfor about an hour? [Follow up/Initiation move propose]
S: Voc:8 quer o carro,emprestado?Do you want to borrow the car? [WI Loop]
E: (laughs showing incomprehension)[NV -R (React)]
S: Voce quer o carro, voce quer o carro, pra fazer a mudanga?Emprestado?Voce quer
pegarmeu carro? Do you want the car do you want the car to do the housemove?
Borrow it? Do you want to get my car? [F/I move reformulate]
E: Sim. Yes[Responsemove confirm]
S: Te empresto.I will lend it to you [FoHow up move (Agree)]
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The example above illustrates how absolutebeginnerscan use elliptical goal statements
but have problems with interaction (for similar results cf. Hassal, 1997 in Kasper and
Rose, 2002: 24). Native speakerinterlocutors need to repair the communication which
had broken down, with severalrecasts(expandedrepetitions) and reformulate moves. It
is clear that lack of linguistic resources (lexical problems) creates a comprehension
problem, preventing the learner from pursuing his communicative goal. In this context,
the interaction between beginnersand native speakersinvolves negotiation of meaning
(cf. Long, 1996: 441 as discussedin preceding chapters),where the missing lexical item
"emprestar" becomessalient through repetition and paraphrasing. In pragmatic terms,
there is not, however, much negotiation of the goal. The native speakercomplies with
the request as soon as the communication is re-established. In this sense,he cuts the
for
be
little
have
to
too
that
too
made
negotiation short, anticipating
much effort would
impact.

As proficiency increases,requestsfor clarification and repetitions decrease(cf.
for similar findings Achiba, 2003: 172-173),with the interactions becoming much more
target-like. It is noteworthy that requestfor clarification and (expanded)repetitions are
not presentin the control group in any of the situations (cf. R/I moves Repeatand Loop
in the figures in the analysis of discourse moves and acts above). Most importantly,
R/I moves Repeatchangetheir function with an increaseof proficiency. Whereasthey
would consist of clarification requestsin beginners' interactions, R/I (or F/1) moves in
advancedlevels, as the example below shows, consist of back channel responses,more
frequent in interactions betweennative speakers.

Example: Situation I
Learners- level 3

E--Learner

S=Native speaker

E16
S: TA eu acho que sim, [R (Qualify)] right I think so
que horas voc8 precisa do carro? [I (Inquire)) at what time do you need the
car?
E: Eu preciso do carro oito da manhi. [R (Reply)]l needthe car at eight am
S: Oito da manhA?[F/I (Return)] eight am?
TA bom [F (Acknowledge)] Fine
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The example above also illustrates another developmental pattern in the sequenceof
discourse moves and acts. As mentioned above, in interactions with beginners, the
negotiation of the requestive goal is kept to a minimum by the native speaker. In
contrast, with increase in proficiency, much more negotiation of the request can be
observed. Native speakersin all situations impose conditions and negotiate them along
the interaction,before complying with the request. It seemsthen that there is a trade off
between the negotiation of the goal and negotiation of meaning. Native speakers
arguably perceive advancedlearners as capable of concentrating on the transaction of
the requestbut not beginners. It seemsthat modified input from native speakersto nonnative speakersis not limited to grammatical and lexical features, but rather native
speakersalso accommodatetheir contributions in pragmatic terms.
Apart from communication breakdowns, another trigger for repetitions, recasts
and clarification requestsin the form of R/I and F/I moves amongstbeginners is poor
alignment of movesby learners,as the following example shows:
Example:
Learners- Level I
E-- learner
S: [Quando] When?[F/I (Inquire)]

S=native speaker

E: Isto 6 muito importante para mim. This is very importantfor me [F
(COM)l

Poor alignment of responseshas already been reported in the literature (cf. Kasper and
Rose, 2002: 25), even amongst advancedlearners. Similarly, in the data presentedin
this study, problems with alignment of discourse moves appear at all levels and in all
situations. In Situation 1, level 5, for instance,the example below shows that learner's
F-Moves Evaluate actually interrupt the interlocutor's move, introducing 'noise' in the
conversation:
Example:
Learners- Level 5
E15

E--Leamer

S=native speaker

S: Qualquer dia do final cle semana,Sibado ou Domingo? Any day in the
weekend,Saturday or Sunday?[F/I (Inquire)]
E: t, qualquerdia [serve]. Yesany day isfine [R (Reply)]
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S: TA. ok [F (Acknowledge)]
eu acboque Sibado,a tmde ele tA disponfvel, [eu acho que voc8 pode usarl I
think that on Saturday evening I won't need it [I think you can use it] [F
(Agme)]
E: [Ah 6timo]. Ah great [F (Evaluate)]
S: [Afl. So
E: [Ah muito legal]. Ah this is really great [F (Evaluate)]
S: Conforme for voce nw liga na Sexta-feira pm confirmar. Depending on
what happensyou caH me on Friday to confirm [F/I (Propose)]
Kasperand Rose(2002: 25) argue that poor alignment might be a problem of control of
processing,following Bialystok's model. They further argue that pragmatic awareness
and control of processingseemto be unrelateddimensions. Iffie opposite view is taken
here: pragmaticawarenessmight be the trigger for processing. In the caseof beginners,
language comprehensionproblems might be interfering with the managementof the
conversation in terms of discourse moves. However, the same does not apply for
advancedlearners,who show no difficulties with understanding. It could be argued that
what constrainsthe managementof the interaction (i.e. sequenceof discoursemoves),
besidesthe amountof linguistic resources,is the 'overprocessing'of expectationsposed
by the interaction. UAwnersseem to have an awarenessof the pragmatic demandsfor
the achievementof their requestivegoal, investing mom effort than should be necessary,
which resultsin achieving lower contextualeffects.
6.5 Feedba& (R/l, F/I moves wed acts)
This section will discussthe availability of feedbackin the requestiveinteractions. For
this purpose,it will look at how feedbackfigures in the conversationsand how learners
react to it.

Feedback in discourse is defined by Trosborg (1995: 181) as mainly

comprising "acts of acknowledgementand supplementarycomments". In the context of
Trosborg's taxonomy of discourse moves and acts, feedback in discoursecomprises,
more specifically, F-moves Acknowledge and F-moves Comment. This kind of
feedback will be redefined here asforward-hxWng moves, in the sensethat F-moves
Acknowledge and F-Comment are crucial to keep the conversationgoing. 17heysignal
to the interlocutor duktthe previous discoursemove has been understood,acceptedand
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show, in this way, a commitment in the developmentof the conversation. As seen in
the analysis of the discourse moves and acts above, F-moves produced by learners
increase with proficiency level. Learners show an awarenessof the importance of
Follow up moves for the flow of the conversationuntil compliance with the request is
achieved.
T'here are, however, other kinds of Follow up moves (e.g. F-Reformulate, FRepeat)which, insteadof feeding the conversationforwards, break it, demandingsome
kind of repair before the conversation can proceed further. These Follow up moves,
together with R/I moves, refer to a previous move, to which participants in the
interaction need to refer back. Thus, for the purposeof this discussion,feedback will
encompassonly acts (or functions) of Follow up and Response/Initiationmoves (e.g.
Repeat, Loop) which arguably break the flow of the conversation. These moves and
acts representin the 'negotiation of meaning' accountrequestsfor clarification, recasts,
expanded or exact repetitions, confirmation checks or indications of communication
breakdown(cf. above).
65.1 Feedbackand situational variation
In Situations 2 and 3, where the social distance (status/power) is greater than in
Situation 1, less feedback (as defined above) can be observed. In Situation 2 for
instance, the example below shows that the native speaker, faced with a
(in)comprehension problem, invests little effort to try to solve the breakdown in
communication.
Learners- Level 2
E6 -

E--Learner

C=native speaker

E: (xxx) por favor queria saberpor que a aula nAo estAmuita limpia, voce
n1lofui na aula?(I- Inquire) PleaseI would like to know why the class is not
very clean you didn't go to the class?
C: NAoentendi.(R- Loop) I didn't understand
E: Ach! queria.saberpor que a aula n5o esti limpia voce n1o fui para limpia
aula hoje? (F/I - Repeat)ach I would like to know why the class is not clean
you didk't go to the class?
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C: (Longo silencio indicando que nAoentendeu)posso,timpar. (R- Confirm)
(Long silence indicating she did not understandthe previous move) I can
ckan it.
E: Ok. (F- Acknowledge) Ok

At the end of the interaction, the cleaning lady (C) indicates she did not understandthe
learner's F/I Repeatmove. However. she complies with the requestwith a R-Confirm
move. As mentionedbefore, this situation presentsa very 'stable' script. The example
above depicts a departure from the 'script', in the sense that the requester(learner)
performs the request with an I-Inquirc move, instead of using an I-Propose move
expected as part of the 'script' of this situation. Feedback provided by the native
speaker is limited to making explicit the misunderstanding. It does not give any
indication as to what could have been the source of the misunderstanding,since the
native speaker'sR/I loop move does not point to any feature of the learner's discourse
move in particular. The learner's subsequentmove is an almost exact repetition of
his/her previous move. This kind of limited and vague feedback also appears in
Situation 3. where miscommunicationsare not fully negotiated,rather participantsallow
the communication to proceed with an imperfect consensus. This means that in
Situations 2 and 3 native speakersare not preparedto accommodatetheir speechto
learners. On the other hand, learners in these situations are prepared to accept that
misunderstandingswill not be solved.
This pattern suggeststhat effort decreasesas social distance increases (see
Situations 2 and 3). In other words, NNSs tend to suppressrequestiveeffort with NS in
interactionswhere social distanceis a significant factor. The data analysisin relation to
Situations 2 and 3 confirrns this. One reasonfor this pattern might residein the fact that
in formal situationswhere greater social distanceis a factor excessiveprocessingeffort
is required vis-&-vispragmaticeffect.
6.5.2 Feedbackand proficiency level variation
As indicated in the analysis of discoursemoves and acts, moves such as R/I Loop, R/I
Return and F/I Reformulate, which indicate the need for request for clarification and
expanded repetitions by native speakers, decrease as proficiency increases. In
interaction with beginners,as the example El (Level I Situation 1) above shows, the
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native speaker typically does the repair work, with R/I loop and F/I reformulate
discoursemoves. As predicted in the negotiation of meaning account, in his requestfor
clarification and expanded repetitions, the native speaker provides modified input,
offering feedbackto the learnerin lexical and arguably syntactical terms as well. In the
example below, the native speaker gives clear feedback to the learner about the
inappropriatenessof the learner's choice of the lexical item "dar" (to give):
Example:
Learners- Level 3

E--leamers

S=Native

speaker
E: Eu estou muclandode casa e como voce sabe eu nio tenho carro e eu
tenho muitas coisas para,muclar (I-

Inf) I am moving home and as you

know I don't have a car and I have lots of things to move
e eu estavapensandoque talvez voce me pode me pode dar um jeito me clar
o carro seu carro para um dia para para muclar minhascoisas.(I - Propose)
and I was wondering that maybeyou can you canfind a way to give me the
car
S: Dar o carro ou emprestar?( R/I - Inquire) give it or lend it?
E: Emprestars6 dar por um dia s6 empresta.(R- Reply) lend it give onlyfor
one day only knd it
S: TA bom eu empresto(F- Agree) ok I lend it to you
The learner's subsequentmove after the feedback,when he makesexplicit the meaning
of "to lend". shows that the feedback was understood as a correction, which was
incorporated in the learner's subsequentdiscourse move. For the 'negotiation of
meaning' account, modified input in the form of repetitions and clarification requestsis
seenas feedbackfor grammatical and lexical knowledge. Furthermore,modified input
is supposedto facilitate learning (cf literature review), making featuressalient. Saliency
of featuresis also supposedto facilitate noticing. According to Schmidt, salient features
would be rnore easily noticed by learners(see Schmidt above in this chapter). Carroll
(1999) criticises this mechanic view of the perception of input, arguing that saliency
cannot be placed externally, but is part of the individual's cognitive representations.
Whether or not the feedbackabove provided by the NS was of any significance for the
learner can only be assessedwith consideration of concepts such as manifestness,
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relevanceand cognitive context. In terms of pragmatics,feedbackappearsin the data in
a lessexplicit way than the feedbackdescribedabove.
65.3 Negotiation of meaning,feedback and pragmatics
Feedback on a pragmatic level appears in the data in the form, for example, of
reformulations by native speakersof learners' request strategies. In other words, NSs
repeat learner's request but changesthe level of directnessof the request realization
strategy, as in the example below, where the NS changesthe request strategy from a
hint usedby the learner to a more direct expressionof wishes and desires.
Example:
Situation I
LearnersLevel I

E--learner

S=nativespeaker

E: Voce me ajuda na quinta feira por mais ou menos uma,hora? You help me
on 77tursdayfor about an hour? [Follow up/Initiation move propose]
S: Voce quer o caffo emprestado? Do you want to borrow the car? [R/I
Loop]
E: (laughs showing incomprehension) [NV -R (React)]

Tlw learner does not understandthe NS's refonnulation of his/her request due to the
lack of linguistic resources,so that the NS needsto perform a seriesof repetitions and
recastsuntil the learner confum the request.
Another kind of reformulation of learners' realization strategies by the NS
interlocutor is concernedwith changesfrom a direct strategy(e.g. mood derivable "voc8
me deu o caffo ahn por me ajudar por ahn mudar meuscoisas? Did you give me the car
to help me to move my things?) to a more indirect strategy(Voce tA precisandodo meu
carro? Do you need my car?). In both cases,learners' reactions to native speakers'
feedbackin the sequenceof discourseis limited to confirming the reformulation of the
request.
Unlike in the exampleabove(Learnerslevel 3), where the learnermakesexplicit
referenceto the NS's feedback.the feedbackconcernedwith refonnulation of request
strategiesseemsto be interpreted as a request for confirmation. In some cases,even
after the reformulation of the strategy by the NS, learners do not incorporate them in
their subsequentdiscourse moves. On the contrary, the learner who used a mood
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derivable strategy, performs, after the NS's feedback, a subsequentrequest with the
samemood derivable realization strategy.
In the context of the perceptionof feedbackby learners,Carroll (2001, see also
literature review chapter) argues that perception of feedback is dependenton it being
relevant, according to the Relevanceprinciple in RT (see above, this chapter). This
meansthe interpretationof feedbackhas to achievethe most contextualeffects with the
least processingeffort. In order for NSs' feedback regarding realization strategiesand
levels of directnessto be interpreted by learners as negative feedback,learners would
have to stepoutsidethe immediate context of the transactionof the requestand interpret
NS's reformulation as metalinguistic information. The immediate context, which is
easily manifest to learners and therefore the most relevant one is concernedwith the
negotiationof the requestand the conditions to achievethe requestivegoal. Learnersdo
not interpret feedbackas metalinguistic information becauseit is an interpretationwhich
lacks contextualeffects. The lack of contextualeffect is defined in termsof (cf. Sperber
and Wilson. 1995: 143):
I- The assumptionis utterly unrelatedto the context.
2. The assumptionis already presentin the context and its strengthis unaffectedby
the newly presentedinformation.
3. The assumption is inconsistent with the context and too weak to change the
context.
The interpretationof feedback as metalinguistic information, becauseit involves more
effort for little contextual effect, would be of last resort for learners. There is no
guaranteethat feedbackwill be interpretedas such. It dependsforemoston the learners'
inferencing capacities. Carroll also arguesthat the more explicit the feedbackthe more
relevant it will be for learners. Explicit feedback in pragmatic terms is rare, there is
none in the data presentedhere. This raisespedagogicalissues,making a case for the
explicit teachingof pragmatic abilities in secondlanguageclasses(see Bardovi-Harlig
and Hartfordý 1993 and Warga, 2002 in the literature review chapter). However,
explicitness alone - surely a speaker-centred,NS-cenwed description -'does not
guaranteelearning of successfulnegotiation of meaning. What control, manifestness
and noticing bring into consideration is die hearerperspective,the listener perspective
in wteraction. In other words, the negotiationof meaningoffers only a weak accountof
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interaction.

Only by extending this account to the pragmatic unfolding of

communication, can interaction NS-NNS in contexts, be fully explored. Noticing,
control and manifestnessoffer a far more comprehensiveaccount of cognition in the
learning of pragmatics,for they place learning in the learner and also betweenthe NNSs
and the input.
6.6 Summary

This chapter set out to discuss the results of the data analysis in the light of a proposal
for an integrated theory of pragmatic development in SLA studies. The theoretical
components discussed in the preceding chapters, although concerned with general
second language acquisition issues, have been put forward to explicitly explain the
learning of pragmaticsin a second language. In addition, as part of a complex, but
necessarytheoreticalframework, the accountsabovefor the learning of pragmaticsin a
second languagehave been enriched by insights provided by an integrated cognitivecommunicativetheory of pragmatics,namely RelevanceIbeory.
Moreover, to do justice to the interactionalcharacterof the data, the secondpart
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discourse in interaction, that is sequenceof discourse moves as well as NSs' and
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research
and
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acquisition
beenbrought into a discussionof the results.
The most salient feature of the resultsof the analysisof the requestivesituations
is concernedwith die production or lack of production of conventionalisedpragmatic
material in Brazilian Portuguese across proficiency levels.

In this context, the

discussion has focused on unmarked modal verbs (e.g. "ter corno" can), diminutives
("limpadinha7, "ajudinha" a Buie hand) and above all on the use of attention-getters
("ollia", "olha W look) by learners. The questionwhich arisesis why is it that learners
at all proficiency levels, despite being intensely exposed to these pragmatic routine
featuresin Brazilian Portugueseeither do not producethem at all or have difficulties in
manipulatingthem in interactionswith native speakers?
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In order to answer this question, cognitive and also communicative aspectsof
learners' interactionshave been considered. Learnersmight have noticed the presence
of routinized material such as attention-gettersin native speakers'requestsbut were not
able to include them in their own requests. It was argued that processingissueshave
prevented learners from better manipulating conventionalized pragmatic resourcesin
Portuguese. Here, Bialystok's control of processingand analysisof knowledge are used
to conceptualisethis learning difficulty. In the context of development,beginners'total
lack of attention getters could be explained in terms of problems with automatization
and/or the mapping of pragmatic features to L2 social situations. However, to offer a
mom differentiated picture of learners' difficulties with conventionalized pragmatic
material, conceptsfrom RelevanceTheory such as manifestness,relevance,context and
the distinction betweenexplicature and implicature have been taken into account. Here,
someclaims havebeenmade:
First, that beginnerstend to rely on the propositional content of their requests.
Thus, they stop processingat the level of explicatures. Attention-getters, as non-topic
carrying discoursefeaturesare considered to be irrelevant, in the sensethat too much
effort would have to be spent. Propositional explicitness is given priority to the
detriment of pragmaticconventions.
Second. advanced learners, who overproduce attention-getters, seem to be
engaged in further processing. This means they can access higher levels of
communication (implicated premisesand conclusions),which in turn suggestsadvanced
learners were able to process ftuther contextual information. ft is argued that the
teaming of pragmaticabilities in a secondlanguageis constrainedby the ability to make
better use of (internal and external)contextual information.
Finally. the overproduction of attention-gettersby advancedlearnersrepresents
an increasein effort which does not conform to the relevance-theoreticalprinciple of
least effort/greatest effect. This suggests a stage in pragmatic development where
learnershave an acuteawarenessof the 'untransiatability' of pragmaticcodesfrom their
Lis to the targa language. As a result, there is an overprocessingwhich generates
4noise'in the intowtion and which, in turn, demandsmore effort from native speakers'
interlocutors.
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11Wsecond part of this chapter was concerned with discourse and subsequent
discourse. In other words, it sought to discuss discourse moves in interaction, their
position and the kinds of moves they originate as subsequentdiscourse. In this context,
it was argued that negotiation of the requestive goal increaseswith proficiency level.
NSs accommodatetheir contributions, imposing more conditions before complying with
the requestwhen interacting with more advancedlearners. On the other hand, there is
more negotiation of meaning, with recasts, reformulations and repetitions by NSs
interacting with beginners. This suggeststhat there is then a trade off between the
negotiation of the goal and the negotiation of the meaning, with NSs accommodating
their discourseboth in grammatical and lexical as well as in pragmatic terms. Another
constraint for the negotiation of the requestive goal is social distance as an external
variable. The greaterthe social distancethe less negotiationthere will be.
Another significant finding in the context of subsequentdiscourse is concerned
with poor alignment of discoursemoves at all proficiency levels and in all requestive
situations. In the caseof beginners,poor alignment could be related to low proficiency
level and problems with comprehension. However, amongst advanced learners poor
alignment of moves could be due to an overprocessing.Awareness of the pragmatic
demands for the achievement of the communicative goal could be making learners
invest more effort with little contextual effect.
The final part of this section discussedthe presenceand perception of feedback
by learners.

Feedback as requests for clarification, recasts, expanded or exact

repetitions, confumation checks is less present in interactions where the social distance
is great. NSs in these situations tend not to accommodatetheir speechto learners,who
in turn, invest less effort in the pursuit of the requestivegoal. Social distance seemsto
act as a constraint for the negotiationof the requestivegoal.
Izarners will only perceive feedback by NSs as negative feedback, that is as a
correction, if they step outside the immediate context of the interaction (the tmnsaction
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pragmatics arguably raises pedagogical issues, making a case for the teaching of
pmgmatic abilities in a secondlanguage.
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